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What is Larp?

LARP (or Larping) is an acronym for Live-Action Role 
Playing.  To play, you create a character or persona that 
you will act out, like a game of pretend.  You will ex-
perience the things that your character will experience 
throughout the course of an event.  An event is a set 
amount of time that the Larping experience will last 
– it can be an aft ernoon, an entire weekend – or even 
an entire week!  Th e event producers will run the lo-
gistics of the event, including check-in, check-out and 
the overall plot or continuing story lines for the event.  
When you attend an event, you will receive game day 
credits which can be used to build your character in 
skill points as well as collect wealth and items that your 
character can use.  Th e only limit to your character is 
the limit of your imagination!

What is C.A.S.T.L.E.?

C.A.S.T.L.E. is an acronym that stands for the Cin-
cinnati Association of Safe Th eatrical Live Entertain-
ment.  We are based out of the Greater Cincinnati area.  
C.A.S.T.L.E. off ers a variety of services for our players, 
including not only the actual running of larp events, but 
also free database management for all your C.A.S.T.L.E. 
character sheets.

C.A.S.T.L.E. also provides rules forums to ask ques-
tions and receive answers about your Larping experi-
ence. Rulebooks and Compendiums are available on-
line, and a download is free of charge. If you would like 
to purchase one in book format, we have that option 
available as well.  You can read more about what we do, 
what we off er and who we are at our website:

www.castlelarp.com

Your First LARP Experience – 
What To Expect, What To Bring?

Attending your fi rst LARP event can be a bit intimidat-
ing if you do not know what to expect, what to bring, 
or how to be prepared.  Preparing for a LARP event is 
about the same as preparing for a camping trip.  For 
a weekend event, you’ll be sleeping in either tents or 
cabins, so prepare accordingly with sleeping gear, in-
cluding pillows and blankets and toiletries (including 

bug spray and sunscreen).  Don’t forget to bring your 
costume, armor, weapons, racial makeup and makeup 
remover, spell packets, and other props such as locks/
tools and duct tape necessary to play your character. It 
is almost a certainty the local plot team will not be able 
to loan these basic items you will need to be eff ective.  
In reference to costuming, be aware that your charac-
ter’s costume should be decent and tasteful - if you can’t 
wear it to the beach, then you can’t wear it to attend a 
C.A.S.T.L.E. event.

Footwear is all-important!  Bring shoes in which you 
will be able to run and hike.  Waterproof is a real bo-
nus.  Plan to bring extra socks: fi gure out how many 
you think you will need for the weekend and then bring 
twice as many. If it’s rainy, toss in a few more for good 
measure. Nothing kills an adventuring spirit like soggy 
feet.

Plastic grocery store bags make great storage items and 
these can be used for everything from wrapping up 
wet and/or dirty clothes, to trash bags at the end of the 
event, to protecting your feet (over your socks, inside 
your boots) in cold or rainy weather.

Medications, if you require them. For prescription 
medications, you will need to inform the medics and 
the local plot team of what you are taking and where 
you keep it.  A special note for asthma suff erers or those 
who have severe allergies: have your inhaler and/or 
Epipen on you at all times. Make sure that the people 
who you are adventuring with know where you keep it, 
in case you have trouble getting to it when you need it.

Pouches and/or a backpack: Th ey don’t need to be fan-
cy, or in-period starting out - a scrap of fabric sewn 
up and fi tted with a drawstring does fi ne, and decent 
leather backpacks, purses, and other such items can be 
found inexpensively at most thrift  stores. Slightly more 
expensive, but more versatile and rugged, will be gear 
from military surplus stores.

A moderately-sized box is helpful to store game-relat-
ed items you are leaving at or near your bunk. (Extra 
coin, spare tags/items, plot-related items you may fi nd, 
etc...). A lock for the box is also highly recommended 
as you never know what other characters may be inter-
ested in your character’s stuff . Non-game-related per-
sonal items, such as car keys, phone, and money, are 
commonly stowed in with your clothes in a container 
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or a duff el bag marked as out-of-game (OOG) so that 
there is no confusion to which is yours and what be-
longs to your character.  Th is should be stored under 
your bed or cot.

A small amount of cash for purchasing food at the tav-
ern. Do not stint yourself on food or liquids. It is easy to 
become dehydrated with all of the adventure and activ-
ity going on!

Watch the weather report as well.  If it’s going to be hot, 
remember to bring a fan — if your campsite has elec-
tricity.  If not, battery powered fans work well!  Candles, 
torches and the like need to be attended at all times.  If 
you are in doubt with these items, check with your local 
branch to see what they allow.

When arriving on site, you will be required to check 
in with the local logistics team. Th ey will provide your 
character sheet and coin and may direct you to your 
sleeping accommodations.  Once settled in and un-
packed, it is time to get into costume and attend Open-
ing Ceremonies. Th is is where the local plot team will 
brief you on the campsite and its boundaries, safe and 
unsafe areas, and the rules for everyone to have a fun, 
exciting, and safe game.  Aft erwards, it is time for the 
game to begin!

Aft er a fun-fi lled weekend of roleplaying, monster-
slaying and being the hero (or villain!), the event will 
come to a close.  Each player is required to clean up his 
or her personal area and one extra area of the campsite 
(assigned by logistics) before they can check out. When 
we rent campsites, C.A.S.T.L.E. wants to leave the site 
cleaner than when we arrived.  

You will need to bring your character sheet with all 
your character’s coin to the logistics check out.  Giv-
ing your sheet back to the logistics person with your 
coin will ensure you get the game day credits for your 
character that you deserve!  Also, turning in your coin 
allows the logistics team to preserve the coin in your 
Adventurer Stash, a vault you will be able to access at 
any C.A.S.T.L.E. game.  All game-related tagged items 
are yours to keep, so don’t lose them!

The Six Rules Never To Forget in 
C.A.S.T.L.E.

1. The Pause Rule
Th is is the most important rule in the game.  Th ere 
are times in the game when things need to be “paused” 
— safety issues, something happens that the plot team 
must explain to the players, and so on.  Th is can be 
done by shouting the word “PAUSE!” to indicate all 
game play is to stop.  Th is is the most important word in 
C.A.S.T.L.E. LARP. When you hear this word, you will 
immediately stop all game play and lower your head, 
close your eyes, stop talking and then listen for further 
instruction.  Under no circumstances is this word to 
be ignored.  When the situation has been resolved by 
a Plot member or an arbiter, and game play is ready to 
resume, the person who called the Pause will say, “Is 
everyone ready?”  To which the players will respond 
“Yes!”, if ready.  Game play will resume with “3...2...1...
Game On!”, usually initiated by an Arbiter — to which 
the players will respond with “Game On!” and game 
play will resume.
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2. The Contact Rule
C.A.S.T.L.E. prohibits all forms of body contact during 
combat.  Th ere is no shield bashing, pinning of limbs, 
and so on.  C.A.S.T.L.E. runs a fun and physical, but 
safe form of boff er combat.  Under no circumstances is 
body contact allowed in a combat situation.  Outside of 
combat, do not touch others in any way without their 
consent. Public displays of aff ection, even between 
consenting adults is not allowed. Th is includes sleeping 
arrangements: one person per bed or sleeping bag.

3. The Illegal Substance Rule
C.A.S.T.L.E. prohibits the use of illegal substances and 
alcohol during C.A.S.T.L.E.-sponsored events. Th is in-
cludes cigarettes for those who are legally minors. Many  
events are held on campsites that prohibit these sub-
stances and we will follow the law in all respects.  Ad-
ditionally, it is prohibited to come to any C.A.S.T.L.E.-
sponsored event while under the infl uence.  Any person 
caught breaking this rule will be asked to leave and will 
be punished to the full extent of the law.

4. The Thieving Rule
Many players like to see whether they can steal another 
character’s goods in-game.  If you are ready to try your 
luck, know that you must have an Arbiter with you at 
all times if you are invading someone else’s personal 
area.  Th is is meant to protect our players’ privacy and 
prevent any accidental searching through any out-of-
game belongings. Th e Arbiter will check Arbiter notes, 
if any are present and determine where you may search 
and steal.  Players are not to check Arbiter notes at any 
time.  If you are lucky enough or good enough to steal 
in-game items, the Arbiter will then note the cabin was 
burglarized and collect any tags or physical represen-
tations from the victimized players.   See page 86 for 
further explanation of How to be a “Proper” Th ief.

5. The Sportsmanship Rule
C.A.S.T.L.E. is a game of honesty.  Players play the game 
to the best of their ability – taking their hits (damage 
to Health Points) and spell eff ects, and simply playing 
the game as it was intended to be played.  No matter 
the situation, please remember that this is still a game. 
While your characters are fi ctitious, the players are real 
and should be treated with real respect.  Sportsmanship 
in C.A.S.T.L.E. is paramount to everyone’s enjoyment 
of the game.

6. The Exploit Rule
As mentioned above in Rule number fi ve, C.A.S.T.L.E. 
is a game of honesty.  Players want to play the game 
as it was intended to be played.  If you fi nd a rule or a 
passage in the rulebook that may be exploited, please 
contact C.A.S.T.L.E. so that we can evaluate that rule 
and fi x it for the enjoyment of all players.  C.A.S.T.L.E. 
wishes to provide the best set of rules and the best ex-
perience possible.  Exploiting the rules takes the fun 
out of the game for everyone involved.

The World You Play In

Excerpts from “A History of Valara 
and Its Cultures” by Nel’eard Valeth, 
Esq.

Chaos and the Birth of a Utopia

Life itself is comprised of six major elements: Fire, Wa-
ter, Earth, Air, Life and Death. Each element is born 
from a single focus, both connected and separate from 
the world you now know. Eons before your time, the 
Paragons of each of these elements labored together to 
create a utopia – a balance of elements manifested into 
a single realm of existence. Th is realm is known to you 
as Valara. 

At fi rst, Valara was devoid of all elements – a mere husk 
of a world yet to be born. Before the creation of this 
utopia these six elements were in continual fl ux, each 
vying for power over another and dominion of the cos-
mos, and each falling to another’s assault. Ra’tol, Para-
gon of Fire…Undinae, Paragon of Water…Cragmathe, 
Paragon of Earth…Elyssinu, Paragon of Air...Ga’lar 
and Ge’lina, twin Paragons of Life...and Seneroth, Para-
gon of Death…constantly reborn aft er death, again and 
again and again…

Aft er a millennium of war with no clear victor, the Ele-
mental Paragons accepted their diff erences, and a truce 
was forged. Dividing the cosmos equally, each claimed 
a place of their own. Instead of forcing elements in their 
purest form upon one another, the Paragons allowed 
the elements to amalgamate naturally and in turn cul-
tivate life. Valara was chosen as the epicenter for this 
new beginning, and each of the Paragons bestowed a 
piece of themselves to her, transforming that husk of 
a world into a living, breathing and ever-changing ele-
mental utopia. Water fl owed, plants fl ourished, magma 
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boiled, and the sky cried out in strikes of victory. Valara 
had been born and she was now young and beautiful. A 
guardian was chosen from the ranks of the elementals 
and given the powers of each to continue the Paragons’ 
labors. Known as “Anima the Creator”, this guardian 
helped to shape Valara into the world you see today.

Mortals

With the creation of a new world, the dawn of mortal 
beings inevitably followed.

Over time Valara birthed children to roam her lands 
and swim in her oceans. Th e fi rst of these creatures were 
small in form, but great in number. Centuries passed, 
and Anima grew lonely. Th ough an eternal bond was 
shared with Valara herself, the Guardian yearned for 
something more. Using the gift s bestowed by the Para-
gons, Anima shaped and sculpted raw materials col-
lected from Valara, and gave life to Valaran creatures 
who shared a similar form to the Elemental Paragons. 

Th e fi rst of these mortals were to become known as the 
Ancient Elves – the Anturi. With memories of Ga’lar 
and Ge’lina in mind, Anima shaped saplings into this 
graceful and slender race with long physical features 
and deep mental abilities. Th e second mortals were 
sculpted from volcanic rock and ash, just as the chil-
dren of Cragmathe himself. Th ese stout people became 
known as Dwarvenfolk. Taking great pride in strong 
and beautiful natural structures, they made their homes 
in mountains and caves, isolating themselves from the 
rest of Valara. Th e third mortals were created by mix-
ing handfuls of earth, plants, water, sand, salt, and a 
myriad of other ingredients. When Anima breathed 
life into them, they grew both quickly and varied – no 
two were alike. Humans were born, and in each a glim-
mer of the elemental paragons was found. Th e Humans 
spread across Valara, growing and changing to adapt to 
their homes.

Economy

Coins on Valara are separated into four distinctive cur-
rencies:  Caps, Marks, Crowns, and Dragons.  Caps 
are the smallest denomination, while Dragons are the 
largest.  Caps are distinctive coins represented by stars.  
Marks have the fl eur-de-lis symbol on one side with 
crossed scimitars on the other.  Crowns are ordained 
with crowns on both sides, and dragons are still a mys-

tery. Th e Goblinfolk keep a close eye on them. It’s ru-
mored they are marked with the bust of a king from a 
long-forgotten time one on side, and the visage of the 
fabled dragons on the other. Perhaps you will be one of 
the fi rst adventurers to lay eyes on this rare coin!

Th e Blue Crystal Bank has branches all throughout Va-
lara.  Th e Goblinfolk have learned over time the value 
of banking, storing and bartering.  Based in their home 
city of ZeeZak, the Blue Crystal Bank is the only global 
bank throughout the world.  

Adventurer Stash

C.A.S.T.L.E. employs a unique idea known as the Ad-
venturer Stash.  Th e Adventurer Stash is a character’s 
hiding place where all coin is kept.  Th is place is secret 
— from an in-game perspective no coin can be stolen 
between games. 

When a player completes an event, all coin must be re-
turned to logistics during the checkout process. Th is 
ensures proper record-keeping and helps to keep our 
coin costs low.  Th is coin will be recorded onto the 
player’s character sheet, and thus placed into his or her 
vault, or Adventurer Stash.  Before any game, a player 
can withdraw as much coin as they desire from logis-
tics, but can never access the Adventurer Stash during 
games.
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Creating a Character

A player may have up to fi ve diff erent characters at any 
given time, but can play only one character at an event.  
Th ese characters can be the same race and even the 
same class, but each must be obviously unique so other 
players will immediately know they are entirely diff er-
ent characters.  For example, two of your characters can 
be Feralkyn, but they must be diff erent sub-types of the 
race to avoid confusion.  Your characters may never di-
rectly interact with each other at any time, nor can they 
interact through another player. 

Every new character begins with 30 skill points. 

Health Points and Resource Pools

Health Points represent the amount of damage a 
character can sustain before bleeding to death.  Resource 
Pools represent abilities that a character can call upon 
to perform skills during a certain period of time.  
Mana, Finesse and Armor Defl ections are all Resource 
Pools.  Mana is the pool of energy from which magic 
users draw to cast their spells.  Finesse is the pool of 
feats used by nimble characters to perform maneuvers.  
Armor Defl ections  are a pool of prowess using armor 
more effi  ciently to defl ect even the deadliest of blows.

New characters start with 10 Health Points, 0 Mana, 0 
Finesse and a maximum of two Armor Defl ections.  

Choosing a Race

One of the fi rst steps to building a character is to choose 
a race.  In C.A.S.T.L.E., there are fi ve racial categories: 
Mankind, Elf, Hillfolk, Kindred and Warling.  Each cat-
egory contains subcategories, giving you 16 races from 
which to choose.  Each race is unique!  

Th ere are only fi ve basic racial categories in C.A.S.T.L.E.; 
however, there are many races which make up these 
categories.  Each of these races has its own unique traits 
and history.  Th ese cultures are laid out in detail in the 
Valaran Culture Compendium. Th e cultures described 
in this Players Rulebook and the detail laid out in the 
Culture Compendium are guidelines for character 
building.  Th is does not mean that you must play your 
character exactly as described in the compendium!  

Th e more thought and creativity you place into your 
character’s background and history, the more you can 
bring that character to life.

It is not permitted for a character to disguise himself or 
herself as another race using make-up and/or prosthet-
ics. In-game, characters would be able to tell the diff er-
ence between the black skin of a Dark Elf and the black 
make-up of a Mankind trying to look like a Dark Elf.  
We, as players, are all humans using make-up, prosthet-
ics and costuming to appear as other races. Because 
there is no way to distinguish between make-up used 
to appear as a chosen race and make-up used as a dis-
guise, using this method to disguise your character is 
not allowed.

Racial Category Descriptions

Mankind – Human:  

Humans are a strong, but short lived race that strives to 
achieve great heights. Most only live to see fi ft y or sixty 
years, but these Mankind develop an intense willpower 
and determination towards their goals and passions 
in an attempt to make their mark on the world. Hu-
mans are very diverse and multicultural. Living in dif-
ferent parts of the world, they adapt better than other 
races. Humans range from short to tall, light skin to 
dark skin, and have a variety of hair color, including 
blonde, black, and brown — no two Humans are alike. 
It is known across the world that these Humans are just 
as likely to be virtuous and true as they are to be selfi sh 
and cruel.

Th e largest cities of Humans are built near bodies of 
water and these cities are where the busiest ports of Va-
lara can be found. Leadership is commonly determined 
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by the population of these municipalities. Th e largest 
of these cities are ruled by kings; others by a council of 
merchants, and some are run by counts, dukes, barons, 
governors or mayors.

Th ere are no specifi c makeup or costume requirements 
for this race.

Mankind – Wanderer:

Wanderers are distinguished from Humans by their 
unusual accents and cultural beliefs. Th ese nomads are 
more comfortable traveling the world in clan wagons 
rather than settling in one place for too long. It is rare 
to see a Wanderer alone, as they are deeply loyal to 
their families. All Wanderers must wear their primary 
(birth) clan symbol openly. Th e clan symbol may be 
worn as a patch or other embellishment on the cloth-
ing, a distinctive piece of jewelry, or any other clearly 
visible decoration. Symbols of clan affi  liation gained by 
marriage are oft en added to the birth clan symbol but  
this is not a required practice.

Wanderers have been known to exile deviants from a 
family clan for any crime that could be perceived as a 
betrayal of trust (theft , slander) or direct harm against 
another Wanderer (assault, murder). Th ose who have 
been exiled will be forced to take an inked black line or 
burn across family symbols to show they are “dead” to 
those family clans.

Clan leaders known as Vanem Tevas, are chosen by di-
rect popular vote at the Tevas Festival. Aft er drinking 
ridiculous amounts of ale, each contender for Vanem 
Tevas stands before the gathered clan and makes the 
case for why he or she should be elected. An empty 
drink barrel with the contender’s name and mark is 

placed side by side with all the others. Each adult clan 
member is then given a clay token to place in the barrel 
of their choice. Aft er the winner is determined, the rev-
elries continue for several days where coin and other 
small personal items are exchanged as prizes for wagers 
on various contests of skill. Th e greatest warriors from 
the clan are put to the test by running a gauntlet of 
magic and steel. Th ose who are left  standing test their 
mettle in a no rules, free-for-all wrestling match – to 
the victor go the spoils!

Wanderers believe in living life to the absolute full-
est, and while this may appear to the casual observer 
as nothing more than partying every day (and night), 
it also speaks to the fi erce devotion with which Wan-
derers lead their lives. Th ey love passionately and will 
always have a smile and a song for a friend. Conversely 
their hatred, once earned, is likely earned for life. Woe 
to the adventurer who scorns a Wanderer’s family, for 
their thirst for revenge can be as strong as their thirst 
for drink.

Th e makeup and costume requirement is an openly 
worn clan symbol.

Mankind – Barbarian:

Th e Barbarian culture is one that has adapted to a life 
without industry. Th ese Mankind live in primitive 
clans and rarely move far from their homelands. Th ey 
can survive harsh climates in which others would per-
ish; some living in the frigid Winterlands while others 
live in the scorching Aesner Desert. War oft en erupts 
between tribes that wish to expand their territory and 
exert their might to prove that one has greater strength 
over the other. Barbarian clans are attuned to the land 
and the spirit, and have become masters of Wild and 
Essence Magic. As a very primitive culture they are su-
perstitious of things unknown to their clans and have 
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developed a deep hatred and distrust for all Prime 
Magic.

Barbarian clans are usually named aft er a highly re-
spected animal.  Th is animal is seen as sacred and can 
only be hunted during a Barbarian’s adulthood quest. 
Upon completion of this sacred quest, every Barbar-
ian is marked by tattooing the clan’s symbol or animal. 
Barbarians are led by a group of chieft ains who weigh 
decisions that aff ect the entire clan.  Four Chieft ains di-
vide the various responsibilities of the Clan: War Chief, 
Peace Chief, Landsinger and Spirit Guide.

Barbarians are oft en seen by other races as less civilized, 
primarily because of their war-like nature and primi-
tive style of dress and speech. Barbarians are easily 
confused by complicated social situations due to their 
unfamiliarity with the social conventions practiced 
among other races. Th is does not mean Barbarians are 
less intelligent than other races; however, they are less 
refi ned and cultured than many of the races of Valara. 

Th e makeup and costume requirements are a tattoo or 
tattoos of animal totems or geometric shapes or lines. 
It is strongly recommended to wear furs or primitive 
clothing.

Elf – Moon Elf:

Th ey call themselves the Elah’lune (EE-la LOO-nay). 
To the rest of Valara, they are known as Moon Elves. 
Th ey are a long-lived people, with life spans between 
two and three hundred years. Th ey are a peaceful and 
thoughtful race preferring the way of knowledge and 
wisdom through meditation, instead of the path of 
strength and destruction through war.

Th e Elah’lune regard themselves to be the elder race 
among all elven cultures. Supported by their white 
skin, light-colored hair and pointed ears, their cultur-
al myths include stories about how they were created 
by the pairing of Mother Moon and Father Elf. Other 
races describe them as a frail, pale race of Elves who 
prefer the dark of night to the light of day and who are 
almost statuesque in their fl owing robes of vibrant col-
ors. Th ough their speech and movements may seem 
slow at times, they are always graceful and purposeful 
in every way.

Th roughout their history, they have learned to fortify 
their minds with intense mental exercises and there-
fore can control their emotions. Th is is not to say Moon 
Elves never show emotion, they are simply reserved 
and have much greater control than other races. Th ey 
believe that emotions should be kept only for family 
and close friends. 

Only a few Moon Elf cities are known to exist.  Th ese 
Elves prefer to live isolated from the other races in the 
highest of mountains. Th ey have built extravagant cities 
in these natural peaks, making sure to strengthen the 
mountain’s core with mundane and magical means. For 
decisions that aff ect all Elah’lune, a council of twelve el-
ders meets each month by the grace and light of the full 
moon. Th ey always meet outside, in a circle of stones 
called Dua’lunulae (DOO-ah loon-ooh-LAY), built on 
an Elven-made plateau high in the mountains. Moon 
Elves always have been against war; however, if pressed 
to fi ght, they will wield powerful magic to protect their 
families, friends and allies. 

Th e makeup and costume requirements are all visible 
skin must be white, using either makeup or clothing. 
Prosthetic ear tips, painted white, must be worn. It is 
not appropriate to wear headbands, scarves, hats, or 
earmuff s, if the appropriate prosthetics are not present 
underneath the costuming. Hair is commonly lighter 
in color. Blond or light brown are dominant, though 
darker shades do occur. Unusual colors are also allow-
able for dyed look. Th ese guidelines apply to facial hair 
as well. Using gray as highlighting is acceptable.
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Elf – Valaran Elf:

Valaran Elves are the most common of the Elven races. 
Th ey believe themselves to be the direct descendants of 
the ancient Anturi and thus value their intelligence and 
wisdom above all else. In the eyes of a Valaran Elf, the 
younger races are inferior to those of Elven blood. Th is 
connection to the Anturi is the primary reason behind 
their conservative beliefs, especially concerning the art 
of magic. To a Valaran Elf, the use of magical knowl-
edge must be a serious and deliberate endeavor – those 
who wield magic in wanton disregard for its power are 
dangerous at best.

Th e largest Valaran Elven city was fi rst settled in the 
ruins of the Anturi capital. It was renamed Ria Al’eni, 
marking the birth of the second era in Valaran history. 
It was here that the fi rst college of magic was created, 
so that Valara could learn from the mistakes of the past 
and continue to learn for the sake of the future. Includ-
ed in its halls is the largest, most comprehensive library 
in the world. High in its towers, a council of eight el-
ders designs the future for all Valaran cultures. Th ose 
from every race are invited here to research and train 
in magic so Elven eyes can keep a close watch and allow 
the Valaran Elves to fulfi ll the responsibility to their an-
cestors and Valara herself.

Th e makeup and costuming requirement are pros-
thetic ear tips. It is not appropriate to wear headbands, 
scarves, hats, or earmuff s, if the appropriate prosthetics 
are not present underneath the costuming.

Elf – Dark Elf:

Long ago, a settlement of Valaran Elves fell victim to 
intense magical burns which blackened their skin and 
bleached their hair white. On this day, the Dark Elf was 
born. Th e majority of these Elves moved underground 
and since lived in caves and very dark forests. Dark 
Elves take pride in their honor and mental abilities, 
claiming to be superior among all other races. Th ey are 
a cunning and calculating race, honoring and yield-
ing to those of equal or greater status in the hopes of 
ultimately gaining the upper hand. A Dark Elf ’s word 
is their bond, and they will never break it – a dishon-
orable Dark Elf is branded with the symbol of death, 
marking this elf as anathema.

Dark Elves are led by a powerful warrior king. Warring 
among the Dark Elven Houses is not only common, it 
is also encouraged.  Dark Elves have developed diff er-
ent fi ghting styles and training regimens when com-
pared to their Elven brethren. Th is upbringing has led 
to a penchant for the blade, and they are most adept 
at wielding edged weapons. Houses constantly strive 
against one another to achieve the highest standing in 
the eyes of their king.  Dark Elves will only strike when 
the time is right; their long lives give them patience to 
wait decades for a chance to increase their prominence 
within the Dark Elven society.

Th e makeup and costuming requirements are all vis-
ible skin must be black, using either makeup or cloth-
ing. Prosthetic ear tips, painted black, must be worn. It 
is not appropriate to wear headbands, scarves, hats, or 
earmuff s, if the appropriate prosthetics are not present 
underneath the costuming. Hair may be of any color, 
but white is preferred.
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Hillfolk – Dwarvenfolk:

Dwarvenfolk are a short-statured, long-lived race 
known for an affi  nity toward smithing, stonemason-
ry, and brewing strong ale. Th ey typically make their 
homes in mountainous regions where soil is rich and 
ore is plentiful. While no Dwarvenfolk is comfortable 
living outside of these mountain homes for a lifetime, 
many will travel to see the world and gain new experi-
ences.

Th ose who keep the company of Dwarvenfolk should 
be warned – they have quick tempers and are easily an-
gered for the slightest off ense. Century-long grudges 
have been made overnight by those careless enough to 
cross one of the Dwarvenfolk. In contrast, those who 
are friends with Dwarvenfolk will attest to their great 
loyalty in friendship. Th ey do not discriminate in any 
way, and most will not support any form of slavery.

One of the greatest known grudges in the history of the
Dwarvenfolk occurred over the issue of slavery. As a 
result, a splinter group of Dwarvenfolk broke away and 
retreated to the deepest levels of the mountains, with 
many vowing never to return to the surface and hold-
ing fast to their belief that slavery serves a purpose. Th is 
splinter group became known as the Rock Dwarven-
folk. As the centuries passed their physical appearance 
began to change as they went without sunlight. Th e 
Rock Dwarvenfolk gained a grey to black skin tone and 
their hair turned black and red. Th ose Dwarvenfolk 
who remained closer to the surface called themselves 
Stone Dwarvenfolk.

Stone Dwarvenfolk are represented by the Stone Coun-
cil, a gathering of Dwarvenfolk elders. Th e Council is 
made up of one elected leader from each of the clans. 
Th e Council oversees matters of law and passes judg-

ments on civil matters among Dwarvenfolk. Rock 
Dwarvenfolk are represented by a similar Council 
known as the Deep Assembly.

Th e costume and makeup requirement is a beard that 
is braided in some way. Stone Dwarvenfolk can have 
any color hair and beard, though they should match. 
Rock Dwarvenfolk must have red or black hair and 
beard and all visible skin must be dark grey to black, 
using either makeup or clothing. 

Hillfolk – Goblinfolk: 

Unlike the uncivilized goblins that live in the forest, 
Goblinfolk are a cross between humans and goblins. 
Th ey are bigger and more intelligent than their feral 
cousins. Goblinfolk have a strong horde mentality and 
will stick together following an Alpha.  If two Alphas 
meet, a duel is oft en the result as Goblinfolk will fi ght 
for rule in the horde hierarchy.  While Goblinfolk can 
speak the common tongue, they prefer their own gut-
tural language of squeaks, grunts and physical smacks 
when speaking to one another. Goblinfolk are distin-
guished by their pointed ears and green or blue skin. 

For thousands of years the Goblinfolk were enslaved 
by very powerful undead.  Th ese vile creatures used 
the Goblinfolk as workers, guards, sacrifi ces, and even 
made them meals for their decaying army.  Even in 
death the Goblinfolk were not free, for when they died 
the undead raised them to continue to toil away.  Even-
tually the Goblinfolk rebelled and were able to free 
themselves from their undead captors.  Th ey still hold 
a great hatred for any undead.  

Th e makeup and costuming requirements are all vis-
ible skin must be green or blue, using either makeup 
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or clothing, pointed prosthetic ears and a pointed pros-
thetic nose at least one inch longer than the player’s 
nose.

Hillfolk – Briarfolk:

Th e origin of the Briarfolk is oft en in question, as each 
one tells a diff erent and equally fantastic story of their 
history, but each will agree every other story is true as 
well. What can be agreed on is Briarfolk are a youthful, 
cheerful people. Th eir hair is usually thick and bushy 
and even covers the tops of their feet and hands. Most 
have sideburns that lead into other facial hair. Th ey are 
a inquisitive people, and prone to think and speak very 
quickly, especially when excited. Because of this, they 
have a very round about thought process, which many 
other races fi nd baffl  ing. 

Community and comfort are the major focuses of a 
town of Briarfolk. Each Briarfolk spends most of his 
time seeking to improve his or her village, for the sake 
of a more comfortable style of living. To this end, Bri-
arfolk have become very industrious in the realms of 
home building and farming. Most spend their entire 
lives focusing on improving one single community, 
never leaving their home town. Th ough a friendly peo-
ple, the defense of a threatened Briarfolk town is quick 
and fi erce. Like a thicket of briars, attackers soon fi nd 
themselves overwhelmed by hidden dangers and pierc-
ing attacks.

Th ough not known for travel as a whole, some Briar-
folk undergo a condition called the “Wanderlust”; they 
begin to see the whole world as a community to travel 
and improve. When – or if – the Briarfolk in question 
returns they oft en retire to their original town, becom-
ing wise town elders for all the stories they have to tell.

Th e costume and makeup requirements are dense side-
burns and dense hair on the back of their hands.

Kindred – Faekyn:

Faekyn are the descendents of off spring born from long 
ago liaisons between the Fey of Ereholme and Valaran 
mortals. Fey, by their very nature, are capricious, in-
nately magical beings and as such the blending of two 
distinct bloodlines has resulted in the wide variety of 
physical features found among the Faekyn. It is quite 
common to see horns, long animalistic tails, pointed 
ears, hooves or sparkling skin colors of any shade. All 
Faekyn are born with purple hued eyes.  Th e color even-
tually extends like a mask across their eyes from ear to 
ear. Th e shape varies with some masks being thicker or 
thinner than others. 

Being descended from immortal Fey and mortal rac-
es, Faekyn have a lifespan that averages double that of 
their mortal ancestry.  Due to their Fey nature, Faekyn 
do not burden themselves with mortal concerns and 
are driven by a need for fun and amusement, with their 
own fun being paramount. Upon reaching adulthood, 
Faekyn oft en leave their homes and travel the world 
seeking such diversion as they may fi nd.  Commonly 
they return home at intervals to boast of their adven-
tures and spread tales of the world they have seen.

Th e costume and makeup requirement are a purple 
band or mask across their eyes and face which stretches 
from ear to ear, and at least one of the following: Non-
human ears, horns or vestigial wings. Whether make-
up or a physical mask, it must be purple. Th e design 
of this mask is up to the player. If a player chooses he 
or she may also have a green, silver or orange outline 
around the purple mask to denote loyalty and servitude 
to one of the Coteries.
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Kindred – Dragonkyn:

Dragonkyn are a long-lived race believed to be descend-
ed from the great elemental dragons of legend. Th ey are 
extremely well attuned to Prime Magic and don’t usual-
ly wield Essence magic. Th ey are hatched with an affi  n-
ity for a single element (fl ame, ice, stone, or lightning). 
Dragonkyn are extremely possessive and feel the need 
to hoard their wealth which oft en includes coin, jew-
elry, jewels and other things that sparkle, are unusual or 
rare. Th ey routinely know exactly how much treasure 
they have and where everything is. It is rumored that 
Dragonkyn sleep on piles of wealth and those that don’t 
are usually very moody the following day.  

A Dragonkyn’s mood is oft en related to the elemental 
affi  nities they possess. For example, those with an affi  n-
ity for fi re may be short-tempered and quick to anger; 
those with an affi  nity for stone may be slower to anger 
but are known to hold grudges. Dragonkyn of oppos-
ing elements may have personalities which are very 
diff erent, and this can cause infi ghting; however, those 
who share affi  nities or like personalities oft en group to-
gether. Dragonkyn who choose not to live in caves can 
oft en be found living in elaborate tree houses or homes 
built into a hillside. Th ey try to fi t their homes into the 
natural terrain of the area and work with their environ-
ment rather than build against it.

Th e costume and makeup requirements are all visible 
skin must have markings indicating scales, using either 
makeup or clothing and must wear horns. Appropriate 
colors for Dragonkyn are red, yellow, blue, green, pur-
ple, black, silver, grey, and white. Elongated snout and 
scale-covered tail prosthetics are encouraged but not 
required. Tails should be at least 12 inches long, if used.

Kindred – Florakyn:

Th ere are countless tales of how Florakyn came to be, 
but the most probable is the coupling of Valaran Nature
Spirits with mortals. Th e resultant off spring were said 
to be born deep in the forests like a fl ower matures from 
a seed. Regardless of their origins, Florakyn are magical 
beings who have an affi  nity with Wild Magic. Florakyn 
feel that the beliefs surrounding their true beginning 
are private and they do not share or discuss them.

Due to their plant-like nature, Florakyn shun edged 
weapons, preferring blunt weapons instead. Th ey also 
have a slight distrust for Prime Magic. Florakyn have 
developed their own communities around their for-
ests, are generally friendly but prefer to keep to them-
selves. Many act as guardians of the forest while others 
adventure out into the world to explore. Th ey are not 
distrusting of other races but fear them because many 
races are destructive towards nature and thus may pose 
a threat to the Florakyn as a whole. Florakyn prefer liv-
ing in nature and small communities over city life and 
while they oft en will visit, they fi nd large settlements 
uncomfortable. 

Th e costume and makeup requirements are all visible 
skin must be light green or dark brown, using either 
makeup or clothing to resemble a plant color and they 
must have vegetation visible on the skin and/or in their 
hair.
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Kindred – Feralkyn:

Feralkyn are a race of animalistic humanoids on Valara.
Th ey are as varied as the animal types from which they 
evolved and include rats, bats, birds, lizards, amphib-
ians, equines, cats, dogs, wolves, aquatic life forms, in-
sects and primates. Feralkyn are not descended from 
magical or mythological creatures. In general, they are 
a short-lived race with an average lifespan around forty 
years. Many Feralkyn consider their race to be a col-
lection of separate Tribes, segregated by their heritage. 
Th ere are several prominent Tribes: Rodent, Avian, Fe-
line, and Canine. While there are others, these are the 
largest and most successful Feralkyn Tribes on Valara.

Th e origins behind Feralkyn are a variety of myths, leg-
ends and creation stories. No Feralkyn is certain about 
the true history of their evolution on Valara. Some 
believe their creation was the work of an ancient Fey 
known only as the Sculptor. Th is Fey created anthro-
pomorphic clay fi gurines which were part animal and 
part human — and then brought them to life. Others 
believe they are simply a more enlightened version of 
their animal nature and a natural evolution in time.
Feralkyn are not necessarily drawn to any particular 
path in life. Th ere is an equal mix of those with magic 
or martial prowess or craft ing knowledge found among 
them. Th ey have a wide range of physical characteris-
tics, strengths, and weaknesses.

Th e costume and makeup requirements are prosthetics 
(including but not limited to ears, tails, whiskers, fi ns, 
scales, feathers, antennae and mandibles) to appropri-
ately distinguish which species of animal the player has 
chosen to portray. All visible skin must match the ani-
mal patterning as much as possible, using either make-
up or clothing.

Warling – Orkling: 

Orklings are very similar to their green skinned breth-
ren, the Orcs.  Th ey have green or black skin, raised 
snout and usually have tusks protruding from their 
lower jaw. Orklings have a very primitive society ruled 
by a war leader and a high shaman. Th e war leader is 
the strongest and must show his or her dominance dai-
ly lest another take the war leader role. When fi ghting 
to determine the war leader, strength is the only factor. 
Th ese shows of dominance are so brutal that they can 
lead to death. Th e high shaman is second only to the 
war leader, and it is the high shaman alone that will 
provide council. All shamans are adept in magical skill, 
mostly studying the path of Essence. While a Prime 
Magic shaman is not unheard of, it is a rarity.

Since war leaders rule by strength many Orklings be-
lieve might makes right. Th ey will always welcome a 
fi ght and would rather die on the battlefi eld. Th ere isn’t 
much that will deter a charging Orkling.

An Orkling is a survivor who will beg, borrow, steal, ca-
jole, threaten, or kill to get what he or she needs. Th eir 
society is brutal to those who cannot take care of them-
selves. An Orkling will start an interaction with a show 
of force and expect that others do the same.

Th e costume and makeup requirement is all visible skin 
must be black or green, using either makeup or cloth-
ing.  If a player wishes one can add tusks, a pig nose, or 
pointed ears.B
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Warling – Ogreling:

While they share an ancient relation with the mon-
strous Ogres, Ogrelings are more civilized. Th ey have 
yellow or red skin and tusks protruding from their 
lower jaw. Th eir thick leathery skin makes them tough 
fi ghters and fearless in combat. Th ey are the fi rst to 
charge onto the battlefi eld and will almost never fl ee 
from an enemy. Th ere is one exception to their fearless 
nature: Ogrelings are deathly afraid of all Fey and they 
fi nd these creatures completely unnatural and terrify-
ing. Each Ogreling handles this fear diff erently. While 
most would just run away from the Fey creature, some 
become very hostile and try to destroy these bizarre 
abominations. It is important to note this fear does not 
carry over to Faekyn; instead, most Ogrelings are sim-
ply very distrustful of them.

Ogrelings see the world in a very primitive way. Th ey 
are a strong people, but tend to be less intelligent and 
have diffi  culty in understanding complicated subjects. 
Th ey would rather spend their coin on anything that 
would make them a better fi ghter. Ogrelings live in 
groups called Caves. An Ogreling Cave is led by a Cave 
Master, who is the most talented and strongest fi ghter 
in the Cave. Th e Cave Master chooses a Sword Hand 
and Shield Hand to assist him or her in administration 
of duties.

Th eir society is based around the Cave and survival. 
Th is makes Ogrelings slightly more cautious and they 
will consider personal and group survival before en-
gaging in any action. However, if danger looms, the 
Ogreling is a fi erce and unwavering opponent. Th ey 
demonstrate a high degree of loyalty to those who have 
earned their trust, and will make great friends and ad-
venturing companions to those they keep close.

Th e costume and makeup requirements are all visible 
skin must be yellow or red, using either makeup or 
clothing and must have two lower tusks near the mouth.

Warling – Gearling: 

Gearlings were once lifeless golems built to serve the 
ancient races of Valara. Th ey were constructs created 
from metal and fueled by the magic of the Anturi. Aft er 
the fall of the Anturi civilization, the Paragon Ge’lina 
smiled upon them and gave them a life to call their 
own. Gearlings have since evolved into the race as it is 
known today. Th eir bodies are bound together by pure 
Essence or Prime Magic, which can be seen as a glow-
ing light between their metal plates and gears. 

Th eir cities are formed of metal and magic, similar to 
the Gearlings themselves and their leadership is deter-
mined by a group of elders. Th eir culture is built on 
the supportive structures of community. Th ey are never 
selfi sh – their actions are always purposeful and usually 
for the greater good of society. A Gearling will always 
yield to another who is clearly better suited for the task 
at hand.

As a whole, Gearlings appear to be slower and more 
considering than other races. Th ey are hesitant to 
choose a side in a dispute or come to a conclusion, 
but once a decision is reached they will see their plans 
through to the end. When they plan, they create both a 
primary and several contingent strategies for expected  
and unexpected but foreseeable diffi  culties. A Gearling 
will simply say it is better to be prepared for any situ-
ation.

Gearlings are known for their steadfastness and reso-
luteness. Th ey stand by whatever has been decided 
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through thick and thin, no matter if fortunes turn well 
or ill. If a Gearling calls you friend, you have gained an 
ally who will look past your faults and will defend you.  
If one calls you enemy, you have gained a foe who will 
patiently and effi  ciently plot your destruction.

Th e costume and makeup requirements are all vis-
ible skin must be made to look like metal plates of any 
metallic color (gold, bronze, iron, etc.) or black, using 
either makeup or clothing and the underlying magic 
should be a bright contrasting color (blue, green, yel-
low, etc.).  It is acceptable to have plates of diff erent col-
ors.

Choosing a Birth Sign 

Th e next step in creating your character is choosing a 
Birth Sign.  On Valara, the Birth Sign is determined by 
the month your character was born.  Once your char-
acter’s Birth Sign is chosen, it can never be changed.  A 
character’s birth month does not need to be the same as 
the player’s birth month; it can be completely random.

A character’s Birth Sign grants one Resist <Condition 
or Element> at no Skill Point cost upon character cre-
ation.  Additional Resist <Condition or Element> can be 
purchased for four skill points.  Th ere is no limit to how 
many of these Resists you can purchase.

Table 2-1 lists the specifi c Resist <Condition or Ele-
ment> associated with each Birth Sign.

Birth SignBirth Sign MonthMonth Resist <Condi  on or Resist <Condi  on or 
Element>Element>

Sign of the Knight January Berserk

Sign of the Soldier February Vulnerable

Sign of the Storm March Lightning

Sign of the Nomad April Rooted

Sign of the Hero May Weakness

Sign of the Sun June Fire

Sign of the Bard July Silence

Sign of the Serpent August Immobilized

Birth SignBirth Sign MonthMonth Resist <Condi  on or Resist <Condi  on or 
Element>Element>

Sign of the 
Mountain September Stone

Sign of the Totem October Fear

Sign of the Cleric November Curse

Sign of the Moon December Ice

Table 2-1.  Birth Sign
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Choosing a Class

An important part of creating your character is select-
ing a character class.  Class defi nes where your charac-
ter’s natural talents lie, but may or may not have any-
thing to do with their actual profession. Class should be 
chosen based on the skills you’d like to purchase as well 
as the concept you would like to create.  

You do not need to use your own physical characteris-
tics to choose a class; however, it can help you in your 
adventuring career if your actual physical skills are sim-
ilar to your character’s fantasy skills.  Still, it wouldn’t 
be fun if you couldn’t be someone else – so don’t be 
afraid to try out something diff erent!

Figure 2-1.  Class Triangle

Th ere are seven character classes. Th e three main 
classes are Warrior, Rogue, and Sage.  Th e three hybrid 
classes are Spellsword (Warrior and Sage), Adept (Sage 
and Rogue) and Warden (Rogue and Warrior).  Th e 
fi nal class is Artisan. Artisans are primarily role-play 
oriented. See Figure 2-1 for a visual representation.

Class Descriptions

Warrior

Warriors are naturally adept at the combat arts.  
Whether self-taught or trained, a warrior’s ability relies 
upon strength of body and weapon.  From the common 
foot soldier to the King’s own champion, warriors 

are steadfast defenders or bold front-line fi ghters, 
willing to face death for the greater good. Warriors 
are also mercenaries, soldiers, bodyguards or simply 
adventurers.  

Blade Protector, Combat Ferocity and Guard are 
capstones for the Warrior.

Rogue

Th e foundation of a rogue’s natural abilities are 
adaptability and resourcefulness. Whether a stealthy 
assassin or a quick-witted scout, rogues are adept at 
getting at what others cannot.  Opening locked treasure 
vaults, stealing secret invasion plans,  obtaining covert 
information or even pilfering purses are second 
nature for the experienced rogue.  Th ey develop a very 
noteworthy set of skills using Finesse to accomplish their 
goals.  Rogues hail from any background, getting their 
start as common pickpockets, humble apothecaries or 
as tomb raiders or bandits. A rogue is a valuable asset to 
any adventuring team who needs a little sleight of hand 
to get past the town watchmen.  

Backstabber, Nimbleness and Shake It Off  are capstones 
for the Rogue.

Sage

Sages draw on the realms of life and death, harness 
the realms of prime elements, or gather the power of 
nature to both harm and heal. Th eir spoken words 
and gestures hold great magical power. Sages spend 
years learning their craft  and honing their abilities by 
studying grimoires. With time and eff ort, a sage can 
learn to turn the dullest blade into a weapon of magical 
destruction or a beautiful trinket into a channel for the 
most deadly of spells.   Sages are healers and dealers in 
death, providers of defensive spells for their companions 
or researchers forever lost in stacks of scrolls and books 
searching arcane documents and texts for new insights 
into the world of magic.

Magical Surge, Mana Barrier and Meditation are 
capstones for the Sage.
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Warden

Th e most valuable skill of a warden is versatility.  
Adventurers who become wardens easily master the 
skills of both warrior and rogue, becoming an expert 
in both front-line assault and tactical combat.  Th eir 
versatility mitigates any lack of skilled profi ciency 
in these two separate areas of combat. Wardens are 
swashbuckling debonairs, swindling privateers, soldiers 
on the fl anks of combat, or second line fi ghters ready to 
fi ll in the gaps when comrades have fallen. 

Guard, Riposte, Shake It Off  and Tactical Strikes are 
capstones of the Warden.

Spellsword

Spellswords are adventurers who wield a weapon as 
easily as casting a spell.  Th eir natural strengths are 
found on the path of the warrior and in the studies of 
the sage.  Because they have sacrifi ced time practicing 
and learning magic to train with a weapon, it is 
slightly more diffi  cult to become profi cient in either, 
but an experienced spellsword can easily stand with a 
skilled warrior or a knowledgeable sage.  Spellswords 
are combat healers, frontline support, or nearly self-
suffi  cient adventurers. 

Guard, Mana Shield, Meditation and Smite are capstones 
for a Spellsword.

Adept

Adepts are those who follow the path of the sage and 
the rogue.  Th eir ability to use magic and weapons 
with equal ease makes them a well-rounded addition 
to any adventuring party.  Th ey oft en fi nd the most 
expeditious or convenient methods to accomplish a 
task by using the most eff ective skills in their arsenal.  
Th ey have spent time learning a variety of skills, and it 
takes one longer to become profi cient in any one area of 
expertise. Adepts are stealthy assassins, nimble escape 
artists, experts in guerilla warfare, and well-rounded 
support troops in any combat situation.

Meditation, Misdirection, Shadow Casting and Shake It 
Off  are the capstones for the Adept.  

Artisan

An Artisan’s power comes not from the arcane or from 
brute strength, but from wealth.  While possessing 
no natural talent for wielding steel or spell, they are 
accomplished craft smen and world-class merchants.  
Experienced artisans develop an eye for the properties 
of particular items and have an uncanny knack for 
making the best deals.  Artisans are hardworking, honest 
merchants, silver tongued swindlers, accomplished 
craft smen or savvy businessmen.

Combat Triage, Lore Master and Master Craft sman are 
capstones for the Artisan.

Character History Creation

While not mandatory for playing and enjoying 
C.A.S.T.L.E., character history writing is an important 
part of character creation. It allows you to establish 
your character’s personality, document the life experi-
ences that have shaped your character into the person 
they have become and allows local plot teams to inter-
act with you and your character on a more personal 
level. Remember, you are writing what your character 
has already experienced, what has led them to start a 
life of adventuring.  Don’t write the future!  Your char-
acter will be living in the stories that the plot teams will 
write and the outcome will be determined by you as 
you play your character. Here are a few rules for writing 
a character history:

• Th ere is no minimum or maximum required length 
for a character history and it may be submitted in just 
about any format (story, timeline, journal, letters, etc), 
but keep in mind that the more detail you provide, the 
more easily the plot teams will be able to work with 
you. Be sure to include your character’s name and race.

 When writing your character history, think about 
how your own life has shaped who you are as a person.  
Where you have lived, who you have known, what you 
have done.  Apply these things to your character and 
you’ll be able to watch him or her come alive right be-
fore your very eyes.

• You may not write your character history so as to pro-
vide yourself with an artifact item, sentient or other-
wise, lots of coin or noble title.



• Try to avoid “borrowing” character histories from 
other sources. You aren’t the only C.A.S.T.L.E. player 
who also plays video games, watches epic movies or 
reads fantasy novels. Someone is bound to recognize 
the history of a poor blacksmith who lost his wife in 
childbirth, but is really the bastard child of a far away 
Baron or Knight or the history of a mighty warrior who 
lives only for glory and war, but falls in love with a vir-
gin priestess from an enemy land.

• Try to choose an original name for your character.  
Avoid direct literary, movie or comic book references. 

• If you wish to play a half-breed character (half elf/
half kindred or half human/half hillfolk, etc), keep in 
mind that your character must be one race or the other, 
no matter what your character’s heritage. Only one race 
can be physically represented.

• Keep your skill points in mind. If your character his-
tory is fi lled with great and glorious deeds, powerful 
magical ability, and combat skills beyond compare, 
how will you explain why you’ve only achieved 30 skill 
points? Surely, you didn’t just forget all of those abilities 
when you started adventuring?

Be mindful of these things and you’ll be able to cre-
ate a wonderful character that you can play for years to 
come.  Aft er all, a certain hillfolk taking a certain ring 
to a very dark place in order to destroy it in a volcano 
was given that task by the plot team - he had no idea 
where his adventures would lead him.

Gaining Skill Points

In C.A.S.T.L.E. when you attend an event or spend 
Castle Coins (see page 85 for details on Castle Coins), 
you get Game Day experience in the form of Skill 
Points used for purchasing abilities for your character.  
Th e prices and availability of these skills are dependant 
upon the class and race that you choose to play. 

Th e amount of Game Day experience you receive is 
dependant on how many Skill Points you have currently 
and how many Game Days you have attended.  All 
Castle Coin purchased Game Day experience is equal 
to one Game Day per month per character.  Check 
Table 2-2 to see how many skill points you will earn per 
game day you attend!

Skill Point RangeSkill Point Range Skill Points Awarded per Game Skill Points Awarded per Game 
DayDay

30-99 3.0

100-199 2.0

200-299 1.0

300-399 0.75

400-499 0.50

500+ 0.25

Table 2-2.  Skill Points per Game Day
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Section 3:
The C.A.S.T.L.E. 

Skill System

®



The C.A.S.T.L.E. Skill System

Th e skill system allows players to simulate actions and abilities which aff ect the game world. Keep in mind that 
personal skill does not equate to character skill in this fantasy game setting.   For example, in order to utilize a 
long sword, a character must have the Long Melee Weapons skill.  If a character has not purchased  the Long Melee 
Weapons skill, it doesn’t mean the character cannot pick up a long sword; it means that the character would not be 
able to infl ict damage onto an opponent with that weapon, nor could he or she block with it.  Th e character would 
also suff er any damage that strikes the long sword while he or she holds it.  Th is rule applies to all weapons.

Players will purchase abilities using Skill Points (SP).  Th e Skill Point cost of a particular skill is determined by your 
character’s class.  Some skills have no pre-requisites. More advanced skills have pre-requisites that must be fulfi lled 
before those skills can be purchased. All skills are outlined in the skill cost tables below (Tables 3-1 through 3-5).  
Full descriptions of these skills begin on page 29.  Any skills purchased from these tables are considered in-game 
skills.  

When determining if a character meets a prerequisite of <X> SP spent in <Class> skills, the amount of SP spent 
in general skills counts towards the total amount of SP spent in <Class> Skills.  For example, if a warrior character 
has purchased Health Points +3 fi ve times, Long Melee Weapons, and the Archery skill, that character has spent 10 
SP in general skills and 10 points in warrior skills for a total of 20 warrior SP and now qualifi es for one purchase 
of the skill Physical Strike: Maimed.

Skills listed with a * can be bought one time only.  Characters may only purchase one capstone.  Skill Points used 
to purchase a Capstone count towards Class Skill Point Pre-requisites as noted in Table 3-1 by W, R, S or A (where 
W = Warrior, R = Rogue, S = Sage, A = Artisan).

Most skills renew with a Long Rest (LR) of six hours or an NPC shift  of four hours.  See page 82 for more information 
about Long Rest (LR), Short Rest (SR) and C.A.S.T.L.E. LARP game days.

General SkillsGeneral Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Diagnosis* 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 None

First Aid* 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 None

Health Points +3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 None

Read & Write* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 None
Resist <Condi  on or 

Element> 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Birth Sign

Backstabber (R)* -- -- 10 -- -- -- -- 100 SP

Blade Protector (W)* 10 -- -- -- -- -- -- 100 SP

Combat Ferocity (W)* 10 -- -- -- -- -- -- 100 SP

Combat Triage (A)* -- -- -- -- -- -- 10 100 SP

Guard (W)* 10 12 -- -- -- 12 -- 100 SP

Lore Master (A)* -- -- -- -- -- -- 10 100 SP

Magical Surge (S)* -- -- -- -- 10 -- -- 100 SP

Mana Barrier (S)* -- -- -- -- 10 -- -- 100 SP

Mana Shield (W, S)* -- -- -- -- -- 10 -- 100 SP

Master Cra  sman (A)* -- -- -- -- -- -- 10 100 SP
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General SkillsGeneral Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Medita  on (S)* -- -- -- 12 10 12 -- 100 SP

Misdirec  on (R, S)* -- -- -- 10 -- -- -- 100 SP

Nimbleness (R)* -- -- 10 -- -- -- -- 100 SP

Riposte (W, R)* -- 10 -- -- -- -- -- 100 SP

Shadow Cas  ng (R, S)* -- -- -- 10 -- -- -- 100 SP

Shake It Off  (R)* -- 12 10 12 -- -- -- 100 SP

Smite (W, S)* -- -- -- -- -- 10 -- 100 SP

Tac  cal Strikes (W, R)* -- 10 -- -- -- -- -- 100 SP

Table 3-1.  General Skills. 

Warrior SkillsWarrior Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Long Melee Weapons* 4 5 7 8 7 5 8 None

Great Melee Weapons* 6 7 10 12 10 7 12 None

Archery* 6 7 10 12 10 7 12 None

Shield* 4 5 7 8 7 5 8 None

Armor Training (1st-4th 
purchase) 6 7 10 12 10 7 12 None

Hand Profi ciency +1 (1st-3rd 
purchase) 10 12 17 20 17 12 20 Weapon Skill

Hand Profi ciency +1 (4th-8th 
purchase) 15 18 25 30 25 18 30 Hand Profi ciency 

(3rd purchase)

Hand Profi ciency +1 (9th 
purchase or greater) 25 30 42 50 42 30 50 Hand Profi ciency 

(8th purchase)

Parry 5 6 8 10 8 6 10

Weapon Skill, 
15 SP Spent in 

Warrior Skills per 
purchase

Second Wind 4 5 7 8 7 5 8 Weapon Skill

Physical Strike: Weakness 2 2 3 4 3 2 4

Weapon Skill, 
10 SP Spent in 

Warrior Skills per 
purchase

Physical Strike: Maimed 4 5 7 8 7 5 8

Weapon Skill, 
20 SP Spent in 

Warrior Skills per 
purchase

Physical Strike: Vulnerable 4 5 7 8 7 5 8

Weapon Skill, 
30 SP Spent in 

Warrior Skills per 
purchase

Physical Strike: Paralyze 6 7 10 12 10 7 12

Weapon Skill, 
40 SP Spent in 

Warrior Skills per 
purchase
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Warrior SkillsWarrior Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Physical Strike: Damage 3 4 5 6 5 4 6

Weapon Skill, 
15 SP Spent in 

Warrior Skills per 
purchase

Table 3-2.  Warrior Skills.

Rogue SkillsRogue Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Small Melee Weapons* 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 None

Short Melee Weapons* 5 4 3 4 5 6 6 None

Thrown Weapons* 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 None

Dual Wield* 5 4 3 4 5 6 6 Weapon Skill

Ambidexterity* 7 5 4 5 7 8 8 Dual Wield

Pick Locks* 5 4 3 4 5 6 6 None

Finesse +5 (1st - 3rd 
purchase) 17 12 10 12 17 20 20 Weapon Skill

Finesse +5 (4th - 9th 
purchase) 25 18 15 18 25 30 30 Finesse +5 (3rd 

purchase)

Finesse +5 (10th+ 
purchase) 42 30 25 30 42 50 50 Finesse +5 (9th 

purchase)

Avoid Magic 8 6 5 6 8 10 10
20 SP Spent on 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Avoid Physical 8 6 5 6 8 10 10
20 SP Spent on 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Avoid Poison 8 6 5 6 8 10 10
20 SP Spent on 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Perform Novice 
Maneuvers (Primary)* 5 4 3 4 5 6 6 Finesse

Perform Expert 
Maneuvers (Primary)* 5 4 3 4 5 6 6

30 SP Spent in 
Rogue Skills, 

Perform Novice 
Maneuvers 
(Primary)

Perform Novice 
Maneuvers (Secondary)* 15 11 9 11 15 18 18 Finesse

Shadow Arts: Shadow 
Heart 3 2 2 2 3 4 4 Weapon Skill
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Rogue SkillsRogue Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Shadow Arts: Shadow 
Shield 3 2 2 2 3 4 4

10 SP Spent in 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Shadow Arts: Shadow 
Burst 7 5 4 5 7 8 8

20 SP Spent in 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Shadow Arts: Shadow 
Refuge 7 5 4 5 7 8 8

30 SP Spent in 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Shadow Arts: Shadow 
Step 10 7 6 7 10 12 12

40 SP Spent in 
Rogue Skills per 

purchase

Table 3-3.  Rogue Skills

Sage SkillsSage Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Magical Ap  tude* 8 10 8 6 5 6 10 None

Read Basic Magic 
(Primary)* 5 6 5 4 3 4 6 Read and Write, 

Magical Ap  tude

Read Intermediate 
Magic (Primary)* 5 6 5 4 3 4 6

30 SP Spent in Sage 
Skills, Read Basic 
Magic (Primary)

Read Advanced 
Magic (Primary)* 5 6 5 4 3 4 6

60 SP Spent in 
Sage Skills, Read 

Intermediate Magic 
(Primary)

Read Basic Magic 
(Secondary)* 15 18 15 11 9 11 18 Read and Write, 

Magical Ap  tude

Read Intermediate 
Magic (Secondary)* 15 18 15 11 9 11 18

30 SP Spent in Sage 
Skills, Read Basic 

Magic (Secondary)

Read Basic Magic 
(Ter  ary)* 25 30 25 18 15 18 30 Read and Write, 

Magical Ap  tude

Mana Pool +15 (1st 
- 3rd purchase) 17 20 17 12 10 12 20 Magical Ap  tude

Mana Pool +15 (4th 
- 9th purchase) 25 30 25 18 15 18 30 Mana Pool +15 (3rd 

Purchase)

Mana Pool +15 
(10th+ purchase) 42 50 42 30 25 30 50 Mana Purchase +15 

(10th Purchase)

Read High Magic 
Invoca  ons 
(Primary)*

5 6 5 4 3 4 6
60 SP spent in Sage 

Skills, Read Basic 
Magic (Primary)
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Sage SkillsSage Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

High Mana Pool +1 5 6 5 4 3 4 6 Read High Magic 
Invoca  ons (Primary)

Mana Break 5 6 5 4 3 4 6 Magical Ap  tude

Intrinsic Magic: 
Dispel Magic 7 8 7 5 4 5 8 20 SP Spent in Sage 

Skills per purchase

Intrinsic Magic: 
Protec  ve Circle 7 8 7 5 4 5 8 30 SP Spent in Sage 

Skills per purchase

Intrinsic Magic: 
Crumble 7 8 7 5 4 5 8 30 SP Spent in Sage 

Skills per purchase

Intrinsic Magic: 
Paralyze 10 12 10 7 6 7 12 40 SP Spent in Sage 

Skills per purchase

Table 3-4. Sage Skills.

Ar  san SkillsAr  san Skills WarriorWarrior WardenWarden RogueRogue AdeptAdept SageSage SpellswordSpellsword Ar  sanAr  san Pre-requisitesPre-requisites

Employ Ar  fi ce* 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 None

Employ Poison* 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 None

Employ Whetstone* 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 None

Loreskill <specializa  on> 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 None

Tradeskill <specializa  on> 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 None

Learn Recipe - Tier 1 8 8 8 8 8 8 4 None

Learn Recipe - Tier 2 12 12 12 12 12 12 6 Recipe - Tier 1

Learn Recipe - Tier 3 20 20 20 20 20 20 10 Recipe - Tier 2

Func  onal Exper  se: 
Prolong 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 Employ Whetstone or 

Employ Poison

Func  onal Exper  se: 
Hasten Use 4 4 4 4 4 4 2

10 SP Spent on 
Ar  san Skills per 

purchase

Func  onal Exper  se: 
With Gusto 8 8 8 8 8 8 4

20 SP Spent on 
Ar  san Skills per 

purchase

Func  onal Exper  se: 
Split Use 8 8 8 8 8 8 4

30 SP Spent on 
Ar  san Skills per 

purchase

Func  onal Exper  se: 
Conserve 12 12 12 12 12 12 6

40 SP Spent on 
Ar  san Skills per 

purchase

Table 3-5.  Artisan Skills.
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Skill Descriptions

Ambidexterity
Pre-requisite: Dual Wield
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use two weapons at 
once, one in each hand. Both weapons can be up to 
long weapon in size (between 36” and 50” in length).

Archery
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use a bow, slingshot, or 
crossbow.  Th ese weapons are considered two-handed 
ranged weapons and so the Hand Profi ciency skill for 
each hand will stack to determine the total damage 
per ammunition.  Base damage for a bow, slingshot 
or crossbow is four. Ammunition for these weapons is 
represented by brown packets; however, ammunition is 
not tagged as an in-game item.

A character can block with a bow, crossbow, or sling-
shot with one hand as long as the other hand is com-
pletely free of any other weapon or shield.

PVC Packet Bows may be used at all C.A.S.T.L.E. 
branches.  Some branches may use live-fi re archery as 
well.  For more information on live-fi re archery, please 
check with the local branch.

Armor Training
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill can be purchased up to four times.

For each time this skill is purchased, the character’s  
maximum Armor Point Value (APV) is increased by 
eight.  See page 42 for more information about Armor 
Point Value and Armor Defl ections.

Avoid Magic
Pre-requisite: 20 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

Th is skill allows a character to avoid any single weapon  
or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery type 
Magic one time per Long Rest for each purchase of this 
skill. Avoid Magic does not protect against Death Blows 

and cannot be used if a character is aff ected with the 
Immobilized or Rooted conditions or tied up with rope.

Th e combat call when using this skill is “Avoid Magic”.

Avoid Physical
Pre-requisite: 20 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

Th is skill allows a character to avoid any single weapon  
or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery type 
Physical one time per Long Rest for each purchase of 
this skill. Avoid Physical does not protect against Death 
Blows and cannot be used if a character is aff ected with 
the Immobilized or Rooted conditions or tied up with 
rope.

Th e combat call when using this skill is “Avoid Physi-
cal”.

Avoid Poison
Pre-requisite: 20 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

Th is skill allows a character to avoid any single weapon  
or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery type 
Poison one time per Long Rest for each purchase of this 
skill. Avoid Poison does not protect against Death Blows 
and cannot be used if a character is aff ected with the 
Immobilized or Rooted conditions or tied up with rope.

Th e combat call when using this skill is “Avoid Poison”.

Backstabber
Capstone (Rogue Skill)
Pre-requisite: Rogue, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

For every fi ve Finesse points purchased, this skill allows 
a character to administer one extra point of damage to 
any foe when hit from behind. Th e rogue must be be-
hind the target and able to see at least the buttocks, rear 
of the arm (triceps area from shoulder to elbow) and 
rear half of the calves and thighs from heel to buttocks. 
Reaching around the target from the front or the side to 
use this skill is not permitted.

Th is skill can only be used with Small Melee Weapons, 
Short Melee Weapons or Th rown Weapons.
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Th is damage bonus applies to either hand, and can be 
applied to both hands only if the rogue is dual wielding 
weapons.

Blade Protector
Capstone (Warrior Skill)
Pre-requisite: Warrior, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

As a Blade Protector, the warrior may use every pur-
chase of the skill Parry as the skill Parry Magic instead. 
Parry Magic allows the warrior to defl ect any single 
weapon or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery 
type Magic. Th e skill otherwise functions exactly as the 
skill Parry (see page 32).

Th e combat call for this skill is “Parry Magic”.

Combat Ferocity
Capstone (Warrior Skill)
Pre-requisite: Warrior, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows the character to augment each Physi-
cal Strike: Damage amount from fi ve times Hand Profi -
ciency to 10 times Hand Profi ciency.

Combat Triage
Capstone (Artisan Skill)
Pre-requisite: Artisan, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows the Artisan to perform the First Aid 
skill using a full, uninterrupted ten second count in-
stead of the normal 60 second count. All other require-
ments of First Aid still apply.

Diagnosis
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill represents basic medical knowledge. A char-
acter with Diagnosis can determine whether someone 
is affl  icted with a condition, wounded or is merely fak-
ing injury.  In order to use this skill, the character must 
touch the subject and state “Diagnosis: What is your 
ailment?”, to which the subject must respond. Th e sub-
ject must state the conditions aff ecting them, including 
any Health Points below the character’s maximum.  If 
Dead or Dying is one of the states of the target, then 

the questions “How long until you resurrect?” or “How 
long until you die?” can be asked, respectively.  Th ese 
questions and the answers are out-of-game statements 
but represent the in-game medical knowledge that the 
character possesses.

A conscious recipient knows that the “medical exami-
nation” is being performed. Diagnosis cannot be used 
on a conscious person without their knowledge. Un-
less under the conditions Senseless or Immobilized, or 
bound, a person can prevent Diagnosis from being per-
formed on himself or herself.

Dual Wield
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill(s)
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use two weapons at once.
One weapon may be up to a long weapon (between 36” 
and 50” in length) and the other must be a small  (un-
der 20” in length) or a short weapon (between 21” and 
35” in length).

Employ Artifice
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use Artifi ces.

Employ Poison
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use Poisons.

Employ Whetstone
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use Whetstones.

Finesse +5
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill

Th is skill allows a character to add fi ve Finesse to their 
total maximum Finesse per purchase.
Finesse is used to perform Novice and Expert maneu-
vers.
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First Aid
Pre-Requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

First Aid allows the character to stabilize a living crea-
ture who is at the Dying state, bringing the recipient 
to consciousness and one Health Point. Creatures that 
are not in the Dying state or are in the Dead state are 
immune to First Aid.  Stabilizing a creature in the Dy-
ing state requires a full uninterrupted 60-second count. 
To begin the stabilization process, the player will state, 
“Starting First Aid”, and aft er the 60-second count 
will state, “End First Aid”, signifying the stabilization 
is complete. Th e character using the First Aid skill can 
perform no other game skills and must have a bandage 
and role-play using it.

First Aid halts the Dying 60-second count. If the stabi-
lization is interrupted, the count continues where it  left  
off . A character cannot use First Aid on more than one 
person at a time. 

Functional Expertise: Conserve
Pre-requisite: 40 Skill Points spent in Artisan Skills 
per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, this allows a char-
acter to utilize a craft ed item in a way that does not 
count towards the times per event or times ever limit 
of the item.

Th e combat call for using this skill is “Conserve” fol-
lowed by the appropriate combat call for the item being 
used.

Functional Expertise: Hasten Use
Pre-requisite: 10 Skill Points spent in Artisan Skills 
per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, this allows a char-
acter to utilize an employed item faster.  Hasten Use 
changes an artifi ce incant to “Hasten, Magic <Finishing 
Statement>”.  Poisons are now applied on a one count 
rather than a three count, and whetstones are applied 
on a ten count instead of a 60 second count.

Functional Expertise: Prolong
Pre-requisite: Employ Poison or Employ Whetstone

For each time this skill is purchased, the character is 
able to double the duration of a blade poison or a whet-
stone.  Blade poisons will last for two swings instead of 
one and whetstones will last for two hours instead of 
one.

Functional Expertise: Split Use
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent in Artisan Skills 
per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, a character will 
be able to get an extra use from an item that does not 
count towards the times per event or times ever limit.  
To use this skill, the character must fi rst trigger their 
item  normally and then may state “Split Use <combat 
call of item>“  within three seconds to trigger the item 
again.

Functional Expertise: With Gusto
Pre-requisite: 20 Skill Points spent in Artisan Skills 
per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, a character may 
double any damage of the craft ed item that is being 
used.  If the craft ed item is applied to another item, 
such as blade poisons or whetstones, the item to which 
the craft ed item is applied receives a Crumble eff ect af-
ter the duration is expired.

To use this skill, the character must state “With Gusto 
<combat call of item>”.

Great Melee Weapons
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use any two handed me-
lee weapon that is greater than 50” and less than 75” 
in length. You can block with a great melee weapon if 
one hand is wielding the weapon and the other hand is 
completely free of any other weapon or shield. You can 
never attack with a great melee weapon in one hand. To 
determine the value of all Hand Profi ciencies for great 
melee weapons, add the total number of Hand Profi -
ciency skills purchased for both hands.
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Intrinsic Magic: Crumble
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent on Sage Skills per 
purchase
Duration: Instantaneous
Incant: “Magic Crumble!”

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
cast a Crumble spell.  Th e target of a Crumble spell will 
be totally destroyed.  Th e target cannot be larger than a 
door (4’ x 8’ rectangular size).  Th e Crumble spell can-
not be used to make holes in targets that are bigger than 
a door. Anything physically affi  xed to the target (via 
stitching, tape, etc) will also be destroyed.  Th is does 
not apply to items simply touching the destroyed target 
(a belt or bandolier over a breastplate, for example). Ar-
mor that is aff ected by the Crumble spell will lose one 
Armor Defl ection.  If an item has been Crumbled, the 
player must place a white ribbon around the item to 
signify that the item does not exist and therefore can-
not be stolen or used.  Th is spell will not work on any 
Situational High Magic invocations, nor will it aff ect 
the Haven spell.  

Intrinsic Magic: Dispel Magic
Pre-requisite: 20 Skill Points spent on Sage Skills per 
purchase
Duration: Instantaneous
Incant: “Magic Dispel Magic!”

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
cast a Dispel Magic spell. Th is spell will remove any 
active magical spells on the target, unless specifi cally 
stated in the spell description that Dispel Magic is inef-
fective.  Dispel Magic will also remove Haven, Protective 
Circle, Ethereal Lock and Phantasmal Lock.  

Intrinsic Magic: Paralyze
Pre-requisite: 40 Skill Points in Sage Skills per pur-
chase
Duration: Until Cured
Incant: “Magic Paralyze!”

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
cast a Paralyze spell. Th is spell will cause the target to 
drop to the ground, unable to move and will apply the 
following conditions upon the target:  Dazed, Immobi-
lized and Silenced.  A paralyzed target may be picked up 
and carried, although any items which are not physi-
cally attached to the target must be dropped.

Guard
Capstone (Warrior Skill)
Pre-requisite: Warrior, Warden or Spellsword, 100 
Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to transfer a condition from 
another character to themselves at the time of impact.

Th e only conditions that may be transferred are: Ber-
serked, Cursed, Daze, Delay, Feared, Hobbled, Immobi-
lized, Maimed, Rooted, Senseless, Silenced, Vulnerable 
and Weakness (see page 44). A character may not use 
any spell defenses or combat abilities to negate the con-
dition being transferred; however, Resist <Condition or 
Element> may be called as normal.

If the condition cannot be infl icted upon the character  
using the Guard skill because of immunity to the con-
dition, a high magic defense, or a magical item then the 
Guard attempt fails. Th e character must take the condi-
tion or use a Resist <Condition or Element> in order to 
use the Guard skill successfully.

A character must state “Guard” and tap the intended 
target with their hand or melee weapon within three 
seconds of the condition being applied to the target.

Hand Proficiency
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill

Th is skill allows a character to infl ict one extra point 
of damage with any weapon in which the character is 
skilled.  Th e character must specify to which hand the 
skill is applied at the time of purchase. Th is skill can be 
purchased multiple times and the eff ects are cumula-
tive.

Health Points +3
Pre-requisite: None

Th is skill increases a character’s maximum total Health 
Points by three points for each purchase.

High Mana Pool +1
Pre-requisite: Read High Magic Invocations (Prima-
ry)

Th is skill allows a character to add one High Mana to 
their High Magic Mana Pool per purchase.
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Th is skill allows a character to use any melee weapon 
that is greater than 35” and less than 50” in length.

Lore Master
Capstone (Artisan Skill)
Pre-requisite: Artisan, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows the Artisan to ascertain certain prop-
erties of craft ed items.  Th is includes materials used in 
craft ing, any types of maker’s marks, exceptional craft s-
manship and craft ing techniques.  Lore Master may also 
tell the Artisan if the item is magical and will reveal the 
specifi cs of the magical properties.

Th is skill takes three seconds per item and is roleplayed 
by the Artisan looking over and inspecting the item(s) 
carefully.

Loreskill <Specialization>
Pre-requisite: None

Th is skill represents the knowledge that a character can 
acquire. Th is knowledge earns a character extra income  
for each C.A.S.T.L.E. game day the character attends.  
See page 74 for more information.

Magical Aptitude
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill represents a character’s natural ability to ma-
nipulate magic.  Magical Aptitude is required to read 
the basic fundamentals of all schools of magic.  Th is 
skill also grants the character 10 additional Mana for 
their Mana Pool.

Magical Surge
Capstone (Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Sage, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is ability allows a character to cast one spell but 
throw two spell packets for the Mana of the single spell. 
Magical Surge may only be used on spells that consume 
Mana. Each spell packet will count as an individual 
spell. Th is skill allows the character to have one magi-
cal surge for every 20 Mana in his or her Mana Pool, 
rounded down.

Intrinsic Magic:  Protective Circle
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent on Sage Skills per 
purchase
Duration: One hour
Incant: “Magic Protective Circle!”

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
cast a Protective Circle spell. Th is spell creates a glow-
ing circle of magical power around the caster only. 
Th is circle will prevent any creature or other character 
from teleporting or walking inside its area, but will not 
prevent the caster from leaving the circle once inside. 
Protective Circle does not allow for any in-game abili-
ties to enter or leave its borders. If the caster leaves the 
Protective Circle for any reason, the spell will end and 
the Protective Circle dissipates. Protective Circle must 
be represented by physical means, such as string, belts, 
scarves, etc, and must be large enough for the caster to 
stand inside. Any players — other than the caster — 
standing inside the representation when the Protective 
Circle is cast will be forced outside of the boundaries of 
the Protective Circle immediately. Th e circle must be a 
minimum of 2’ (24”) in diameter but no larger than 12’ 
(144”) in diameter.

Learn Recipe — Tier 1
Pre-requisite: None

Th is skill allows a character to learn any Tier 1 Craft ing 
recipe (see page 65).

Learn Recipe — Tier 2
Pre-requisite: Tier 1 of the same recipe

Th is skill allows a character to learn any Tier 2 Craft ing 
recipe (see page 65). Th is is an improved version of the 
recipe and does not replace the Tier 1 version.

Learn Recipe — Tier 3
Pre-requisite: Tier 2 of the same recipe

Th is skill allows a character to learn any Tier 3 Craft ing 
recipe (see page 65). Th is is an improved version of the 
recipe and does not replace the Tier 2 version. 

Long Melee Weapons
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.
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Th ese Armor Defl ections can never be repaired and do 
not count towards the maximum Armor Defl ections.

Master Craftsman
Capstone (Artisan Skill)
Pre-requisite: Artisan, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Artisans that choose this capstone must declare their 
Master Craft  (Smithing, Apothecary, or Artifi cing) at 
the time of purchase.  Once selected, the Artisan is then 
granted access to a Master recipe as listed below.

Smithing - Armor Kit of the Indomitable 

Apothecary - Cure-All Tonic

Artifi cer - Mana Intensifying Widget

See pages 68-70 for descriptions of these recipes.

Meditation
Capstone (Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Sage, Adept or Spellsword, 100 Skill 
Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to regain Mana from spells 
that missed their target or were interrupted.  Th is re-
quires a three second meditation period per spell.  
Spells that did not aff ect the target due to defenses such 
as Avoid Magic or Shield Magic cannot be regained. 
Meditation cannot be used to regain Intrinsic Magic
spells.

Misdirection
Capstone (Rogue and Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Adept, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows an Adept to misdirect a spell aimed at 
him or her to a diff erent direction or target.  Th e spell 
must aff ect the character - who then must use the com-
bat call “Misdirection - Magic <Finishing Statement>” 
and throw a spell packet within three seconds.  Th e 
Adept will take no eff ect from the spell.  Th e character 
will have a number of Misdirections equal to one per 15 
Mana in their Mana Pool, rounded down.

Th e combat call for this is “Magic Surge <Finishing 
Statement>”.

Mana Barrier
Capstone (Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Sage, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is ability grants the Sage one Resist Magic for every 
20 Mana in his or her Mana Pool, rounded down. Re-
sist Magic allows the Sage to defl ect any single weapon 
or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery type 
Magic. Th is Resist Magic follows all rules for unresist-
ible spells.

Th e combat call for this is “Resist Magic”.

Mana Break
Pre-requisite: Magical Aptitude

For each time this skill is purchased, Mana Break al-
lows the character to disrupt the fl ow of Mana within 
a target.  If the target of the Mana Break skill is casting 
a spell that requires Mana, the spell is interrupted (see 
page 50). Th e spell is then lost and the Mana is con-
sumed.

Th e combat call when using this skill is “Mana Break”.  
A spell packet must then be thrown and strike the tar-
get.  Since this skill has no delivery type, it may not 
be blocked, Parried, Avoided, Shielded, Rebounded, 
Shrouded, or Recoiled.

Mana Pool +15
Pre-requisite: Magical Aptitude

Th is skill allows a character to add 15 Mana to their 
total maximum Mana Pool per purchase.

Mana Shield
Capstone (Warrior and Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Spellsword, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is ability grants the Spellsword a +1 bonus to Ar-
mor Defl ections per 15 Mana in his or her Mana Pool, 
rounded down.  Th is bonus does not have to be physi-
cally represented and can be regained only aft er a Long 
Rest.  
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Path of the Assassin —  this path allows the character to 
change the delivery type of their small, short or thrown 
weapons from Physical to Poison AND/OR apply one 
of the following conditions: Vulnerable or Cursed when 
using these rogue weapons. Th e type of condition must 
be chosen at the time of the skill purchase.  Th is con-
dition application and delivery augmentation does not 
require any additional Finesse cost.

Path of the Scout — this path allows the character to 
change the delivery type of their bow, crossbow, sling-
shot, long melee weapon or great melee weapon from 
Physical to Poison AND/OR apply the subtype Strike
to one of the these weapons. Th is delivery sub-type ap-
plication and delivery augmentation does not require 
any additional Finesse cost.

Perform Novice Maneuver (Primary or 
Secondary)
Pre-requisite: Finesse
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

A maneuver is a skill that allows a character to utilize 
their Finesse to augment physical attacks.  Th ere are two 
types of Novice Maneuvers.  Th e character may choose 
one of the following paths:

Path of the Assassin —  the character who follows this 
path will be able to boost the damage from any small, 
short or thrown weapon done from behind to 30 dam-
age.  Th e character must be behind the target and able 
to see at least the buttocks, rear of the arm (triceps area 
from shoulder to elbow) and rear half of the calves 
and thighs from heel to buttocks. Reaching around the 
target from the front or the side to use this skill is not 
permitted. Th is does not stack with the base weapon 
damage, Hand Profi ciencies or any other weapon en-
hancements.  Th is damage costs one Finesse.

Path of the Scout — the character who follows this path 
will be able to apply the conditions Weakness or Hob-
bled when using bows, crossbows, slingshots, long me-
lee weapons or great melee weapons. Th e type of con-
dition must be chosen at the time of the skill purchase.  
Th is condition application costs one Finesse.

Nimbleness
Capstone (Rogue Skill)
Pre-requisite: Rogue, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is ability allows the Rogue to gain the Dodge skill for 
every three Avoid <Type> skills purchased.  Dodge al-
lows the character to avoid any single weapon or pack-
et-delivered attack regardless of delivery type.  Dodge 
does not protect against Death Blows and cannot be 
used if a character is aff ected with the Immobilized or 
Rooted conditions or tied up with rope.

Th e combat call when using this skill is “Dodge”.

Parry
Pre-requisite: Weapon  Skill, 15 Skill Points spent on 
Warrior Skills per purchase

Th is skill allows a character to defend against any one 
weapon or packet-delivered attack that has Physical in 
the combat call.

Parry may be used with any weapon with which a char-
acter has the appropriate skill. A character may only 
use a  Parry when the weapon is in his or her hand and 
if the weapon is free.  A shield may be used to parry. 

A character may use this skill to block an attack meant 
for another, but only if the character can physically 
touch the character or creature with their weapon or 
shield within three seconds.  For ranged weapons the 
bow, crossbow or slingshot may be used to Parry, not 
the ammunition.

Th e combat call for this skill is “Parry Physical”.

Perform Expert Maneuver (Primary)
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills, 
Perform Novice Maneuver (Primary)
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

 A maneuver is a skill that allows a character to utilize 
their Finesse to augment physical attacks. Th ere are two 
types of Expert Maneuvers. Th e character must choose 
the same path as their Novice Maneuver (Primary). Th is 
skill may not be used on its own and is an augmenta-
tion to the Novice Maneuver (Primary).
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In order to use this ability, the weapon must make con-
tact with any part of the intended target including a 
shield, weapon or costume.  

Th e call when using this skill is “Physical Strike <Com-
position (Optional)> Paralyze”. Th is skill can be used 
even when Silenced.

Physical Strike: Vulnerable
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill, 30 Skill Points spent in 
Warrior Skills per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character  may 
apply the Vulnerable condition (see page 45) in a single 
weapon attack. Physical Strike: Vulnerable is hand spe-
cifi c and may be used with any weapon in which the 
character has the appropriate skill.

In order to use this ability, the weapon must make con-
tact with any part of the intended target including a 
shield, weapon or costume.  

Th e call when using this skill is “Physical Strike <Com-
position (Optional)> Vulnerable”. Th is skill can be used 
even when Silenced.

Physical Strike: Weakness
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill, 10 Skill Points spent in 
Warrior Skills per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character  may 
apply the Weakness condition (see page 45) in a single 
weapon attack. Physical Strike: Weakness is hand spe-
cifi c and may be used with any weapon in which the 
character has the appropriate skill.

In order to use this ability, the weapon must make con-
tact with any part of the intended target including a 
shield, weapon or costume.  

Th e call when using this skill is “Physical Strike <Com-
position (Optional)> Weakness”. Th is skill can be used 
even when Silenced.

Pick Locks
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to make an attempt at pick-

Physical Strike: Damage
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill, 15 Skill Points spent on 
Warrior Skills per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character  may 
infl ict additional damage in a single weapon attack. 
Physical Strike: Damage is hand specifi c and may be 
used with any weapon in which the character has the 
appropriate skill.

In order to use this ability, the weapon must make con-
tact with any part of the intended target including a 
shield, weapon or costume. Physical Strike: Damage in-
fl icts damage equal to the number of Hand Profi ciency 
skill purchases multiplied by fi ve.  For the purposes of 
two handed weapons, Hand Profi ciency skills will stack 
together for calculating the total Physical Strike: Dam-
age amount. No other modifi ers will be added to this 
damage total.

Th e call when using this skill is “Physical Strike <Com-
position (Optional)> <Damage Amount>”. Th is skill 
can be used even when Silenced.

Physical Strike: Maimed
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill, 20 Skill Points spent in 
Warrior Skills per purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character  may 
apply the Maimed condition (see page 44) in a single 
weapon attack. Physical Strike: Maimed is hand specifi c  
and may be used with any weapon in which the charac-
ter has the appropriate skill. 

In order to use this ability, the weapon must make con-
tact with any part of the intended target including a 
shield, weapon or costume.  
Th e call when using this skill is “Physical Strike <Com-
position (Optional)> Maim <Target>”. Th is skill can be 
used even when Silenced.

Physical Strike: Paralyze
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill, 40 Skill Points spent in 
Warrior Skills per purchase

Each time this skill is purchased, the character  may 
apply the Dazed, Immobilized and Silenced conditions 
(see page 44) in a single weapon attack. Physical Strike: 
Paralyze is hand specifi c and may be used with any 
weapon in which the character has the appropriate skill.
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Read High Magic Invocations (Primary)
Pre-requisite: 60 Skill Points spent in Sage Skills, Read 
Basic Magic (Primary)
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to cast any High Magic In-
vocations. 

Read Intermediate Magic (Primary)
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent in Sage Skills, Read 
Basic Magic (Primary)
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to cast Tier 2  Magic Spells.

Read Intermediate Magic (Secondary)
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent in Sage Skills, Read 
Basic Magic (Secondary)
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to cast Tier 2  Magic Spells.

Resist <Condition or Element>
Pre-requisite: Birth Sign (See Table 2-1, page 16)

Th is skill allows a character to resist a condition or ele-
ment once per Long Rest for each time this skill is pur-
chased, regardless of delivery type or method.

Th e character may call “Resist <Condition or Ele-
ment>” and the attack will have no eff ect.

Riposte
Capstone (Warrior and Rogue Skill)
Pre-requisite: Warden, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th e Warden may use every purchase of the skill Parry
as the skill Rebound Physical. Rebound Physical allows 
the Warden to defl ect back onto the attacker any single 
weapon or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery 
type Physical. Th is skill is self only.  

Th e combat call for this skill is “Rebound Physical”.

Second Wind
Pre-requisite:  Weapon Skill

Th is skill applies the eff ects of a Healing Touch 10 spell.
Th is skill is self-only and may not be used on another 

ing a lock. To pick a lock, a character must have the 
following: Pick Locks skill, a set of lock picks, and an 
Arbiter. For more information on Lock Picks, see page 
69 in Section 6.

To use this skill, a character must spend one minute of  
uninterrupted role-play attempting to “pick” the lock. 
During this time, the Arbiter will determine the qual-
ity of the lock pick tool (and if necessary, the lock) to 
establish the stone allotment for the lock pick draw bag. 
Th e lock pick draw bag will contain 10 white and black 
stones, with the number of white stones determined by 
the quality of the lock pick tool. Th ere will never be 
more than 10 stones in the bag at any time.

Aft er the character has spent one minute “picking the 
lock”, he or she will draw a stone from the bag. If a white 
stone is drawn, the lock was picked successfully. If a 
black stone is drawn, the attempt has failed. Th e char-
acter may make another attempt by spending one min-
ute and expending another lock pick tool. Each time a 
character makes a subsequent attempt, one black stone 
is automatically removed from the draw bag.

Read Advanced Magic (Primary)
Pre-requisite: 60 Skill Points spent on Sage Skills, Read 
Intermediate Magic (Primary)
Th is skill may be purchased once ever. 

Th is skill allows a character to cast Tier 3  Magic Spells.

Read and Write
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to read and write the basic 
common language.  Without this skill a character will 
not be able to read even the simplest written papers or 
maps. With this skill, a character can read anything ex-
cept magical writing.

Read Basic Magic (Primary, Secondary 
or Tertiary)
Pre-requisite: Read and Write, Magical Aptitude
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to cast Tier 1 Magic Spells.
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Shadow Arts: Shadow Shield
Pre-requisite: 10 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may  
copy an opponent’s protective shield spell onto him-
self or herself.  Th is protective shield will last for the 
event, or until used. Th e character must force the tar-
get to trigger a shield protective (Shield Physical, Shield 
Magic or Shield Poison), before this skill can be used. 
Shield protectives gained in this manner do not stack 
with shield protectives of the same type already on the 
character.

Th e combat call for this ability is “Shadow Shield, Shield 
<Type>”.

Shadow Arts: Shadow Step
Pre-requisite: 40 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
move through magical barriers.  Shadow Step may only 
be used with Phantasmal Lock, Protective Circle, Pro-
tective Perimeter, Protective Sanctuary, Protective Grove
and Annual Protective Circle.  Th is skill does not al-
low the character to move through any other magical 
barrier that they would not otherwise be able to pass 
through. 

Th e combat call for this ability is “Shadow Step”.

Shadow Casting
Capstone (Rogue and Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Adept, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows the Adept to draw upon the Shadow 
Arts to fuel their spells. Th e Adept may expend one 
point of Finesse to cast any spell that they could oth-
erwise cast with mana. For variable cost spells such as 
Mana Burn, Undead Devastation or Healing Boon, the 
adept may deliver them as having spent a total of three 
mana — these spells will then be delivered with the 
damage of 30 at the end of the Finishing Statement.

character or creature. Th is skill does not require mana 
or the ability to read any magic, nor does it need a 
packet to be delivered.

A character may simply state “Second Wind” and the 
eff ect will be applied instantaneously.

Shadow Arts: Shadow Burst
Pre-requisite: 20 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
deliver a physical burst of damage to their target.  Th is 
packet-delivered attack does 30 points of damage.

Th e combat call for this ability is “Shadow Burst Poison 
30”.

Shadow Arts: Shadow Heart
Pre-requisite: Weapon Skill

For each time this skill is purchased, Shadow Heart 
grants the character a temporary 10 additional Health 
Points.  Th ese Health Points may exceed the character’s 
maximum. Th ese extra points are used fi rst against the 
next successful attack.   Th ese Health Points can never 
be healed by any means. Only one Shadow Heart can 
be active on a target at one time, but may stack with 
Healer’s Essence.

Th e combat call for this ability is “Shadow Heart”.

Shadow Arts: Shadow Refuge
Pre-requisite: 30 Skill Points spent in Rogue Skills per 
purchase

For each time this skill is purchased, the character may 
create a circle of shadow around him or herself only.  
Th is circle follows all rules of the spell Protective Circle 
(see page 30), but has no hard borders and must have a 
purple physical representation.  Anyone inside or pass-
ing through the circle are aff ected by the conditions In-
vulnerable and Dazed and can use no in-game items for 
the time they remain within the borders.

Th e combat call for this ability is “Shadow Refuge”.
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Th e combat call for this skill is “Magic Strike <Compo-
sition (Optional)> <Damage Amount>”.

Tactical Strikes
Capstone (Warrior and Rogue Skill)
Pre-requisite: Warden, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

For every fi ve Finesse points purchased, this skill allows 
a character to do one extra point of damage to any foe.

Th is damage bonus applies to either hand, and can be 
applied to both hands only if the Warden is dual wield-
ing weapons.

Thrown Weapons
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use any thrown weapons.  
Base damage is determined by the size of the ranged 
weapon: thrown weapons less than 20” in size have a 
base damage of one.  For lengths greater than 20” but 
less than 35” in size, the base damage is two.  Greater 
than 35” but less than 50”, the base damage is three, and 
greater than  50” to 75”, the base damage is four.  For 
thrown weapons over 50”, they must be thrown using 
both hands, as they are classifi ed as Great Weapons.

Tradeskill <Specialization>
Pre-requisite: None

Th is skill represents the trades or jobs for which a char-
acter can earn income. Th ese trades earn a character 
extra income  for each C.A.S.T.L.E. game day the char-
acter attends.  Please see page 74 for more information.

Shake It Off
Capstone (Rogue Skill)
Pre-requisite: Warden, Rogue or Adept, 100 Skill 
Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is ability allows the character to escape from the 
conditions: Delay, Hobbled, Immobilized or Rooted (see 
page 44).  To use this skill, the character must concen-
trate for a 10 second count.  At the end of the count all 
of the above conditions will be removed.

Th e combat call for this ability is “Shake It Off ”, which 
must be stated at the end of the 10 second count.

Shield
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use a shield. Please note 
that a shield is considered a non-striking weapon.

Short Melee Weapons
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

Th is skill allows a character to use any melee weapon 
that is greater than 20” and less than 35” in length.

Small Melee Weapons
Pre-requisite: None
Th is skill may be purchased once ever. 

Th is skill allows a character to use any melee weapon 
that is less than 20” in length.

Smite
Capstone (Warrior and Sage Skill)
Pre-requisite: Spellsword, 100 Skill Points earned
Th is skill may be purchased once ever.

For each time a Hand Profi ciency skill purchased, Smite 
grants the Spellsword the ability to infl ict additional 
damage in a single weapon attack. Magic Strike: Dam-
age may be used with any weapon in which the charac-
ter has the appropriate skill.

Th e total amount of damage is equal to the Spellsword’s 
Maximum Mana Pool.
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Combat Rules and Guidelines

In the C.A.S.T.L.E. Combat system, we try to mimic 
real combat as closely as possible; however, we also 
want every participant to be able to walk away unhurt!  
Th is is a game, and although real combat has no rules, 
C.A.S.T.L.E. must have rules in place to govern combat 
for fairness and the enjoyment for all players involved.

Swinging a Weapon

When using a weapon in combat the character must 
pull back his or her arm to a 45 degree angle, state the 
damage call, and then swing the weapon. When thrust-
ing with a weapon, a similar rule applies — the charac-
ter must pull his or her arm back at least six inches and 
call weapon damage before thrusting again. 

Th ese rules help simulate real world weapons and al-
low for characters to call weapon damage clearly and 
consistently each time. 

Strike Force

Weapon combat in C.A.S.T.L.E. is a “lightest-touch” 
system. Combatants should use the lightest swing pos-
sible while still striking with suffi  cient force for the tar-
get to reasonably feel the impact. Characters may have 
to swing proportionately harder to strike with suffi  cient 
force against someone wearing heavier armor.

Th e goal of C.A.S.T.L.E. weapon combat is to avoid in-
jury. Weapon blows should either cause no pain or a 
light and brief stinging sensation if on bare skin. Weap-
on blows should not cause: bruising, cuts, concussions, 
broken bones or lingering pain. If you have any doubt 
that you may be hitting too hard, please speak with an 
Arbiter.

During combat, players should inform the opponent if 
he or she is striking too hard.  If the opponent is strik-
ing so hard that he or she may risk causing serious in-
jury, a Pause should be called — but this is only to be 
used in extreme cases.

Target Locations

Weapon combat may only target certain locations on 
the body. You may not aim for the target’s head, hands 

(measured from the wrist joint) or groin. All other lo-
cations on the target’s body are legal strike zones.

Striking an illegal location will result in the blow being 
invalid, causing no damage or eff ect. In a combat situ-
ation, the player should let his or her opponent know 
if a blow landed on an illegal location.  Th is serves to 
inform the attacker that no damage or eff ect was taken 
and weapon swings need to be adjusted.  If the attacker 
continues to strike an illegal area, please inform an Ar-
biter.

Performing A Weapon Block

Blocking is performed by interposing a weapon or 
shield between the target and an incoming attack so 
that the incoming weapon is at least partially defl ected 
or slowed by a weapon or shield.  A block need not stop 
the entire motion of the incoming weapon — an attack 
that strikes a dagger, slides off , and strikes a legal target 
location will still count as blocked.  A weapon swing 
blocked in this manner deals no damage.

Using A One-Handed Weapon in Two 
Hands

You may use a one-handed weapon in two hands as 
long as it can be done safely.  Th is is a style choice and 
provides no in-game benefi t to the player.

The Hand Rule

A player can only have one in-game item in his or her 
hand at any given time.  If more than one in-game item 
is held in one hand, neither item functions.  For ex-
ample, if a sword and shield are held in one hand and 
either item is the target of a weapon blow, the character 
would take the damage or eff ect. 

Pushing Aside Weapons

Pushing aside weapons is using a weapon or shield 
to manipulate another combatant’s weapon or shield 
without trapping it. Pushing aside weapons is legal. 
However, a player may not manipulate an opponent’s 
body, such as tripping him or her with an axe. 
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Illegal Combat Techniques

Unsafe Combat Practices

Unsafe combat practices are prohibited in C.A.S.T.L.E. 
Th is includes any combat maneuver undertaken by a 
player which denies the opponent the opportunity to 
make a safe and legal weapon attack against him or her.  
Th is can include using the environment, legal weapons 
or shields or a player’s body positioning — crouching 
down behind a shield so that no legal targets are show-
ing — or leaning around a structure or doorway so that 
no legal targets are presented.  Actively using a weapon 
tied to your body in any way during a combat situation 
is prohibited.  Th ese are not the only instances, but just 
the most common.

C.A.S.T.L.E. Arbiters have the authority to call out a 
player for unsafe combat practices at any time when 
they perceive that a player’s out-of-game combat cir-
cumstances are unsafe.

Blocking with an Illegal Target

Interposing an illegal target between an opponent’s 
weapon swing and the target is not permitted.  Th e 
most common example is blocking a weapon blow 
with a free hand.  If this happens, the target will take 
the damage or eff ect.  Repeated violations should be re-
ferred to an Arbiter.

Charging

Players are to stay at least an arm’s length from his or 
her opponent while engaging in combat.  Th is distance 
is measured by the combatant with the shortest arm 
length (fi ngers extended) to the opponent’s torso.  Some 
weapons or shields may extend past this distance, but 
they are not included in the measurement for charging. 
Moving inside the reach of, or into contact with weap-
ons or shields is not charging.

Barrage Rule

Because the weapons used in C.A.S.T.L.E. are generally 
much lighter than real weapons, a player can physically 
make many more strikes in a short time than realisti-
cally possible by “bouncing” the weapon off  a target, 
recovering an inch or so, and then striking the same 
place again.  Th is is barraging and it is not permitted.

A combatant should strike no faster than he or she can 
state the combat call (“Physical Two, Physical Two”) 
and enunciate it clearly enough to be easily understood.  

Most players can swing their weapons and clearly enun-
ciate their combat calls twice per second.  If a player 
is swinging more than two times in one second, he or 
she is almost certainly barraging.  Th e player must slow 
their swings for safety.

Shield-bashing

Shield-bashing is any movement of the shield that re-
sults in body contact with the opponent. Th is is illegal.  
Th e wielder of the shield is almost always ultimately 
responsible for any illegal contact between his or her 
shield and the target’s body.  A target coming in contact 
with a player’s shield does not constitute shield-bashing 
if the player’s shield is stationary while the target moves 
into contact with it.

Incidental shield-to-shield contact is extremely com-
mon and does not necessarily constitute shield-bash-
ing.  However, using a shield intentionally as a ram 
against an opponent — even if the opponent’s shield is 
contacted fi rst — does constitute shield-bashing.

Unseen Targets

Swinging a weapon wildly in an attempt to land a blow 
on a creature or character that is not visible is illegal 
in C.A.S.T.L.E.  Th is means that it is not acceptable to 
swing a weapon blindly around a corner or through 
a door or over any object that is blocking the line of 
sight of the creature or character  in an attempt to strike 
the target.  A player must be able to see the creature or 
character in order to land a legal blow.  

Trapping

Trapping is any technique that uses weapons, shields or 
other objects to prevent an opponent from withdraw-
ing his or her weapon. Trapping is illegal in C.A.S.T.L.E. 
as many of the counter maneuvers would be unsafe to 
perform.

Weapons and shields may not be designed to deliber-
ately trap opponent’s weapons. 
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Disarms

Any sort of disarming attempt which depends upon 
twisting the opponent’s wrist or which operates in con-
junction with trapping is not permitted.

Non-Combatant Rules

A player who is unable to be in a combat situation is 
a non-combatant player and must at all times wear a 
fl orescent-colored headband — preferably yellow, pink 
or orange — with the wording “NON-COM” written 
on the headband.  Th e “NON-COM” wording should 
be able to be read from fi ve feet away. 

Once a player is deemed a non-combatant, he or she 
may not remove the Non-Combat headband, unless 
fi rst approved by the local plot team.  Players may not 
simply deem themselves a non-combatant without fi rst 
notifying the local plot team.  Th e local plot team may 
then consult with the on-site medic, if applicable, to de-
termine a solution to the situation.  

Under no circumstances is this player to be struck with 
any weapons or any packets; however, the non-com-
batant may accept touch-casting of spells.  Th e non-
combatant cannot carry any ranged or melee weapons, 
but may carry packets.  Th e non-combatant may only 
touch cast spells onto a willing target, and must try to 
avoid any and all combat situations.  To render this per-
son into their death count, one can point their fi nger at 
the player and say “Non-Combatant Die”.  Th is action 
must be done within fi ve feet of the target, is unavoid-
able to the target and cannot be defended in any way 
by anyone.  Th e non-combatant will then enter the fi ve 
minute dead state and can be given a Vitae Restoration 
spell which uses no Mana by the caster.

Delivery Types

C.A.S.T.L.E. utilizes three delivery types: Physical, Poi-
son, and Magic.  

Physical  — Any melee or packet delivered attack that 
includes “Physical” in the combat call. Examples of at-
tacks or eff ects that are delivered physically are weapon 
blows, a Maimed attack or even some types of thrown 
globes. See Table 4-1 for defenses against Physical at-
tacks.

Poison — Any melee or packet attack with the word 
“Poison” in the combat call. Examples of attacks or ef-
fects that are delivered via poison are poison coated 
weapons or breath attacks. See Table 4-1 for defenses 
against Poison attacks.

Magic — Any attack delivered by packet or weapon 
blow that includes “Magic” in the combat call. Exam-
ples of attacks or eff ects that are delivered magically 
are spells cast with Mana, artifi cer or magical items or 
spells channeled through a weapon. See Table 4-1 for 
defenses against Magic attacks.

Delivery Delivery 
TypeType

Melee/Melee/
RangedRanged DefenseDefense

Physical Melee Weapon/Shield/Valid 
Defense Call

Physical Ranged Weapon/Shield/Valid 
Defense Call

Poison Melee Weapon/Shield/Valid 
Defense Call

Poison Ranged Weapon/Shield/Valid 
Defense Call

Magic Melee Valid Defense Call

Magic Ranged Valid Defense Call

Table 4-1.  Delivery Type Defenses.

Damage Subtype

In addition to the delivery type, there is one subtype 
which can be applied to an attack.  Th at subtype is 
“Strike”.  If “Strike” is added to the combat call of an at-
tack then a valid defense must be used when the attack 
hits the target regardless if the attack is blocked by a 
shield or weapon. 

Weapon Composition

Weapons can be coated out of numerous materials: 
Iron, Silver, Flame, Ice, Stone, Gold, Bone, Glass, or 
Rock, to name a few. 

Including the composition of a weapon in the damage 
combat call is optional unless stated otherwise; how-
ever, some special compositions may do extra damage 
to specifi c creatures.
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Claws

Th e physical representation for this type of attack will 
be short weapon in size and white in color. Th e white 
color serves as an immediate indicator that the charac-
ter is using a claw. Claws can never be Crumbled. Claws 
can be used to block and the character or creature takes 
no damage when blocking or when struck on the claws. 
Th e base damage for a claw is two, since it is of short 
weapon length. Claws are independently and individ-
ually retractable and do not even need to be carried; 
however, a character using claws may never call a Pause 
in order to pull them out or retrieve them.  Th e Hand 
Profi ciency skill will not aff ect the damage delivered by 
claws and claws can never be the target of a High Magic 
Invocation.

Damage Combat Calls

To infl ict damage with a weapon, a character must 
state the damage combat call and make a successful le-
gal attack upon the target.  A weapon’s delivery type is 
“physical.”  Th e amount of damage is determined by the 
base damage of the weapon plus any additional damage 
added by skills or magic.  For example: “Physical Two”.  
Th is combat call is an out-of-game statement and can 
be made even if the character or creature is under the 
Silenced condition.
 
Additionally, diff erent attacks may include other infor-
mation in the damage combat call.  Table 4-2 outlines 
what is in the typical damage call.

Delivery 
Type

Sub 
Type 

Comp-
osi  on Condi  on Damage 

Amount

Table 4-2.  Damage Combat Call.

Delivery Type: Physical, Poison or Magic

Subtype: “Strike”

Composition:  Weapon construction material, coating 
or resin.  For example a normal sword is “steel”.

Condition:  Additional eff ects which may aff ect the 
state of a character. See the list of conditions on page 
44.

Damage Amount: Damage infl icted against a target.

A typical base weapon attack is broken down into these 
parts:

Delivery Type – Physical
Subtype – <none>
Weapon Composition – Steel (optional)
Condition – <none>
Damage Amount – 2 

Th e damage combat call for this attack is “Physical Steel 
Two” or “Physical Two”.

A weapon attack that utilizes the subtype “strike” is 
broken down as follows: 

Delivery Type – Physical
Subtype – Strike
Composition – Steel (optional)
Condition – <none>
Damage Amount – 20

Th e damage combat call for this attack is “Physical 
Strike Steel 20” or “Physical Strike 20”.

A weapon attack that utilizes the subtype “strike” in 
conjunction with a condition is broken down as fol-
lows:  

Delivery Type – Physical
Subtype – Strike
Composition – Steel (optional)
Condition – Weakness
Damage Amount – <none>

Th e damage combat call for this attack is “Physical 
Strike Steel Weakness” or “Physical Strike Weakness”.

Armor

In C.A.S.T.L.E. our goal is to have armor not only be 
part of a costume and look good, but also provide an 
in-game benefi t.  Rules and guidelines must govern the 
use of armor.
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Light Armor

Acceptable materials: Actual leather; vinyl or other 
synthetic leather with a lining or backing to disguise 
the fact that it is synthetic.  Most vinyls or faux leather 
have an obvious cloth backing; it’s usually white and of-
ten printed with grid lines and manufacturer’s logos. At 
the very least, there is a color or textural diff erence that 
does not resemble natural leather. On looser-fi tting 
garments – such as a vest, spaulders, or hanging tas-
sets – this backing will be visible, and quickly break the 
illusion that the wearer is wearing real leather. A well-
made piece of “costume armor” can pass for real leather 
by being backed with fur, fl annel, textured fabrics like 
suede cloth or moleskin, or even another piece of vinyl 
with the cloth sides facing one another. Such modifi ca-
tions are required for synthetic leather to be counted as 
armor. Must be at least 1/8” thick.

Unacceptable materials: Suede and suede-like cloth; 
physical representations that resemble articles of mun-
dane clothing more than pieces of armor, such as leath-
er biker pants or modern leather jacket/trench coats.

Medium Armor

Acceptable materials: Metal interlocking rings; Ring-
mesh; Rubber and plastic-coated rings.

Unacceptable materials: Pop tabs, knit fabric spray-
painted silver, cloth “chain mail” of any type.

Heavy Armor

Acceptable materials: Any rigid metal; injection-mold-
ed latex or polyurethane; hard plastic with a minimum 
thickness of 1/8”; boiled & hardened leather, regard-
less of color, with a minimum thickness of 1/4”. Latex 
and plastic must be painted or otherwise decorated to 
resemble metal. Any sharp metal edges must be rolled 
over onto themselves or covered in leather or other ma-
terial thick enough to keep them from cutting through. 
Please do not use tape.

Unacceptable materials: Fabric of any type; any mate-
rial that does not hold its own shape; metals that can 
easily be permanently dented, bent, shaped, or oth-
erwise deformed by hand; leather that has not been 
boiled & hardened, regardless of thickness or rigidity.

Special Types of Armor

Scale: Armor composed of small overlapping plates of 
a given material. Scales must have a minimum thick-
ness of 1/8”. Leather, Latex, plastic, or other non-metal 
Scale counts as Medium Armor. Metal Scale counts as 
Heavy Armor.

Brigandine: Armor composed of small plates held be-
tween 2 layers of fabric or leather.  Th e material used 
will determine which armor type the physical repre-
sentation is considered: Leather, Latex, plastic, or other 
non-metal Brigandine counts as Medium Armor. Met-
al Brigandine counts as Heavy Armor.

Ring Mail: Armor composed of non-interlocking met-
al rings attached to a leather or synthetic leather base.  
Ring Mail will count as Medium so long as the follow-
ing minimum standards are met: Th e rings must cover 
at least 50% of the surface at a given location, and the 
base material must follow the minimum guidelines for 
Light armor.

Sports Equipment: Sports equipment must be modifi ed 
to make it look like period armor. Any sports equip-
ment with a logo showing will not be allowed. Please 
see the ruling on acceptable heavy armor materials for 
minimum modifi cation requirements.

Helmets

For safety reasons, helmets are not permitted in 
C.A.S.T.L.E.

Safety

Armor will be deemed unsafe by an Arbiter if it has 
sharp edges or spikes that might be harmful should a 
player or a weapon collide with it.  Unsafe armor is not 
permitted.

Armor Point Value (APV)

A suit of armor has the ability to defl ect damage a cer-
tain number of times.  Th e number of Armor Defl ec-
tions is determined by the Armor Point Value (APV) of 
the armor, as determined by an Arbiter.

A suit of armor’s APV is based upon 10 diff erent loca-
tions upon the character’s body as well as the type of 
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armor worn on the torso.  Regardless of the type of ar-
mor, each location adds one point to the APV.

Th e torso armor adds a multiplier to the total APV.

Torso Armor TypeTorso Armor Type APV Mul  plerAPV Mul  pler

Light x2

Medium x3

Heavy x4

Table 4-3.  Torso APV Multipliers.

Th e maximum APV of any suit of armor cannot 
exceed 40.  See Figure 4-1 for a visual representation of 
armor locations and page 42 for a list of armor types.

Figure 4-1.  Armor Locations.

Armor Deflections

To determine the number of Armor Defl ections for a 
suit of armor, use the following formula:

APV / 4 = # of Armor Defl ections

An Armor Defl ection will protect the character from 
one attack, regardless of delivery type, that includes a 
damage amount in the combat call.

Crumble spells aff ect armor by reducing the total num-
ber of Armor Defl ections by one for each spell that 
takes eff ect. 

Th e combat call is “Defl ection”.

Armor Training

Every character may use armor up to a maximum of 
eight APV without any training. For a character to use 
a suit of armor to its fullest potential, the skill Armor 
Training must be purchased.   Each purchase of Armor 
Training increases the allowable maximum APV by 
eight.  A character can purchase this skill up to four 
times, for a maximum APV of 40.

Armor Repair

Once the total number of Armor Defl ections has been 
expended, the armor is rendered useless and must be 
repaired.  To repair a suit of armor, a character can take 
a Short Rest and attempt to refi t the suit without the aid 
of a smith.  Th is will grant the wearer 1/4 of the original 
Armor Defl ections of the suit of armor, rounded down 
with a minimum of one Armor Defl ection.  To fully 
repair a suit of armor, a character with the recipe Repair 
Armor may spend the appropriate amount of time to 
repair the suit to its full number of Armor Defl ections.

Armor which has expended Armor Defl ections can be 
restored via the High Magic Enchantment Regenerat-
ing Armor. See page 21 of the High Magic Compen-
dium for further information.
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What’s Wrong With Me?
An Explanation of Conditions 
and States

Conditions

C.A.S.T.L.E. has 14 diff erent conditions which can be 
applied to a character by various means. Th ese condi-
tions can only be applied to a character who is in the 
Alive State.  All conditions remain active until removed 
unless stated otherwise.  No condition can stack with 
itself.  All conditions may be removed by the Tier 2 
Essence Spell Remove Ailment, unless explicitly stated 
otherwise.  Conditions may also be removed upon tak-
ing a Short Rest, See page 58 for specifi cs on Remove 
Ailment.  Table 4-4 gives a quick reference chart for all 
conditions.

Condi  onCondi  on Brief Defi ni  onBrief Defi ni  on

Berserked
The target will a  ack the 

closest visible PC or NPC with 
the intent to kill

Cursed The target cannot be healed

Dazed The target is unable to use in-
game skills

Delay
The target must wait three 
seconds between in-game 

ac  ons

Feared The target may not approach 
or a  ack the caster

Hobbled The target cannot run or fl y

Immobilized The target cannot move their 
body

Invulnerable The target is immune to 
everything

Maimed The target cannot use an arm

Rooted The target cannot move their 
feet or be moved

Senseless The target is unaware of their 
surroundings

Silenced The target cannot speak

Vulnerable The target will take double 
damage

Weakness The target outputs less 
damage

Table 4-4.  Conditions.

Berserked — Th e character or creature is com-
pelled to attack the closest visible character or creature 
with the intent to kill.

Cursed —  A character aff ected by this condition is 
immune to all healing delivered via spell or spell-like 
abilities, artifi ces and tonics.  

Dazed — Th e character or creature cannot use any 
in-game skills.

Delay — Th e character or creature must wait at least 
three seconds between each in-game action.

Feared — Th e character or creature may not ap-
proach or attack the character or creature who applied 
the condition until the condition is removed. Th e char-
acter may still perform in-game actions while under 
this condition.

Hobbled  — In this condition, a character or crea-
ture is unable to run.  If a fl ying creature is aff ected, it 
will not be able to fl y or run.

Immobilized — Th e character or creature is unable 
to move his or her body in any way.  If this condition 
is applied by another character or creature, the immo-
bilized character will fall to the ground and be unable 
to move.  If this condition is applied by the character 
themselves, the character may remain in the position 
he or she was in when the condition was applied.

Invulnerable — Th e character or creature is im-
mune to all game eff ects unless specifi cally stated oth-
erwise.

Maimed — Th e character or creature cannot use the 
targeted arm.  If any in-game item is attached to the tar-
geted arm, such as a shield, the item is rendered useless 
until removed from that limb.

Rooted — Th e character or creature cannot move his 
or her feet nor can they be moved by another character 
or creature.

Senseless — Th e character or creature is complete-
ly unaware of his or her surroundings.  Th e character 
cannot see, hear, taste, touch, speak nor smell.  
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Silenced — Th e character or creature cannot speak.  
A character under the condition of silence may still use 
innate abilities and/or Intrinsic Spells.

Vulnerable — Targets under this eff ect will take 
damage at double the amount dealt, regardless of De-
livery Type.

Weakness — Th is condition will cause the target to 
feel weaker, reducing the amount of damage the target 
can deal with a weapon by fi ve points.  A weapon  can 
never deal less than one point of damage.  

States

In C.A.S.T.L.E. there are four states a character may 
fi nd himself or herself in: Alive, Dying, Dead or Spirit.  
Table 4-5 outlines the states with a brief defi nition.

StateState Brief Descrip  onBrief Descrip  on

Alive Characters can acquire 
condi  ons

Dying Character is conscious, can 
only crawl and speak

Dead Characters cannot acquire any 
other condi  ons

Spirit Characters cannot acquire any 
other condi  ons

Table 4-5.  States.

Alive

A character that is alive exists in a state where his or her 
Health Points are greater than 0, no matter what other 
conditions have been applied.

Dying

A character can reach this state via any attack, series 
of attacks or any other game eff ect that depletes their 
Health Points to 0. In this state the character is con-
scious, can only speak as if in pain or agony and can 
only crawl at a slow pace.  Th e character cannot stand, 
walk or run and cannot use any in game skills or items. 
A player may choose to roleplay this as unconscious-
ness; some characters just can’t take the pain.  While in 
the state of Dying, the character can only be brought 

out of this state by receiving Healing; whether by spell, 
delivered via packet from Mana, artifi ce or channeled 
by a weapon, by tonic or by being the recipient of the 
skill First Aid.

If a character receives no healing within one minute of 
entering the Dying state or receives a Death Blow, the 
character then enters the Dead state.

A Death Blow is a fi nal, fatal strike delivered to an op-
ponent.  Th is blow will move a creature or character 
immediately into the Dead state.  To perform a Death 
Blow, a character or creature places his or her weapon 
or hand on the target’s torso and states: “Death Blow 
<Composition (Optional)> 1, Death Blow <Com-
position (Optional)>  2, Death Blow <Composition 
(Optional)> 3”.  Th e weapon or hand must remain in 
contact with the target’s torso for the entire duration 
of the Death Blow.  Failure to do so will result in an 
unsuccessful Death Blow.  A Death Blow can also be 
interrupted if the character or creature performing the 
Death Blow receives Health Point damage.

Dead

A character will enter this state in the following situa-
tions:  they have received no healing within one min-
ute upon entering the Dying state, they have received 
a Death Blow or they are the recipient of the Monster 
Ability Death.

While in the state of Dead, a player should roleplay 
being dead.  No additional conditions are applied; 
however, no conditions are removed.  Th e character 
is immune to all game eff ects except the spells Create 
Undead, Empower Undead, Restore Undead and Vitae 
Restoration. See pages 53, 56, 58 and 60 for information 
on these spells. If a character does not receive a Vitae 
Restoration within fi ve minutes aft er entering this state, 
the body will fade, leaving behind all game items and 
coin, and the character will enter the state of Spirit.

Th ere is no in-game way to remove or bypass the fi ve 
minutes in which a character is Dead before receiving a 
Vitae Restoration or moving to the state of Spirit.
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Spirit

A character can only reach the state of Spirit if they do 
not receive a Vitae Restoration within fi ve minutes of 
entering the state of Dead and their body dissipates.  
See page 60 for information on Vitae Restoration.   

During this time, the spirit is invisible and unable to 
interact with the game world in any way.

Death and Resurrection

Once a character has spent fi ve minutes in the Dead 
state without receiving a Vitae Restoration, the charac-
ter’s body will fade away and the Soul will seek resur-
rection. Resurrection is a traumatic experience for the 
Soul and will weaken a character.  

When the character’s body fades, the player must state,  
“Th e body fades one, the body fades two, the body fades 
three”.  At this time, the player must leave all in-game 
items and coin where the body faded, put on his or her 
out-of-game headband and proceed immediately to 
the plot shack with character sheet in hand.  Th e player 

will report the death, make the necessary draw from 
the Death Draw Bag and roll for Soul Sickness.  While 
in the Spirit state, a Soul is completely invisible to the 
world around it, and may not interact with anything 
or anyone in any way.  A Soul travels only as fast as the 
player can physically move.  

Aft er the character’s death has been recorded with the 
plot team, the Soul (player) must proceed to an Annual 
Protective Circle  capable of resurrection.  (See the High 
Magic Compendium page 12 for more information on 
Annual Protective Circles). Th e Soul is able to sense all 
Annual Protective Circles in the area, even those that a 
character does not know about or hasn’t seen.  Usually, 
a Soul seeks out the closest Annual Protective Circle ca-
pable of resurrection.

Until fully resurrected, the Soul remains unable to in-
teract with other characters or the world at large; how-
ever, anyone included in the Annual Protective Circle
will “sense” the presence of a Soul. Any Valaran-an-
chored being may start the process of guiding a Soul 
back to the world of the living.  To begin a resurrec-
tion, a character will ask the Soul, “May I begin this 
resurrection?”  If the Soul acquiesces, the resurrection 
begins.  A resurrection takes one minute to complete 
once started.  Th e character performing the resurrec-
tion must stay in the Annual Protective Circle with the 
Soul for the entire duration.

A Soul may reject any attempt to resurrect him or her, 
instead choosing to wait for a specifi c person.  Th e 
resurrector will be aware of the rejection, but will not 
know for whom the Soul is waiting. 

When the resurrection is complete, the body reforms 
around the Soul.  Th e player must state, “I resurrect 
one,  I resurrect two, I resurrect three” removing their 
out-of-game headband at the completion of the count. 
Th ese last three seconds are considered part of the 
time in which the Soul cannot interact with the world 
around it. During this time, nothing will aff ect the char-
acter, nor can this count be interrupted.  Newly resur-
rected characters reform fully clothed and with their 
maximum Health Points, Mana Points and Finesse un-
less otherwise noted by the plot team. All magical ef-
fects that were present upon the character at the time of 
death including Greater Monster Hexes disappear upon 
resurrection.  Memory is retained up to the point of 
entering the state of Dead.  
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If a character chooses to go to an Annual Protective Cir-
cle other than the designated in-game circles during an 
event, the player must still report his or her death to the 
plot team and make the required draws.  At that time, 
the player may inform the plot team of his or her plan.  
Th e player may be required to remain out-of-game for a 
period of time to simulate the amount of time it would 
take for the Soul to travel to a chosen Annual Protective 
Circle and for the resurrected character to travel back. 

Death Draw Bag And  Soul
Sickness

Characters receive a number of “free” deaths per event 
determined by a random die roll performed by a mem-
ber of C.A.S.T.L.E. staff  and one witness at the start of 
each event.   Each character also receives a once ever 
additional “free” death at character creation that is used 
the fi rst time he or she must draw from the Death Draw 
Bag beyond the “free” deaths determined by the die roll.  
Th is number is kept secret and may not be revealed to 
any player under any circumstances.  A “free” death is 
a death that cannot result in permanent death.  Howev-
er, to keep the number of “free” deaths secret, a player 
draws for each death even if a character is still within 
the range of “free” deaths as determined previously. 

Th e Death Draw Bag contains 20 stones, 10 perma-
nent death stones of one color and 10 survival stones 
of a contrasting color.  A member of C.A.S.T.L.E. staff  
must show the stones to a player before putting them in 
the bag so that the player knows that all stones which 
should be in the bag are there.  Once the player draws, 
the result is recorded by the C.A.S.T.L.E. staff  mem-
ber and the death is recorded on the player’s character 
sheet.  Th e player will not know which color results in 
permanent death and which color results in survival 
and so will not know the results of their draw at this 
time. 

Aft er drawing from the Death Draw Bag, the player 
then rolls for Soul Sickness using a six sided die.  Th e 
C.A.S.T.L.E. staff  member notes the result of the die roll 
and consults the Soul Sickness chart to determine what 
eff ect the resurrection has had upon the character.  Th is 
eff ect remains with the character until the next Long 
Rest or until the end of the event, whichever comes 
fi rst.  Aft er these draws have been made, the player may 
then advance to an Annual Protective Circle for resur-
rection and return to game at that time. 

Late in the event, a Denizen of the Realm of Death will 
appear to walk the area seeking out all of those who 
have resurrected during the event.  Th e Denizen may 
appear with a Guardian and is always under the condi-
tion of Invulnerable.   Th is being may take many forms, 
but all players will know immediately the purpose for 
its visit.  Th e Denizen will approach each character 
who has resurrected and weigh their Vitae, determin-
ing if the Soul is strong enough to remain among the 
living, or if it is time to take the Soul to Seneroth.  If a 
Soul is determined to have reached the time of perma-
nent death, as pre-determined by the character’s Death 
Draw from the Death Draw Bag, the Denizen will al-
low a brief moment (no more than 10 minutes) for the 
character to say any fi nal words.  At this time, the char-
acter will be affl  icted with the Dazed condition which 
is both incurable and which will last until the Denizen 
pulls the Soul from the body and sends it to the realm 
of Death.



Section 5:
The C.A.S.T.L.E. 
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Types of Magic

C.A.S.T.L.E. utilizes a system which allows players to 
choose between three schools of magic. Th ese schools 
of magic are defi ned as Essence, Prime, and Wild. Es-
sence Magic draws its power from the opposing planes 
of Life and Death, allowing those who channel this 
magic to heal. Prime Magic draws from the Prime Ele-
mental realms, allowing the caster to  cause great dam-
age. Wild Magic mixes the chaos oft en found in nature 
and the essence of all beings on Valara.

What is Healing?

Natural healing still occurs in the realm of Valara, 
though Essence magic drastically speeds this process.  
Wounds and injuries which are not healed quickly with 
Essence magic will heal naturally.  If First Aid is applied 
to a broken bone and the bone is set correctly, natural 
healing will take over and the bone will heal properly 
over several weeks.  Essence magic that is applied to a 
broken bone will heal it immediately.

Lost eyes, limps, scars, or missing fi ngers sometimes 
seen on adventurers are usually the result of wounds 
allowed to heal with time instead of with magic. Some 
wounds are so dire or delivered so brutally that they 
will leave a mark on the Soul, visible on the living body, 
even if the wound is healed with Essence magic.

Healing is defi ned as any spell or spell-like ability de-
livered via packet from Mana, artifi ce, tonic, or chan-
neled by a weapon that includes the word “Healing” in 
its combat call.  In the case of a character in the state of 
Dying, or affl  icted by the Cursed condition, First Aid 
also counts as Healing.  

How to Cast Magic

Incantations: Primers

An incantation consists of two parts: the Primer and 
the Finishing Statement, in that order.  Each spell may 
have its own Primer; however, a single primer may be 
used for multiple spells of the same school. Casters 
must have at least one diff erent primer for each school 
of magic from which they can cast. Most casters will 
have a diff erent Primer for each type of spell — for ex-
ample, one for healing spells, one for shielding spells, 
one for damaging spells.

Casters of any school of magic are required to write 
their own Primers.  A Primer must be at least 10 syl-
lables in length and should be meaningful and not just 
a random string of sounds or words. Primers contain-
ing inappropriate phrases which are off ensive, vulgar, 
against the cosmology, or those considered an exploit 
can result in the rejection of the Primer. In the case of 
spells which call upon a <Prime Element>, they may 
have a diff erent Primer for each element, depending on 
the appropriateness of the Primer.  Th is is the only case 
in which a caster may have more than one Primer per 
spell.

Primers must consist of two parts: an invocation of a 
source of power, and a statement of calling forth.  For 
example, a caster’s Primer for an Elemental Touch spell 
might be as follows: the invocation “By the eternal 
fl ames of Ra’Tol” and the statement of calling forth, “I 
conjure a…” for a full incant of “By the eternal fl ames of 
Ra’Tol, I conjure a Magic Flame Touch 10.”  

Incantations: Finishing Statements

Th e Finishing Statement for each spell is static, and is 
listed in Table 5-2.  No caster may deviate from the list-
ed Finishing Statements.

Finishing Statements use Table 5-1 for verbalizing the 
casting of spells and can be broken down into basic 
components. 

Delivery 
Type

Sub 
Type 

Comp-
osi  on Condi  on Damage 

Amount

Table 5-1.  Magic Verbal Component.

Delivery Type: Magic

Subtype: For spells, this is none.

Composition:  Th is is the type of magic.  For example: 
“Flame Touch”, “Blood Breath” or “Healing Wave”.  For 
spell casting, the composition is required in the Finish-
ing Statement.
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Condition:  Additional eff ects which may aff ect the 
state of a character. See the list of conditions on page 
44.

Amount: Damage or healing points dealt against a tar-
get.

For example a typical, basic fl ame Finishing Statement 
is broken down into these components:

Delivery Type – Magic
Subtype – <none>
Composition – Flame Touch
Condition – <none>
Damage Amount – 10

So the Finishing Statement for this spell would be 
“Magic Flame Touch 10”.

Grimoires

A Grimoire is the essential book for all spellcasters.    
Th ere are four diff erent types of grimoires.  Th ese 4” x 
6” minimum sized books contain the spells from an in-
dividual school of magic or all High Magic Invocations. 

In order to cast any spells other than those cast from 
magic items, a caster must have a Grimoire of the ap-
propriate school on their person. A Grimoire must con-
tain a Primer for each spell the character is capable of 
casting, and must be presented at check-in before game 
on.  If a single Primer is used for multiple spells of the 
same school, it is only necessary to write it in the Gri-
moire once, though writing the Primer for each spell 
individually is encouraged. Failure to meet the Primer 
standards will result in the Grimoire being failed in the 
same manner as an unsafe weapon.

Casting Spells

To cast a spell, the character must fi rst state the com-
plete incantation and then throw a spell packet at the 
target within three seconds. Th e incantation must be 
enunciated correctly and loud enough so the target can 
hear you.  If the spell packet strikes the target on any 
part of their body — which includes weapons or cos-
tuming — then the spell is successful. If the caster takes 
any health point damage which is not defl ected by ar-
mor or negated by a defensive combat call while speak-

ing the incantation, the spell is considered interrupted 
and will fail. Failed spells will still deplete Mana from 
the caster’s Mana Pool. Casters must have at least one 
arm free and be able to speak in order to cast a spell.  
No spell can stack with itself but recasting of the spell 
will reset the duration.

Casters can also cast a spell by touch.  Th e charac-
ter must fi rst state the complete incantation and then 
touch a spell packet to the target within three seconds.  
Th e caster must be within arm’s reach of the intended 
target.  For the purposes of touch-casting, the intend-
ed target is defi ned as the player not any character or 
costume prosthetics.  Th e target can accept the spell 
by stating “Accept”, which will allow the spell to bypass 
any magical defenses. Th e target can refuse the spell by 
stating “Reject”.  Refusing a spell does not trigger any 
magical defenses and that spell is considered a failed 
spell. A character with the Senseless condition may not 
accept or reject any touch-casted spells.  Touch-casting 
a character under the Senseless condition will trigger 
magical defenses.

Spell packets are pieces of cloth fi lled with birdseed 
and gathered together with a rubber band.  Th e average 
size of a spell packet is a 6” x 6” square piece of cloth 
with approximately one to one and a half tablespoons 
of birdseed.  To avoid injuring players, make sure no 
large or sharp pieces of seed — such as sunfl ower seeds 
— are used in the packet. A spell packet should be able 
to fi t into a standard shot glass. 

Mana System

C.A.S.T.L.E. uses a Mana Pool system.  Th ere are three 
tiers of spells per school. All Tier 1 spells cost one Mana, 
all Tier 2 spells cost two Mana and all Tier 3 spells cost 
three Mana.  Mana costs are always the same in each 
Tier for primary, secondary and tertiary schools of 
magic.

It may be diffi  cult to keep track of how much Mana 
you have expended between Long Rests.  C.A.S.T.L.E. 
recommends using a counter (pitch counter, knitting 
counter, lap counter, etc.).  Every time you cast a spell, 
click the appropriate number of times depending on 
the Mana cost of the spell. Aft er you take a Long Rest, 
you simply reset the device.
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Spell Schools, Tiers and Finishing Statements

SpellSpell SchoolSchool TierTier Finishing StatementFinishing Statement
Blood Breath Wild 2 Magic Blood Breath 30

Blood Touch Wild 1 Magic Blood Touch 10

Blood Wave Wild 3 Magic Blood Wave 40

Consuming Breath Wild 2 Magic Consuming Breath 30

Consuming Fear Wild 2 Magic Consuming Feared

Consuming Root Wild 2 Magic Consuming Rooted

Consuming Silence Wild 2 Magic Consuming Silenced

Consuming Touch Wild 1 Magic Consuming Touch 10

Consuming Wave Wild 3 Magic Consuming Wave 40

Create Undead Wild 1 Magic Create Undead

Curse Essence 3 Magic Curse

Divine Armor Essence 2 Magic Divine Armor

Divine Light Essence 3 Magic Divine Light

Divine Strength Essence 2 Magic Divine Strength

Elemental Breath Prime 2 Magic <Prime Element> Breath 30

Elemental Dazed Prime 3 Magic <Prime Element> Dazed

Elemental Delay Prime 2 Magic <Prime Element> Delay

Elemental Fear Prime 1 Magic <Prime Element> Fear

Elemental Hobble Prime 1 Magic <Prime Element> Hobbled

Elemental Maim Prime 2 Magic <Prime Element> Maimed <Target>

Elemental Touch Prime 1 Magic <Prime Element> Touch 10

Elemental Vulnerable Prime 2 Magic <Prime Element> Vulnerable

Elemental Wave Prime 3 Magic <Prime Element> Wave 40

Elemental Weakness Prime 1 Magic <Prime Element> Weakness

Elemental Weapon 
Infusion Prime 2 Magic <Prime Element> Weapon Infusion

Empower Undead Wild 3 Magic Empower Undead

Ethereal Lock Essence 1 Magic Ethereal Lock

Golden Armor Essence 1 Magic Golden Armor

Golden Strength Essence 1 Magic Golden Strength

Haven Essence 2 Magic Haven

Healer's Essence Essence 1 Magic Healer's Essence

Healing Boon Essence 3 Magic Healing Boon <10X>

Healing Breath Essence 2 Magic Healing Breath 30

Healing Touch Essence 1 Magic Healing Touch 10

Healing Wave Essence 3 Magic Healing Wave 40
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SpellSpell SchoolSchool TierTier Finishing StatementFinishing Statement
Magic Beam Prime 3 Magic Beam 60

Magic Bolt Prime 1 Magic Bolt 20

Magic Ray Prime 2 Magic Ray 40

Mana Burn Prime 3 Magic Mana Burn <10X>

Mana Focus Prime 1 Magic Mana Focus

Phantasmal Lock Essence 2 Magic Phantasmal Lock

Primal Exile Prime 3 Magic Primal Exile

Radiance Essence 1 Magic Radiance

Remove Ailment Essence 2 Magic Remove Ailment

Restore Undead Wild 2 Magic Restore Undead

Retribu  on Prime 3 Magic Retribu  on

Shield Clone Wild 3 Magic Shield Clone

Shield Magic Wild 1 Magic Shield Magic

Shield Physical Wild 1 Magic Shield Physical

Shield Poison Wild 1 Magic Shield Poison

Transfer Condi  on Wild 3 Magic Transfer <Condi  on>

Undead Devasta  on Wild 3 Magic Undead Devasta  on <10X>

Vitae Regenera  on Essence 3 Magic Vitae Regenera  on

Vitae Restora  on Essence 3 Magic Vitae Restora  on

Table 5-2.  Alphabetical list of all spells.

Spell Descriptions

Blood Breath
Tier 2
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Blood Breath 30

Th is spell will heal any undead for 30 Health Points, 
but will damage the caster for 15 Health Points.  If cast 
upon any non-undead creature or character, this spell 
will infl ict 30 Health Points of damage to the target 
and will still damage the caster for 15 Health Points. 
Th e spell packet must hit the target before the caster 
receives the eff ect.

Blood Touch
Tier 1
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Blood Touch 10

Th is spell will heal any undead for 10 Health Points, 
but will damage the caster for fi ve Health Points.  If cast 
upon any non-undead creature or character, this spell 
will infl ict 10 Health Points of damage to the target 
and will still damage the caster for fi ve Health Points. 
Th e spell packet must hit the target before the caster 
receives the eff ect.

Blood Wave
Tier 3
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Blood Wave 40

Th is spell will heal any undead for 40 Health Points, 
but will damage the caster for 20 Health Points.  If cast 
upon any non-undead creature or character, this spell 
will infl ict 40 Health Points of damage to the target 
and will still damage the caster for 20 Health Points. 
Th e spell packet must hit the target before the caster 
receives the eff ect.
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Consuming Silence
Tier 2
School: Wild
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Silenced

Th is spell applies the Silenced condition (see page 45) to 
the target.  Th e caster of this spell will receive a Rebound 
Magic defense, which lasts for one minute.  Rebound 
Magic negates the fi rst successful magic attack that hits 
the caster, AND it will rebound the magic attack back 
at the attacker.  Th e caster will state “Rebound Magic”.  
Th is defense may stack with any other defensive spells 
the caster may have but does not stack with itself. Ad-
ditional applications of Rebound Magic resets the one 
minute duration. Th e spell packet must hit the target 
before the caster receives the eff ect.

Consuming Touch
Tier 1
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Breath 10

Th is spell will damage any non-undead creature or 
character for 10 Health Points and will heal the caster 
for 5 Health Points.   Undead are immune to this spell.   
Th e spell packet must hit the target before the caster 
receives the eff ect.

Consuming Wave
Tier 3
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Wave 40

Th is spell will damage any non-undead creature or 
character for 40 Health Points and will heal the caster 
for 20 Health Points.   Undead are immune to this spell.   
Th e spell packet must hit the target before the caster 
receives the eff ect.

Create Undead
Tier 1
School: Wild
Duration: One minute
Finishing Statement: Magic Create Undead

When this spell is used on a target in the Dead State, 

Consuming Breath
Tier 2
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Breath 30

Th is spell will damage any non-undead creature or 
character for 30 Health Points and will heal the caster 
for 15 Health Points.   Undead are immune to this spell.   
Th e spell packet must hit the target before the caster 
receives the eff ect.

Consuming Fear
Tier 2
School: Wild
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Feared

Th is spell applies the Feared condition (see page 44) to 
the target.  Th e caster of this spell will receive a Rebound 
Poison defense, which lasts for one minute.  Rebound 
Poison negates the fi rst successful poison delivered at-
tack that hits the caster, AND it will rebound the poi-
son back at the attacker.  Th e caster will state “Rebound 
Poison”.  Th is defense may stack with any other defen-
sive spells the caster may have but does not stack with 
itself. Additional applications of Rebound Poison resets 
the one minute duration. Th e spell packet must hit the 
target before the caster receives the eff ect. 

Consuming Root
Tier 2
School: Wild
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Rooted

Th is spell applies the Rooted condition (see page 44) to 
the target.  Th e caster of this spell will receive a Rebound 
Physical defense, which lasts for one minute.  Rebound 
Physical negates the fi rst successful physical attack that 
hits the caster, AND it will rebound the physical attack 
back at the attacker.  Th e caster will state “Rebound 
Physical”.  Th is defense may stack with any other de-
fensive spells the caster may have but does not stack 
with itself. Additional applications of Rebound Physical 
resets the one minute duration.  Th e spell packet must 
hit the target before the caster receives the eff ect.
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it will raise the creature or character as an undead ver-
sion of itself and suspend its death count. Th e undead 
creature or character will have its full complement of 
Health Points and skills equivalent to when the crea-
ture or character entered the Dead state. Th e undead 
will remain motionless unless the caster gives one of 
the following commands: “Attack <X>”, “Follow <X>”, 
“Defend <X>” or “Stop”; where <X> is a character or 
creature in the caster’s fi eld of vision. Th e command 
must be preceded with “Creation...” to signify that the 
caster is addressing the undead. Th e undead can only 
follow one command at a time, and every new com-
mand will override the previous command.  Th e un-
dead will follow no other commands except the ones 
listed above. Th e following conditions will be applied to 
the undead: Delay, Hobbled and Vulnerable.  It will also 
be immune to Remove Ailment and Vitae Restoration.  
Aft er the one minute duration or reaching zero Health 
Points, the body collapses, its death count resumes and 
it is eligible to receive a Vitae Restoration.  If a character 
receives the Vitae Restoration, he or she will regain any  
Mana and/or Finesse used up while created as undead. 
A creature or character that has been created undead 
will have no recollection of being undead.

Curse
Tier 3
School: Essence
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic Curse

Th is spell applies the Cursed condition (see page 44) to 
the target.  

Divine Armor
Tier 2
School: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Divine Armor

Th is spell restores two Armor Defl ections to an existing 
suit of armor as if it had been repaired.  Th ese restored 
defl ections cannot exceed the Armor Defl ection maxi-
mum of the suit.  Divine Armor may be used once per 
Short Rest per suit of armor and may be used in con-
junction with the spell Golden Armor.

Divine Light
Tier 3
School: Essence
Duration: One minute
Finishing Statement: Magic Divine Light

To cast this spell, the caster must place his or her hands 
together at chest level and state the incantation. Th e 
caster’s hands must be free of all items except for spell 
packets. Divine Light applies the following conditions:   
Dazed, Invulnerable, Rooted and Silenced (see page 44).  
Th is spell cannot be dispelled with Dispel Magic and 
the caster cannot end the spell at anytime.  At the end 
of the one minute duration, the caster must  state “Di-
vine Light Down”.  

Divine Strength
Tier 2
School: Essence
Duration: Five minutes
Finishing Statement: Magic Divine Strength

Th is spell grants the target an additional two points of 
weapon damage for fi ve minutes.   Divine Strength can 
be used with any weapon and Hand Profi ciencies but 
cannot be used in conjunction with Whetstones or the 
spell Golden Strength. 

Elemental Breath
Tier 2
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Breath 30

Th is spell will cause 30 magical damage in the form of 
Flame, Ice, Lightning or Stone to the target.   Th is spell 
cannot be resisted in any fashion, but can be blocked by 
standard magical defenses.

Elemental Daze
Tier 3
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Dazed

Th is spell applies the Dazed condition (see page 44) to 
the target.  
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Elemental Delay
Tier 2
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Delay

Th is spell applies the Delay condition (see page 44) to 
the target.  

Elemental Fear
Tier 1
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Feared

Th is spell applies the Feared condition (see page 44) to 
the target.  

Elemental Hobble
Tier 1
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Hobbled

Th is spell applies the Hobbled condition (see page 44) 
to the target.  

Elemental Maim
Tier 2
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element>
    Maimed <Target>

Th is spell applies the Maimed condition (see page 44) 
to the target.  

Elemental Touch
Tier 1
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Touch 10

Th is spell will cause 10 magical damage in the form of 
Flame, Ice, Lightning or Stone to the target. Th is spell 
cannot be resisted in any fashion, but can be blocked by 
standard magical defenses.

Elemental Vulnerable
Tier 2
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element>
    Vulnerable

Th is spell applies the Vulnerable condition (see page 
45) to the target.  

Elemental Wave
Tier 3
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Wave 40

Th is spell will cause 40 magical damage in the form of 
Flame, Ice, Lightning or Stone to the target.   Th is spell 
cannot be resisted in any fashion, but can be blocked by 
standard magical defenses.

Elemental Weakness
Tier 1
School: Prime
Duration: Until Cured
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Weakness

Th is spell applies the Weakness condition (see page 45) 
to the target.  

Elemental Weapon Infusion
Tier 2
School: Prime
Duration: Five minutes
Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Weapon 
   Infusion

Th is spell will imbue the target with an elemental dam-
age composition in the form of Flame, Ice, Stone or 
Lightning. Th e target will choose the hand in which to 
wield the elemental damage composition.   In the case 
of ranged weapons, the elemental damage composition 
applies to each ammunition or weapon thrown from 
that hand. For Great Melee Weapons, only one hand is 
required to be imbued with Elemental Weapon Infusion
in order to use the elemental damage composition.  It is 
possible to have two instances of this spell active upon 
the target with two diff erent elemental damage compo-
sitions.  A Great Melee Weapon wielder may use either 
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elemental damage composition for the duration of the 
spell. 

Empower Undead
Tier 3
School: Wild
Duration:  One minute
Finishing Statement: Magic Empower Undead

Th e undead target of this spell receives 30 additional 
Health Points, three Resist Magic defensive abilities and 
three Parries. Th is spell does not stack.  Non-undead 
creatures or characters are immune to this spell.

Ethereal Lock
Tier 1
School: Essence
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Ethereal Lock

Th is spell creates a magical seal that may be applied to 
any non-living, inanimate container which is a mini-
mum size of 3” x 3” x 3” and a maximum size of 24” 
x 24” x 24”.  One casting will allow up to three charac-
ters — including the caster — to be able to circumvent 
the seal and open and close the Ethereal Lock.  Th ese 
included characters must be present at the time of cast-
ing.  Th is spell will also secure the container in place 
and it cannot be moved for the duration of the spell.  
Only inanimate objects may be stored inside a contain-
er under the eff ects of an Ethereal Lock. Th is spell can-
not be cast on buildings or dwellings.  Th e Spell Dispel 
Magic will remove the eff ects of Ethereal Lock.  

A container surrounded by an Ethereal Lock must in-
dicate the presence of the spell by placing an E that is 
at least 2” x 2” on the container. Arbiter Notes should 
include the name of the caster, those included and the 
date and time cast.  Without Arbiter’s Notes which are 
fi lled out completely and correctly, this spell will not be 
active.

Golden Armor
Tier 1
School: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Golden Armor

Th is spell restores one Armor Defl ection to an existing 

suit of armor as if it had been repaired.  Th is restored 
defl ection cannot exceed the Armor Defl ection maxi-
mum of the suit.  Golden Armor may be used once per 
Short Rest per suit of armor and may be used in con-
junction with the spell Divine Armor.

Golden Strength
Tier 1
School: Essence
Duration: Five minutes
Finishing Statement: Magic Golden Strength

Th is spell grants the target an additional one point of 
weapon damage for fi ve minutes.  Golden Strength can 
be used with any weapon and Hand Profi ciencies but 
cannot be used in conjunction with Whetstones or the 
spell Divine Strength.  

Haven
Tier 2
School: Essence
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Haven

Th is spell creates a magical barrier around an entire 
building or dwelling. Th is barrier will prevent any crea-
tures or characters from teleporting inside. Th e spell 
Dispel Magic will destroy a Haven. 

A building or dwelling surrounded by a Haven must 
indicate the presence of the spell by placing an H which 
is at least 6” x 6” at all entry locations. Arbiter Notes 
should include the name of the caster and the date and 
time cast. Without Arbiter’s Notes which are fi lled out 
completely and correctly, this spell will not be active.

Healer’s Essence
Tier 1
School: Essence
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Healer’s Essence

Th e use of this spell grants the character 10 additional 
temporary Health Points.  Th ese Health Points may 
exceed the character’s maximum, and they are always 
used fi rst against the next successful attack. Th ese 
Health Points can never be healed by any means. Only 
one Healer’s Essence can be active on a target at one 
time, but may stack with Shadow Heart.
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Healing Boon
Tier 3
Schools: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Boon <10X>

Th e target of this spell will instantly recover Health 
Points equal to ten times the amount of Mana spent on 
this spell by the caster or up to their maximum amount 
of Health Points, whichever is lower.  Th e minimum 
amount of Mana which may be spent on this spell is 
one.  Th e caster may channel any amount of Mana left  
in his or her Mana pool into this spell.

Healing Breath
Tier 2
Schools: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Breath 30

Th e target of this spell will instantly recover 30 Health 
Points or up to their maximum amount of Health 
Points, whichever is lower.

Healing Touch
Tier 1
Schools: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Touch 10

Th e target of this spell will instantly recover 10 Health 
Points or up to their maximum amount of Health 
Points, whichever is lower.

Healing Wave
Tier 3
Schools: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Wave 40

Th e target of this spell will instantly recover 40 Health 
Points or up to their maximum amount of Health 
Points, whichever is lower.

Magic Beam
Tier 3
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Beam 60

Th is spell will cause a magical bolt dealing 60 damage 
to the target.

Magic Bolt
Tier 1
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Bolt 20

Th is spell will cause a magical bolt dealing 20 damage 
to the target.

Magic Ray
Tier 2
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Ray 40

Th is spell will cause a magical bolt dealing 40 damage 
to the target. 

Mana Burn
Tier 3
Schools: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Mana Burn <10X>

Th is spell creates a magical bolt dealing damage to the 
target equal to ten times the Mana spent on this spell by 
the caster. Th e minimum amount of Mana which may 
be spent on this spell is one. Th e caster may channel 
any amount of Mana left  in his or her Mana pool into 
this spell.

Mana Focus
Tier 1
School: Prime
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Mana Focus

While this spell is active, the caster can cast any spell 
from the Prime school of magic for only one mana. 
Th is spell will last the entire event or until used.  Th is 
spell is self only and may not be cast into an item or be 
the focus of a High Magic Invocation.
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Phantasmal Lock
Tier 2
School: Essence
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Phantasmal Lock

Th is spell creates a magical lock applied to an entire 
building or dwelling. Th is spell will not prevent crea-
tures from teleporting inside.  All characters or crea-
tures inside the building or dwelling at time of casting 
are automatically included in the spell, becoming the 
“keys”  needed to fi t the “lock”.  Th ey will be able to 
enter and exit at will. Additional targets may not be 
added and initial targets may not be removed unless 
the Phantasmal Lock is destroyed and the spell is recast. 
Th e spell Dispel Magic will destroy a Phantasmal Lock. 

Phantasmal Lock will allow one entrance and exit only 
to a protected building or dwelling - all other doors or 
exits must be marked “OOG” and noted on the Arbi-
ter’s Notes.  Multiple castings of Phantasmal Lock will 
not allow for more entrances and exits; one is the maxi-
mum.

Any target present during the initial casting may allow 
another target to pass into the locked entrance by stat-
ing “<Target’s Name>, Access Granted”.  Th is allows 
the target to enter within the next three seconds, aft er 
which the access will need to be granted again.  At no 
time will Phantasmal Lock prevent anyone from leaving 
the protected dwelling.

Th is spell may not be cast on a building or dwelling al-
ready protected by the High Magic spells Protective Pe-
rimeter; Protective Grove or Protective Sanctuary. Th is 
spell may not overlap with a High Magic Annual Pro-
tective Circle in any way. It may be fully within or fully 
outside, but cannot overlap. If a Phantasmal Lock is cast 
upon a non-stationary dwelling such as a tent, the spell 
will drop if the dwelling is physically moved from its 
location by the caster.

A building or dwelling surrounded by a Phantasmal 
Lock must indicate the presence of the spell by placing 
an L that is at least 6” x 6” at all entry locations. Arbiter 
Notes should include the names of the targets present 
at time of casting and date and time cast.  Without Ar-
biter’s Notes which are fi lled out completely and cor-
rectly, this spell will not be active.

Primal Exile
Tier 3
School: Prime
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Primal Exile

Th is spell will exile an extra-realm creature to its native 
realm for the duration of the event.  Th is spell does not 
function on any realm except for Valara, and any Va-
laran is immune to this spell.

Radiance
Tier 1
School: Essence
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Radiance

An inanimate object targeted by this spell will gener-
ate light equivalent to a dull candle-like glow. Th is spell 
cannot be cast on any character or creature. Th e physical 
representation of the spell can be a glow stick, candle-
bright LED, or a dim fl ashlight. Th is spell should not 
be represented by high-powered fl ashlights or lanterns 
unless covered by cloth or paper to diff use the light.

Remove Ailment
Tier 2
Schools: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Remove Ailment

Th is spell will remove the following conditions from a 
target:  Berserked, Cursed, Dazed, Delay, Feared, Hob-
bled, Immobilized, Maimed, Rooted, Silenced, Senseless, 
Vulnerable and Weakness. If the target is under multiple 
conditions at the same time, one casting will remove all 
conditions.

Restore Undead
Tier 2
School: Wild
Duration:  One minute
Finishing Statement: Magic Restore Undead

Th is spell removes the conditions Delay, Hobbled and 
Vulnerable from an undead target. Non-undead crea-
tures or characters are immune to this spell.
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Retribution
Tier 3
School: Prime
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Retribution

Th is spell provides the caster with a one use, 100 point 
explosion of unavoidable damage in the event the 
caster is killed by a Death Blow. When triggered by the 
Death Blow, the caster will state the combat call “Ret-
ribution 100”. Only the character or creature who dealt 
the Death Blow is aff ected by this combat call. Once 
Retribution has been triggered, the caster will also re-
ceive a Vitae Restoration.  Th is spell is self only and may 
not be cast into an item or be the focus of a High Magic 
Invocation.

Shield Clone
Tier 3
School: Wild
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Shield Clone

Th is spell creates a duplicate of an existing Shield 
<Type> spell already active upon the caster. Th is spell is 
self only and the caster may only have one Shield Clone 
active at a time. Th e existing Shield <Type> must be 
used before using the cloned shield. 

Th e combat call for a cloned shield is “Shield <Type> 
Clone”.  Shield Clone will only duplicate the following 
spells: Shield Physical, Shield Poison and Shield Magic. 
Th is spell is self only and may not be cast into an item 
or be the focus of a High Magic Invocation.

Shield Magic
Tier 1
Schools: Wild
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Shield Magic

Th is spell protects the target with a magical barrier 
which will stop the fi rst successful attack with the De-
livery Type Magic. Th e target will state “Shield Magic”.

Shield Physical
Tier 1
Schools: Wild
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Shield Physical

Th is spell protects the target with a magical barrier 
which will stop the fi rst successful attack with the De-
livery Type Physical. Th e target will state “Shield Physi-
cal”.

Shield Poison
Tier 1
Schools: Wild
Duration: Event
Finishing Statement: Magic Shield Poison

Th is spell protects the target with a magical barrier 
which will stop the fi rst successful attack with the De-
livery Type Poison. Th e target will state “Shield Poison”.

Transfer Condition
Tier 3
Schools: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Transfer <Condition>

With this spell, the caster may remove one of the fol-
lowing conditions from himself or herself and use it 
as an off ensive spell:  Cursed, Delay, Feared, Hobbled, 
Maimed, Rooted, Vulnerable or Weakness. In order to 
use this spell, the caster must be affl  icted by the condi-
tion and follow all rules of spellcasting.

Undead Devastation
Tier 3
School: Wild
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Undead Devastation <10X>

Th is spell deals damage to an undead target equal to 
ten times the Mana spent on this spell by the caster. 
Non-undead creatures or characters are immune to 
this spell. Th e minimum amount of Mana that may be 
spent on this spell is one.  Th e caster may channel any 
amount of Mana left  in his or her Mana pool into this 
spell.

Vitae Regeneration
Tier 3
School: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Vitae Regeneration
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Th is spell allows the targeted character or creature to 
regain all of his or her health points, up to their maxi-
mum, upon his or her next Short Rest.

Vitae Restoration
Tier 3
School: Essence
Duration: Instantaneous
Finishing Statement: Magic Vitae Restoration

Th is spell will return a non-undead creature or char-
acter currently in the Dead state to the Alive state and 
bestow 10 Health Points.  

Quick Reference Spell Lists

TierTier Essence Magic Spell ListEssence Magic Spell List

1 Ethereal Lock

1 Golden Armor

1 Golden Strength

1 Healer’s Essence

1 Healing Touch 10

1 Radiance

2 Divine Armor

2 Divine Strength

2 Haven

2 Healing Breath 30

2 Phantasmal Lock

2 Remove Ailment

3 Curse

3 Divine Light

3 Healing Boon <10X>

3 Healing Wave 40

3 Vitae Regenera  on

3 Vitae Restora  on

Table 5-3.  Essence Magic Spell List

TierTier Prime Magic Spell ListPrime Magic Spell List

1 Elemental Fear

1 Elemental Hobble

1 Elemental Touch 10

1 Elemental Weakness

1 Magic Bolt 20

1 Mana Focus

2 Elemental Breath 30

2 Elemental Delay

2 Elemental Maim

2 Elemental Vulnerable

2 Magic Ray 40

2 Primal Weapon Infusion

3 Elemental Daze

3 Elemental Wave 40

3 Magic Beam 60

3 Mana Burn <10X>

3 Primal Exile

3 Retribu  on

Table 5-4.  Prime Magic Spell List
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TierTier Wild Magic Spell ListWild Magic Spell List

1 Blood Touch 10

1 Consuming Touch 10

1 Shield Magic

1 Shield Physical

1 Shield Poison

1 Create Undead

2 Blood Breath 30

2 Consuming Breath 30

2 Consuming Fear

2 Consuming Root 

2 Consuming Silence

2 Restore Undead

3 Blood Wave 40

3 Consuming Wave 40

3 Empower Undead

3 Shield Clone

3 Transfer Condi  on

3 Undead Devasta  on <10X>

Table 5-5.  Wild Magic Spell List

High Magic

Each school of magic has a corresponding collection 
of High Magic Invocations. Th e use of High Magic re-
quires the purchase of a High Magic Mana Pool, a spe-
cial Grimoire dedicated to High Magic Invocations and 
High Magic Reagents.  High Magic is divided into three 
categories: Situational, Ritual, and Enchantment.

Situational High Magic

Situational High Magic requires no ceremony and is 
always successful.  It does require a High Magic Gri-
moire, one Situational High Magic Reagent (an Emer-
ald) and one High Magic Mana per casting. Th e follow-
ing are the eff ects available in Situational High Magic.

Remove Greater Hex:  Th is Situational High Magic will 
remove the eff ects of the Monster Ability Greater Hex, 
which includes: Hex of Terror, Hex of Drain, Hex of the 
Vampire, Hex of the Lycan, Hex of the Fey and Hex of 
the Mummy. Please see Monster Abilities, Page 79 for 
further information on these Hexes.

Condition Shield:  Th is Situational High Magic pro-
vides the caster one additional protective against a spe-
cifi c condition. Th is shield, once cast, will last until the 
end of the event or until used. A caster may only have 
one Condition Shield active at any time.

Innate Casting:  Th is Situational High Magic allows the 
caster to choose one spell which may be cast without 
the incantation primer.  Th is spell must use Mana from 
the caster’s normal Mana pool. Th e spell must be cho-
sen at the time of casting, and it will last until the end 
of the event or until used.

Well: Th ese Situational High Magics call  forth a well of 
magical energy. Th e well has a set amount of energy in 
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its pool which can be manipulated by the caster.  Th e 
well, once summoned, will last for the event or until 
used up.

Claw: Th is Situational High Magic grants the caster a 
claw.  Th e claw’s base damage is two and is not aff ected 
by any Hand Profi ciencies.  Th e claw’s Delivery Type is 
Physical.  Once summoned, the claw lasts for one hour.

Add Dwelling Protection: Th is Situational High Mag-
ic will create a magical barrier around a building or 
dwelling which must have solid walls and a roof.  Each 
school of magic has a specifi c type of protection they 
can provide to the building dwelling. Th ese protections 
will last until the end of the event.

Ritual High Magic

Ritual High Magic requires a ceremony to cast the in-
vocation successfully.  Th is type of High Magic calls for 
a fi ve minute invocation in a runic circle, a Grimoire 
dedicated to High Magic, one Ritual High Magic Re-
agent (a Sapphire) and two High Magic Mana per cast-
ing. Th is magic is much stronger and more diffi  cult to 
control than Situational High Magic, and there is al-
ways a chance for the invocation to fail or to be altered. 
To determine whether an invocation succeeds, alters, 
or fails, 10 stones are placed into a bag from which the 
caster must draw.  A white stone means that the invoca-
tion was completely successful, a black stone indicates 
a failure, and a purple stone will alter the invocation. 
When an invocation is altered, the caster must draw 
again to determine whether the invocation succeeds or 
fails.  

Enchantment High Magic

Th is type of High Magic invocation is used for the cre-
ation of magical items.  Enchantment High Magic calls 
for a ten minute invocation in a runic circle, a Grimoire 
dedicated to High Magic, one Enchantment High Mag-
ic Reagents (a Diamond) and three High Magic Mana 
per casting. Th is High Magic is more chaotic than Ritu-
al High Magic and will sometimes lead to unusual side-
eff ects.  To determine whether an enchantment casting 
succeeds, fl aws, or fails, 10 stones are placed into a bag 
and the caster must draw.   A white stone means that 
the casting was completely successful, a black stone 
indicates a failure, and a red stone results in a fl awed 

casting. Th e caster will continue drawing stones until 
a black or white stone is drawn and the number of red 
stones selected will determine the fl aw, if the invoca-
tion was successful.  Each enchantment invocation has 
its own fl aw table which determines the positive or 
negative eff ects on the casting.  Once an item has been 
enchanted, it can have no further enhancements cast 
upon it.

Enchanted Item Storage

Th e nature of magic in the world of Valara is taxing on 
a character’s essence to augmenting his or her abilities 
by utilizing magical items.  A character may only attune 
a set number of magical items per day. Characters must 
decide which magical items are attuned at the begin-
ning of the event during Check-In. Th e items chosen 
may not be changed under any circumstances until the 
next Long Rest. 

To attune an item, a character must spend one minute 
concentrating on the item. A character may attune up 
to a maximum of fi ve items per game day.  If an item 
has only the Indestructible eff ect, it does not count to-
ward the maximum.

Using Enchanted Items

Imbued, shroud, and recoil items must be triggered in 
order to use. Any item which contains a spell or spell 
eff ect must use the Primer “Trigger, from within this 
item, I invoke a…” followed by the Finishing Statement 
of the spell stored within.  Th is in an in-game statement 
and therefore cannot be used when under the Silenced
condition.  All casting rules apply.

To use a Recoil or Shroud item, the combat call is “Trig-
ger, Recoil <Condition>” or “Trigger, Shroud <Condi-
tion>”.  Th is is an  out-of-game statement and therefore 
may be used while under the Silenced condition.
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Crafting Skills 

Tagged Items

Th e tag is the game mechanic for specifi c types of items 
that exist within the world of Valara.  C.A.S.T.L.E. uses 
what is informally known as a “partially tagless system.”  
Only special or consumable items require a tag for their 
use within the game world.  Basic items and equipment 
(weapons, grimoires, armor, etc.) do not require tags.  
Items like rope, chalk, or a compass used for the pur-
poses of extended roleplay also do not require tags.  In 
the case of tagged items, all information relevant to the 
item will be on the tag:  the date it was created, the ex-
piration date, who created it, what the item is, and any 
special properties.  One physical representation may 
only have one tag and one tag may only reference one 
physical representation.

If a basic item or piece of equipment (non-tagged item) 
is aff ected by a Crumble spell or is destroyed through 
in-game means, that item must be taken to a craft sman 
who is able to repair items before it can be used again.

Crafting Reagents, Resources and
 Recipes

C.A.S.T.L.E. has three diff erent craft ing categories – 
Smithing, Apothecary and Artifi cer.  Th ere are three 
types of raw reagents used for all craft ing: Heartstone, 
Serpentstone, and Starstone.  Th e craft er can break 
down – through smelting, fermenting or siphoning – 
these reagents into refi ned, usable resources for Smith-
ing, Apothecary, and Artifi cing craft ed items.

Th e refi ned resources can be used according to craft ing 
recipes to create a wide variety of consumable items.  
A craft ed item may require a single type of resource 
or a combination of resources.  Some recipes call for 
a generic resource in addition to a specifi c one.  Ge-
neric resources can be any type of refi ned resource OR 
an equivalent exchange of Caps (1 cap = 1 generic re-
source).

Th e fi nal ingredient of any craft ed item is time.  Craft -
ing time can vary based on the type and complexity of 
the fi nished product.  Th e time required to craft  an item 
should be spent in roleplay with the appropriate tools 
of the craft sman’s trade.  For example, a smith might 

work with a makeshift  forge or anvil, an apothecary 
might work with mortar and pestle or vials of liquid, 
and an artifi cer might work with trinkets.

In order to begin the creation of a craft ed item, the 
craft sman will need the appropriate recipe.  Recipes 
are purchased with skill points (see page 25 for skill 
point costs).  Improved versions of basic recipes can 
also be purchased in order to make better and stron-
ger items.  For example, in order to create a Whetstone, 
the craft er will need to purchase the Whetstone, Basic 
recipe which, when applied to a weapon, will increase 
the damage of the weapon for a certain amount of time.  
Th e Whetstone, Improved recipe will create a better 
whetstone that will increase the damage of a weapon to 
a larger degree.

The Process of Crafting

When a craft sman is ready to sit down and create a 
craft ed item, they should have the following items: the 
appropriate raw reagents for the recipe, a physical rep-
resentation for the fi nished item, any props that the 
craft sman might need or want for roleplay, a Craft ing 
Sheet and 3”x 5” index cards for the creation of tempo-
rary tags.

Th e time required for a recipe must be spent in role-
play that is fi tting to the type of item that is being cre-
ated.  During this time, a craft er may use no other in 
game skills.  Once the appropriate amount of time has 
passed and the item has been created, the craft er must 
fi ll out a Craft ing Sheet (available from logistics or the 
C.A.S.T.L.E. website) that will note the craft ing player’s 
name, the craft ing character’s name, the item that was 
created, the date it was craft ed and a list of the raw re-
agents and coin (if applicable) that were consumed.

Th e craft er will then use a 3”x 5” index card to create 
a temporary tag for the item.  Th is tag should include 
the name of the item, the name of the character that 
craft ed the item, the date it was created and the date it 
will expire. All craft ed items have a duration of one year 
or until used, which ever comes fi rst.

When the craft ing has been completed, the craft er will 
bundle the reagent tags and any coin in the folded up 
Craft ing Sheet and deposit it in the Craft ing Box that is 
normally located in the tavern.
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Recipes, Tiers and Resource Requirements

RecipeRecipe TierTier
Time Time 

Required Required 
(minutes)(minutes)

Generic Generic 
ResourcesResources

Smithing Smithing 
ResourcesResources

Apothecary Apothecary 
ResourcesResources

Ar  fi cing Ar  fi cing 
ResourcesResources

Armor Enhancement, Basic 1 5 -- 10 -- --
Armor Enhancement, Improved 2 10 10 15 -- --
Armor Enhancement, Superior 3 15 10 40 -- --
Armor Kit of the Indomitable C 20 -- 90 -- --

Ar  fi ce, Basic 1 15 -- -- -- --
Ar  fi ce, Improved 2 5 -- -- -- 25
Ar  fi ce, Superior 3 10 10 -- -- 40

Create Generic Item 1 Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable
Cure-All Tonic C 20 -- -- 90 --

Ferment Heartstone 1 1 -- -- -- --
Ferment Serpentstone 2 1 -- -- -- --

Ferment Starstone 3 1 -- -- -- --
Healing Tonic, Basic 1 15 -- -- -- --

Healing Tonic, Improved 2 5 -- -- 5 --
Healing Tonic, Superior 3 5 -- -- 10 --

Injury Poison, Basic 1 5 -- -- 5 --
Injury Poison, Improved 2 5 5 -- 5 --
Injury Poison, Superior 3 5 10 -- 20 --

Item Reinforcement, Basic 1 15 -- -- -- --
Item Reinforcement, Improved 2 10 -- 25 -- --
Item Reinforcement, Superior 3 10 -- 70 -- --

Lock, Basic 1 10 10 -- -- --
Lock, Improved 2 10 40 -- -- --
Lock, Superior 3 10 70 -- -- --

Lock Picks, Basic 1 10 5 -- -- --
Lock Picks, Improved 2 10 20 -- -- --
Lock Picks, Superior 3 10 30 -- -- --

Mana Intensifying Widget C 20 -- -- -- 90
Mana Vault, Basic 1 5 5 -- -- 5

Mana Vault, Improved 2 10 10 -- -- 15
Mana Vault, Superior 3 15 15 -- -- 25

Mutagen, Magic 2 15 10 -- 70 --
Mutagen, Physical 3 15 10 -- 70 --
Mutagen, Poison 1 15 10 -- 70 --

Repair Item 1 5 -- -- -- --
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RecipeRecipe TierTier
Time Time 

Required Required 
(minutes)(minutes)

Generic Generic 
ResourcesResources

Smithing Smithing 
ResourcesResources

Apothecary Apothecary 
ResourcesResources

Ar  fi cing Ar  fi cing 
ResourcesResources

Repair Item, Lightning 3 1 15 -- -- --
Repair Item, Quick 2 3 10 -- -- --

Resin <Element>, Basic 1 5 -- -- 5 5
Resin <Element>, Improved 2 5 10 -- 15 15
Resin <Element>, Superior 3 10 15 -- 25 25

Runestones, Ebony 3 10 30 -- -- 60
Runestones, Quartz 2 10 20 -- -- 40

Runestones, Treated Stone 1 10 10 -- -- 20
Script, Ba  lemage 1 20 10 -- -- 70

Script, Healer 3 20 10 -- -- 70
Script, Shielder 2 20 10 -- -- 70

Shield Treatment, An  -Magic 3 10 -- 25 -- 25
Shield Treatment, Padding 1 10 10 40 -- --
Shield Treatment, Sealing 2 10 -- 25 25 --

Siphon Heartstone Quintessence 1 1 -- -- -- --
Siphon Serpentstone Quintessence 2 1 -- -- -- --

Siphon Starstone Quintessence 3 1 -- -- -- --
Slayer’s Weight, Basic 1 5 5 10 -- --

Slayer’s Weight Improved 2 10 10 20 -- --
Slayer’s Weight, Superior 3 15 10 40 -- --

Smelt Heartstone 1 1 -- -- -- --
Smelt Serpentstone 2 1 -- -- -- --

Smelt Starstone 3 1 -- -- -- --
U  lity Tonics, Basic 1 5 -- -- 5 --

U  lity Tonics, Improved 2 5 5 -- 5 --
U  lity Tonics, Superior 3 5 10 -- 70 --

Vitae Conduit, Basic 1 5 -- 10 -- 10
Vitae Conduit, Improved 2 10 10 15 -- 15
Vitae Conduit, Superior 3 15 10 25 -- 25
Weapon Coa  ng, Basic 1 15 -- 25 25 --

Weapon Coa  ng, Improved 2 15 -- 25 25 --
Weapon Coa  ng, Superior 3 15 -- 40 40 --

Whetstone, Basic 1 5 5 5 -- --
Whetstone, Improved 2 10 10 10 -- --
Whetstone, Superior 3 15 15 30 -- --

Table 6-1.  Alphabetical list of all Craft ing Recipes.
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Crafting Recipe Descriptions

Armor Enhancement, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a suit of ar-
mor.  Th e kit will increase the number of Armor De-
fl ections of the suit by one for a period of one hour.  
Th is additional Armor Defl ection does not require any 
additional armor physical representation and it may go 
over the armor defl ection maximum of the suit.
 
Armor Enhancement, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 15 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a suit of ar-
mor.  Th e kit will increase the number of Armor De-
fl ections of the suit by two for a period of one hour.  
Th ese additional Armor Defl ections do not require any 
additional armor physical representation and they may 
go over the armor defl ection maximum of the suit.

Armor Enhancement, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 40 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a suit of ar-
mor.  Th e kit will increase the number of Armor De-
fl ections of the suit by three for a period of one hour.  
Th ese additional Armor Defl ections do not require any 
additional armor physical representation and they may 
go over the armor defl ection maximum of the suit.

Armor Kit of the Indomitable
Master Craft sman – Smithing
Craft ing Time: 20 minutes
Resource Cost: 90 Smithing

 Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a suit of ar-
mor.  Th e kit will decrease all damage from all delivery 
types to one for a period of one hour.  Th e combat call 
is “Minimal”, and to activate this kit the combat call is 
“Trigger Armor Kit.”

Artifice, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe infuses an item with magical energy.  Th e 
Artifi ce allows the wielder to throw a spell packet and 
deliver fi ve points of elemental damage fi ve times.  Th e 
element is chosen at the time of creation.  Any item, 
tagged or not, can be made into an Artifi ce so long as 
the item has at least one dimension greater than 3”.

In order to use an artifi ce, the wielder must have 
the skill Employ Artifi ce.  Th e combat call is “Magic 
<Element> Five”.

Artifice, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 25 Artifi cing

Th is recipe infuses an item with magical energy.  Th e 
Artifi ce allows the wielder to throw a spell packet and 
deliver 20 points of elemental damage fi ve times.  Th e 
element is chosen at the time of creation.  Any item, 
tagged or not, can be made into an Artifi ce so long as 
the item has at least one dimension greater than 3”.

In order to use an artifi ce, the wielder must have 
the skill Employ Artifi ce.  Th e combat call is “Magic 
<Element> 20”.

Artifice, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 40 Artifi cing

Th is recipe infuses an item with magical energy.  Th e 
Artifi ce allows the wielder to throw a spell packet and 
deliver 50 points of elemental damage fi ve times.  Th e 
element is chosen at the time of creation.  Any item, 
tagged or not, can be made into an Artifi ce so long as 
the item has at least one dimension greater than 3”.

In order to use an artifi ce, the wielder must have 
the skill Employ Artifi ce.  Th e combat call is “Magic 
<Element> 50”.
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Create Generic Item
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Determined by Plot
Resource Cost: Determined by Plot

Th is recipe is a generic recipe for the creation of 
mundane or basic items for which a recipe does not 
already exist.  Th ese items should be plot-specifi c or 
have no purpose other than extended roleplay.  Th ese 
items will not grant any other benefi ts unless specifi ed 
by the local plot team.  Examples of items that could be 
created with this recipe are a special potion required to 
cure a specifi c plot-created disease or some particularly 
strong booze.

Cure-All Tonic
Master Craft sman – Apothecary
Craft ing Time: 20 minutes
Resource Cost: 90 Apothecary

Th is recipe brews a Tonic that will grant the target a 
Vitae Restoration, Remove Ailment, Remove Greater 
Hex, and heal the recipient up to his or her maximum 
Health Points as if all of the appropriate spells had been 
cast upon him or her.

Ferment Heartstone
Tier 1
Craft ing Time:  One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to refi ne one Heartstone 
reagent into 10 Apothecary resources.

Ferment Serpentstone
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to convert one  
Serpentstone reagent into 25 Apothecary resources.

Ferment Starstone
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to convert one Starstone 
reagent into 40 Apothecary resources.

Healing Tonic, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe brews a Tonic that will restore fi ve health 
points, but will not exceed a character or creature’s 
maximum health points.

Healing Tonic, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Apothecary

Th is recipe brews a Tonic that will restore 20 health 
points, but will not exceed a character or creature’s 
maximum health points.

Healing Tonic, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Apothecary

Th is recipe brews a Tonic that will restore 50 health 
points, but will not exceed a character or creature’s 
maximum health points.

Injury Poison, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of Centipede Poison that 
is applied to a weapon.  Th is poison will change the 
wielder’s delivery type to Poison and add the Hobbled 
condition (see page 44) for the very next attack with 
that weapon. Th e skill Employ Poison is required to ap-
ply the Centipede Poison to a weapon.

Injury Poison, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Generic + Five Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of Lethargy Poison that is ap-
plied to a weapon.  Th is poison will change the wielder’s 
delivery type to Poison and add the Delayed condition 
(see page 44) for the very next attack with that weapon. 
Th e skill Employ Poison is required to apply the Leth-
argy Poison to a weapon.
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Injury Poison, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 20 Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of Mind-Clouding Poison 
that is applied to a weapon.  Th is poison will change 
the wielder’s delivery type to Poison and add the Dazed 
condition (see page 44) for the very next attack with 
that weapon. Th e skill Employ Poison is required to ap-
ply the Mind-Clouding Poison to a weapon.

Item Reinforcement, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to an item.  Th e 
kit will grant the item one resistance to Crumble for 
the duration of one hour.  Th e combat call is “Resist 
Crumble.”

Item Reinforcement, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 25 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to an item.  Th e 
kit will grant the item two resistances to Crumble for 
the duration of one hour.  Th e combat call is “Resist 
Crumble.”

Item Reinforcement, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 70 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a kit this is applied to an item.  Th e 
kit will grant the item immunity to Crumble for the du-
ration of the event.  Th e combat call is “Immune.”

Lock, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic 

Th is recipe creates a basic lock.  Th e stones for picking 
this lock are fi ve white stones and fi ve black stones.

Lock, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 40 Generic

Th is recipe creates an improved lock.  Th e stones for 
picking this lock are one white stone and nine black 
stones.

Lock, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 70 Generic

Th is recipe creates a superior lock.  Th e stones for pick-
ing this lock are 0 white stones and 10 black stones.

Lock Pick, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: Five Generic

Th is recipe creates a set of basic tools that can be used 
to attempt to pick a lock.

Lock Pick, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 20 Generic

Th is recipe creates a set of improved tools that can be 
used to attempt to pick a lock.  Th e use of these tools 
will add two white stones to the draw bag for lock pick-
ing.

Lock Pick, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 30 Generic

Th is recipe creates a set of superior tools that can be 
sued to attempt to pick a lock.  Th e use of these tools 
will add four white stones to the draw bag for lock pick-
ing.

Mana Intensifying Widget
Master Craft sman – Artifi cer
Craft ing Time: 20 minutes
Resource Cost: 90 Artifi cing



Th is recipe creates a widget that will increase the user’s 
eff ective maximum mana by 60 for the duration of one 
hour once activated.  Th is does not grant any actual 
mana, but is used for the purposes of determining the 
eff ects and number of uses of other skills that are de-
pendent upon the caster’s maximum mana.  Th e com-
bat call is “Trigger Widget.”

Mana Vault, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Generic + Five Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a small effi  gy that stores mana.  Th e 
effi  gy must have at least one dimension that is greater 
than 3”. Upon activation, the item will restore fi ve mana 
to the user.  A character may only benefi t from a Mana 
Vault of any tier once per Long Rest.   Th e combat call 
is “Trigger Mana Vault.”

Mana Vault, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 15 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a small effi  gy that stores mana.  Th e 
effi  gy must have at least one dimension that is greater 
than 3”. Upon activation, the item will restore 10 mana 
to the user.  A character may only benefi t from a Mana 
Vault of any tier once per Long Rest.   Th e combat call 
is “Trigger Mana Vault.”

Mana Vault, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 15 Generic + 25 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a small effi  gy that stores mana.  Th e 
effi  gy must have at least one dimension that is greater 
than 3”. Upon activation, the item will restore 15 mana 
to the user.  A character may only benefi t from a Mana 
Vault of any tier once per Long Rest.   Th e combat call 
is “Trigger Mana Vault.”

Mutagen, Magic
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of ichor that will grant the 
target immunity to all Magic delivered attacks for one 
minute.  When the duration has expired, the recipient 
is affl  icted by the conditions Hobbled and Vulnerable 
that can only be cured by a Short Rest.  A character 
may only benefi t from a mutagen of any type once per 
Long Rest.

Mutagen, Physical
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of ichor that will grant the 
target immunity to all Physical delivered attacks for one 
minute.  When the duration has expired, the recipient 
is affl  icted by the conditions Hobbled and Vulnerable 
that can only be cured by a Short Rest.  A character 
may only benefi t from a mutagen of any type once per 
Long Rest.

Mutagen, Poison
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of ichor that will grant the 
target immunity to all Poison delivered attacks for one 
minute.  When the duration has expired, the recipient 
is affl  icted by the conditions Hobbled and Vulnerable 
that can only be cured by a Short Rest.  A character 
may only benefi t from a mutagen of any type once per 
Long Rest.

Repair Item
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows a craft sman to repair one crumbled 
item.

Repair Item, Lightning
Tier 3 
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: 15 Generic

Th is recipe allows a craft sman to repair one crumbled 
item.
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Repair Item, Quick
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: Th ree minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic

Th is recipe allows a craft sman to repair one crumbled 
item.

Resin <Element>, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Apothecary + Five Artifi cing

Th is recipe concocts a vial of resin that is applied to a 
weapon.  Th e resin is attuned to a single element, cho-
sen at the time of creation, and will add the element’s 
composition to the damage call of the weapon for a du-
ration of fi ve minutes.  Th is altered composition is not 
optional and must be used for the entire duration.

Resin <Element>, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 15 Apothecary 
   + 15 Artifi cing

Th is recipe concocts a vial of resin that is applied to a 
weapon.  Th e resin is attuned to a single element, cho-
sen at the time of creation, and will add the element’s 
composition to the damage call of the weapon for a du-
ration of one hour.  Th is altered composition is not op-
tional and must be used for the entire duration.

Resin <Element>, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 15 Generic + 25 Apothecary
   + 25 Artifi cing

Th is recipe concocts a vial of resin that is applied to a 
weapon.  Th e resin is attuned to a single element, cho-
sen at the time of creation, and will add the element’s 
composition to the damage call of the weapon for a 
duration of one event.  Th is altered composition is not 
optional and must be used for the entire duration.

Runestones, Ebony
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 30 Generic + 60 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a set of Runestones used for High 
Magic Invocations that will allow the ritualist to change 
any six stones in the draw bag to any other color(s).

Runestones, Quartz
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 20 Generic + 40 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a set of Runestones used for High 
Magic Invocations that will allow the ritualist to change 
any four stones in the draw bag to any other color(s).

Runestones, Treated Stone
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 10 min
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 20 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a set of Runestones used for High 
Magic Invocations that will allow the ritualist to change 
any two stones in the draw bag to any other color(s).

Script, Battlemage’s
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 20 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a scripture that is applied to an 
Prime Magic Grimoire.  Th is scripture will allow the 
user to concentrate for 10 seconds and cast an Elemen-
tal Touch spell at no mana cost for a duration of fi ve 
minutes.  Th e scripture must be a piece of paper of at 
least 4”x 6”.  Th e user must be able to cast Prime Magic 
and can only use one script of any type per Short Rest.

Script, Healer’s
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 20 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a scripture that is applied to an Es-
sence Magic Grimoire.  Th is scripture will allow the 
user to concentrate for 10 seconds and cast a Healing 
Touch spell at no mana cost for a duration of fi ve min-
utes.  Th e scripture must be a piece of paper of at least 
4”x 6”.  Th e user must be able to cast Essence Magic and 
can only use one script of any type per Short Rest.
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Script, Shielder’s
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 20 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a scripture that is applied to an Wild 
Magic Grimoire.  Th is scripture will allow the user to 
concentrate for 10 seconds and cast any Shield <Type> 
spell at no mana cost for a duration of fi ve minutes.  
Th e scripture must be a piece of paper of at least 4”x 6”.  
Th e user must be able to cast Wild Magic and can only 
use one scripture of any type per Short Rest.

Shield Treatment, Anti-Magic
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 25 Smithing + 25 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a shield.  Th is 
kit grants the wielder of the shield three Resist Magic 
defenses for the duration of hour.  Any defenses not 
used within the duration are lost.

Shield Treatment, Padding
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 40 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a shield.  Th is 
kit grants the wielder of the shield three Resist Physical 
Strike defenses for the duration of one hour.  Any de-
fenses not used within the duration are lost.

Shield Treatment, Sealing
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 25 Smithing + 25 Apothecary

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a shield.  Th is 
kit grants the wielder of the shield three Resist Poison 
defenses for the duration of one hour.  Any defenses 
not used within the duration are lost.

Siphon Heartstone Quintessence
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to refi ne one Heartstone 
reagent into 10 Artifi cing resources.

Siphon Serpentstone Quintessence
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to refi ne one Serpentstone 
reagent into 25 Artifi cing resources.

Siphon Starstone Quintessence
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to convert one Starstone 
reagent into 40 Apothecary resources.

Slayer’s Weight, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Generic + 10 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a weight that is applied to a weapon.  
Th is weight will increase the damage of the Physical 
Strike Damage skill by 20 for the duration of one hour.

Slayer’s Weight, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 20 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a weight that is applied to a weapon.  
Th is weight will increase the damage of the Physical 
Strike Damage skill by 50 for the duration of one hour.

Slayer’s Weight, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 40 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a weight that is applied to a weapon.  
Th is weight will increase the damage of the Physical 
Strike Damage skill by 100 for the duration of one hour.

Smelt Heartstone
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None
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Th is recipe allows the craft er to refi ne one Heartstone 
reagent into 10 Smithing resources.

Smelt Serpentstone
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to refi ne one Serpentstone 
reagent into 25 Smithing resources.

Smelt Starstone
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: One minute
Resource Cost: None

Th is recipe allows the craft er to convert one Starstone 
Reagent into 40 Smithing Resource

Utility Tonics, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Apothecary

Th is recipe brews one of the following tonics:  Anti-
Magic (Shield Magic), Anti-Poison (Shield Poison), 
or Stoneskin (Shield Physical).  Th ese tonics grant the 
user the appropriate Shield <Type> defense that lasts 
for the duration of an event or until used. Th ese tonics 
function the same as the spell of the same name.

Utility Tonics, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Generic + Five Apothecary

Th is recipe brews a tonic that will remove one of the 
following conditions:  Curse, Dazed, Hobbled, Maimed, 
Rooted, Vulnerable, Weakness.  Th e condition that the 
tonic will cure is chosen at the time of creation.

Utility Tonics, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 70 Apothecary

Th is recipe brews one of the following tonics:  Adrena-
line Tonic or Liquid Heroism Tonic.  Adrenaline Ton-
ics grant the target the benefi ts of a Short Rest.  Liq-
uid Heroism Tonics grant the target immunity to the 
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Feared condition for the duration of one hour. Th ese 
tonics may only be used once per Long Rest.

Vitae Conduit, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Smithing + 10 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a weapon.  
Th is kit will grant the wielder one use of “Magic Strike 
Consuming 20” per Short Rest.  If the attack strikes the 
target, the wielder is healed for 10 health points, even if 
the target makes a defensive call.  Th e Vitae Conduit kit 
has a duration of one hour.

Vitae Conduit, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 15 Smithing
   + 15 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a weapon.  
Th is kit will grant the wielder two uses of “Magic Strike 
Consuming 20” per Short Rest.  If the attack strikes the 
target, the wielder is healed for 10 health points, even if 
the target makes a defensive call.  Th e Vitae Conduit kit 
has a duration of one hour.

Vitae Conduit, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 25 Smithing
   + 25 Artifi cing

Th is recipe creates a kit that is applied to a weapon.  Th is 
kit will grant the wielder three uses of “Magic Strike 
Consuming 20” per Short Rest.  If the attack strikes the 
target, the wielder is healed for 10 health points, even if 
the target makes a defensive call.  Th e Vitae Conduit kit 
has a duration of one hour.

Weapon Coating, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 25 Smithing + 25 Apothecary



Th is recipe concocts a vial of fl uid that will add the Iron 
composition to a weapon for the duration of one hour.  
Th is altered composition is not optional and must be 
used for the entire duration.

Weapon Coating, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 25 Smithing + 25 Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of fl uid will add the Silver 
composition to a weapon for the duration of one hour.  
Th is altered composition is not optional and must be 
used for the entire duration.

Weapon Coating, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 40 Smithing + 40 Apothecary

Th is recipe concocts a vial of fl uid that will add the Gold 
composition to a weapon for the duration of one hour.  
Th is altered composition is not optional and must be 
used for the entire duration.  Th is recipe may also be 
used by plot to create plot specifi c coatings. 

Whetstone, Basic
Tier 1
Craft ing Time: Five minutes
Resource Cost: Five Generic + Five Smithing

Th is recipe creates a whetstone that can be applied to 
a weapon and grants one additional point of damage 
for one hour. Th e skill Employ Whetstone is required to 
apply the whetstone to a weapon.  Th is item must be a 
stone or box with minimum dimensions 3” x 3” x 1”.

Whetstone, Improved
Tier 2
Craft ing Time: 10 minutes
Resource Cost: 10 Generic + 10 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a whetstone that can be applied to 
a weapon and grants two additional points of damage 
for one hour. Th e skill Employ Whetstone is required to 
apply the whetstone to a weapon. Th is item must be a 
stone or box with minimum dimensions 3” x 3” x 1”.
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Whetstone, Superior
Tier 3
Craft ing Time: 15 minutes
Resource Cost: 15 Generic + 30 Smithing

Th is recipe creates a whetstone that can be applied to a 
weapon and grants three additional points of damage 
for one hour. Th e skill Employ Whetstone is required 
to apply the whetstone to a weapon. Th is item must be 
a stone or box with minimum dimensions 3” x 3” x 1”.

Tradeskill <Specialization>

At some point in his or her adventuring career, a char-
acter may want to learn a profession.  He or she may 
be a miner, a cook, a midwife, a barrister; the possi-
bilities are almost endless.  When purchasing the skill 
Tradeskill <Specialization>, the profession must be an 
actual trade with which the character could earn a liv-
ing.

Loreskill <Specialization>

During the course of adventuring, a character may 
learn about or become an expert in any number of 
fi elds of study.  Undead Lore, Ereholme Studies, Va-
laran History; the list goes on!  When purchasing the 
skill Loreskill <specialization>, the knowledge must be 
something that can be taught to others.  Th e ability to 
teach what you have learned is also a way to make a liv-
ing, much like a Tradeskill.

Th ere are in-game benefi ts to the skills Tradeskill and 
Loreskill that supplement the added knowledge and ro-
leplay.  A character will receive a number of Caps per 
game day based on the number of times a Tradeskill or 
Loreskill has been purchased.

Tradeskill or Loreskill Benefi tsTradeskill or Loreskill Benefi ts
LevelsLevels Benefi tsBenefi ts

1-10
One Cap Per Two Levels of Tradeskill 

<specializa  on> or Loreskill <specializa  on> 
per Game Day

>11
One Cap Per Level of Tradeskill 

<specializa  on> or Loreskill <specializa  on> 
per Game Day

Table 6-2.  Tradeskill and Loreskill Benefi ts.
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Weapon Construction Guidelines 

C.A.S.T.L.E. uses PVC boff er and latex weapons which must pass a safety inspection. PVC boff er weapons are the 
easiest to use and least expensive to make. Players can fi nd safety guidelines and step-by-step instructions  for 
weapon construction on the C.A.S.T.L.E. website under the LARP Information section.

Basic weapon guidelines are as follows: 

Th e only cores allowed for weapons are as follows: PVC Core or CPVC Core (Ultra-Lite Cores must pass inspec-
tion and follow strict guidelines).

Latex are permitted from specifi c vendors. Please see the website for the current list of vendors. Homemade latex 
weapons are acceptable, but must be made to the same standards as retail latex.

Weapons must look like weapons - Earth tone and metallic tapes should be used for weapon construction.  White 
can never be a weapon color — that color represents claws.  Daggers and swords must have crossguards and should 
have a distinctive edge.  Crossguards must be no larger than 10” in width or length and 5” in height. A distinctive 
edge needs to be defi ned as a way to identify the ‘edge’ of a weapon.  Th is can be done using a tape strip or foam 
inlay. Maces and axes must have heads.  Th e head of a weapon is defi ned as a physically distinct striking surface 
apart from the shaft  of the weapon. Spears must have a distinctive head that fl ares outward outside of the shaft  of 
the weapon.  Two inch thrusting tips are mandatory on all boff er weapons.

Weapon TypeWeapon Type Head SizeHead Size Total LengthTotal Length Allowed Core Allowed Core 
Size(s)Size(s) Grip SizeGrip Size DamageDamage

Mini Melee WeaponsMini Melee Weapons
Dagger (Small) x <20” 1/2” 1”-7” 1

Short Melee WeaponsShort Melee Weapons
Short Sword x >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2

Short Axe 6”-18” >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2
Short Hammer 6”-18” >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2

Short Mace 6”-18” >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2

Long Melee WeaponsLong Melee Weapons
Long Sword x >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 3

Long Axe 6”-18” >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 3
Long Hammer 6”-18” >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 3

Long Mace 6”-18” >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 3
Long Spear 6”-12” >35”-50” 1/2” 10”-25” 3

Great MeleeGreat Melee
Polearm 12”-24” >50”-75” 1” 1”-50” 4
Sword x >50”-75” 1” 1”-14” 4
Staff x >50”-75” 1” 0”-9” (x2) 4

Thrown WeaponsThrown Weapons
Javelin (Long) x >35”-50” NO CORE 1”-10” 3

Thrown Weapons 
(Small) x <20” NO CORE 1”-7” 1
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Weapon TypeWeapon Type Head SizeHead Size Total LengthTotal Length Allowed Core Allowed Core 
Size(s)Size(s) Grip SizeGrip Size DamageDamage

ArcheryArchery
Bow x >20” - 75” 3/4” n/a 4

Crossbow x >20” - 75” 3/4” n/a 4
Slingshot x >20” - 75” 3/4” 1”-10” 4

Table 7-1.  Weapon Construction Guidelines and Damage Amounts.

Shield Construction Guidelines

Shields may be constructed out of the following materi-
als: plywood (1/4” or thicker), iron, steel, aluminum, or 
titanium.  All shields made from these materials must 
be padded for safety.  Alternatively, fi berglass-core la-
tex shields may be purchased from various Larp Supply 
Vendors.  Traditional ultra-lightweight Larp Shield ma-
terials, such as extruded polystyrene foamboard insula-
tion, are also allowed. 

Shields have two size limitations:  First, non-round 
shields may not cover an area greater than the top of 
the user’s shoulders to the top of their kneecap, and 
may not be wider than the width of his or her shoul-
ders.  Round shields may not have a diameter greater 
than from the top of the wielders kneecap to the top 
of the armpit, and may never be greater than 27” in di-
ameter in any case.  Shields cannot be longer or wider 
than 36” and may not have a surface area larger than 
575 square inches.

Shields may have any sort of grip and arm strap combi-
nation and may include a shoulder strap.  However, the 
shoulder strap must not extend beyond the rim of the 
shield while the shield is in use.  A shield not being held 
in the hand and/or strapped to the arm has no in-game 
protective qualities whatsoever; damage will take eff ect 
through the shield.

Non-Standard Effects

A non-standard eff ect is defi ned as any game eff ect that 
directly contradicts the rules or mechanics laid out in 
the C.A.S.T.L.E. Player Rulebook. Non-standard eff ects 
are not permitted at any C.A.S.T.L.E. event.

In certain situations, some abilities are shift ed to allow 
for the local plot team to tell a certain story.  For ex-
ample, the local plot team may construct “Tournament 
Circles” to allow players to compete in combat without 
spending all their resources or facing sure death situa-
tions.  While this is in no way the normal procedure, 
storytelling sometimes requires unique combinations 
of situational abilities. Players may encounter monsters 
with specialized combinations of eff ects to enhance the 
story and the players’ enjoyment and entertainment.

What Do I See?

Th ere are many situations during an event in which a 
player may wish to know what type of creature they see 
in front of them. Players may ask, “What do I see?” as 
a way to learn what the costumed NPC is physically 
representing. Th is question is only valid when directed 
towards NPCs who are representing creatures rather 
than mundane Valarans. Asking this question during 
the daytime should prompt an NPC to respond with 
some type of physical description of the creature they 
are representing. Valid answers may include, “A giant 
lizard” or “Green-skinned humanoid with tusks.”

Th e term or phrase “Visible Eff ects” is not a valid ques-
tion in C.A.S.T.L.E. Larp.

Asking “What do I see?” should be avoided in situa-
tions at night or when there is poor visibility. If it is 
dark out and there are no readily available light sources 
then asking “What do I see?” should not automatically 
grant the questioner a full description. A response such 
as, “You see a shadow” is perfectly acceptable.
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Monster Abilities

Some monsters and NPCs have abilities that player 
characters cannot purchase.  For simplicity and ease of 
game play, these abilities are listed here.

Offensive Monster Abilities

Control — Th is ability allows the caster to control a tar-
get.  Th e target will only have basic survival skills and 
will not attack unless told to by the caster.    Th e tar-
get will defend itself if attacked, but otherwise will take 
no action without the caster’s commands.  Th e target 
will never kill itself even if the caster commands it. Th e 
link between the caster and target is very simple; there-
fore, the target can only respond to a few commands: 
“Attack <X>”, “Follow <X>”, “Defend <X>” or “Stop”; 
where <X> is a particular character or creature in the 
caster’s fi eld of vision. Th e command must be preceded 
with “Puppet...” to signify that the caster is addressing 
the controlled character or creature. Th e target can be 
cured by the Remove Ailment spell or with a Short Rest.

Death — Th is ability will change the target’s state to 
Dead.

Innate Abilities — Some creatures have the ability to 
mimic specifi c skills but do not need normal pre-req-
uisites to do so.

Innate Casting — For some creatures, magic is so in-
grained into what they are that the creature does not 
need to use any incantation to cast a spell.  Th e com-
bat call is “Magic <Finishing Statement>.”  Th is is an 
out-of-game statement and, as such, the creature may 
still cast even if under the eff ects of the Silenced condi-
tion.  Any character or creature who sees this casting 
will know what spell was cast.  Creatures who can cast 
innately cannot be interrupted by health point dam-
age, but can be interrupted by the skill Mana Break 
if the creature is using a Mana pool for spell casting.  
Any spell delivered via innate casting can be defended 
against in the same way as any other ability delivered 
via Delivery Type Magic.

Sleep —  Th is ability will cause the target to fall down 
in a deep sleep for one minute, under the aff ects of the 
conditions Dazed, Immobilized, Senseless and Silenced.  

A sleeping target may be picked up and carried, but he 
or she will not be able to maintain a grip on held in the 
hands.  Any weapons or items that are not physically 
attached to the character must be left  behind.  Th e spell 
Remove Ailment will remove the conditions applied by 
the Sleep eff ect.

Surge —  Some creatures are able to cast spells in bursts.  
Th e creature may make one combat call of “Magic Surge 
<damage or spell>” and throw a handful of spell pack-
ets.  Each spell packet counts as an individual spell.

Verbal Command — Some creatures have the ability 
to control less powerful beings.  Th ese lesser creatures 
will blindly follow commands to the best of their abil-
ity.  Th e combat call is “Verbal command <creature 
type><command>.” Any creature within hearing sub-
ject to that level of control would immediately respond 
by attempting to carry out the given command. Th is 
control does not grant the lesser creature any immuni-
ties, extra skills or abilities, or added intelligence.

Unarmed Combat — Some creatures do not use weap-
ons. Th ey may fi ght with fi sts, claws or other natural 
appendages.  Th e physical representation for this type 
of attack will be short weapon in size and white in color. 
Th e white color serves as an immediate indicator that 
the character is using an appendage. If the creature is 
using a claw, please refer to the rules on Claws, page 41.

Defensive Monster Abilities

Enhanced Damage — Some creatures are vulnerable to 
certain types of attacks and take double the amount of 
damage that is delivered. Th e combat call is “Enhanced”.

Harming — Various creatures are susceptible to eff ects 
that are not usually considered damage. Creatures may 
take damage when struck by these eff ects, rather than 
taking the eff ect itself.  Th e combat call is “Harmed”.

Healing — Various creatures are also susceptible to ef-
fects that are not usually considered healing. Creatures 
may be healed when struck by these eff ects, rather than 
taking the eff ect itself.  Melee attacks, however, can 
never heal a creature. Th e combat call is “Healed”.

Immunity — Some creatures are not eff ected by cer-
tain types of damage or eff ects. Th e combat call is “Im-
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mune”. If the creature has an immunity to any part of 
the combat call, then the creature is immune to the en-
tire combat call.

Minimal Damage — Certain types of damage will have 
very little eff ect on some creatures.  Only one point of 
damage will be done, no matter how hard the creature 
is struck.  Th e combat call is “Minimal.”

Recover — Th is ability lets a creature shake off  certain 
eff ects with a three-count.  During this count, the crea-
ture can take no other action or use any other in-game 
skill, otherwise, the count must be started over again.  
Th e combat call is “I recover  <condition> 1, I recover 
<condition> 2, I recover <condition> 3“.

Redirect — Some creatures have the ability to catch and 
redirect damage and eff ects.  Melee or packet delivered 
eff ects can be redirected, but must be re-delivered in 
the same manner in which it struck the creature.  A 
melee strike cannot be redirected as a packet delivered 
attack.  Th e combat call is “Redirect: <damage delivery 
type><eff ect>”  Th is skill may be used along with In-
nate Casting.

Reduced Damage — Certain types of damage will have 
less eff ect on some creatures.  Only half damage will be 
taken, no matter how hard the creature is struck.  Th e 
combat call is “Reduced.”

Resistance — Similar to many races of Valara, some 
creatures have built up a tolerance to particular types 
of attacks.  It can be a broad category or a very specifi c 
attack.  Th e combat call is “Resist <X>” where X is the 
type of attack the creature is negating.

Susceptible — Some monsters are especially suscep-
tible to specifi c types of attacks.  Monsters with the 
trait Susceptible <eff ect> are unable to use any called 
defense versus the specifi ed eff ect.

Greater Monster Hexes

Hex of Drain —  Th is hex will drain the life energy 
from the body of the victim.  Th e victim’s Health Point 
maximum is immediately dropped to 10.  Th e condi-
tions Cursed, Dazed and Hobbled are applied (see page 
44) — these conditions are incurable, have no set du-
ration and expire when the Hex is cured or removed.  
Th is Hex lasts until the end of the event in which it was 

received or until cured via the Situational High Magic 
Remove Greater Hex, Cure-All Tonic or until the victim 
resurrects.

Hex of the Fey —Th e victim of this hex will suff er a 
mind that is slowly being torn apart.  Th e conditions  
Dazed, Delay, Silenced and Vulnerable are applied (see 
page 44) — these conditions are incurable, have no set 
duration and expire when the Hex is cured or removed.  
Hex of the Fey lasts until the end of the event in which it 
was received and or until cured via the Situational High 
Magic Remove Greater Hex, Cure-All Tonic or until the 
victim resurrects .

Hex of the Lycan —  Victims of this hex are slowly de-
volving to an animal-like state.  Th e conditions Ber-
serked and Silenced are applied (see page 44) —   these 
conditions are incurable, have no set duration and ex-
pire when the Hex is cured or removed.  Th e victim 
may also be infected with Lycanthropy under the local 
plot team’s direct control.  Th is Hex lasts until the end 
of the event in which it was received or until cured via 
the Situational High Magic Remove Greater Hex, Cure-
All Tonic or until the victim resurrects.

Hex of the Mummy — Th is hex causes its victim to 
slowly rot and decay.  Th e conditions Delay, Hobbled, 
Vulnerable and Weakness are applied (see page 44) — 
these conditions are incurable, have no set duration 
and expire when the Hex is cured or removed.  Th is 
Hex lasts until the end of the event in which it was re-
ceived or until cured via the Situational High Magic 
Remove Greater Hex, Cure-All Tonic or until the victim 
resurrects.

Hex of Terror — Th e victim of this hex is overtaken by 
extreme fear and terror.  Th e victim must fl ee from the 
creature that applied the hex until that creature is no 
longer within line of sight.  Once away from the crea-
ture, the victim will huddle down, unable to move un-
less the creature appears within the victim’s line of sight 
again. While under the eff ects of this hex, the victim is 
unable to use any in-game items.  Th e condition Dazed
is applied (see page 44) — this condition is incurable, 
has no set duration and expires when the hex is cured 
or removed.  However, if the victim of this hex is able 
to remain out of line of sight of the creature that ap-
plied the Hex of Terror, he or she will be able to regain 
some measure of composure.  In-game items are able to 
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be used again and the Dazed condition is temporarily 
suspended.  If the victim encounters or even sees the 
creature that applied this Hex, he or she will immedi-
ately revert to fl eeing in terror as if affl  icted, the use 
of in-game items is lost again and the Dazed condition 
once again takes eff ect.

Only one Hex of Terror may be active on a victim at any 
one time. Any additional castings on the same victim 
will overwrite the previous Hex of Terror.  Th e most re-
cent casting takes precedent.  Th is Hex lasts until the 
end of the event in which it was received or until cured 
via the Situational High Magic Remove Greater Hex, 
Cure-All Tonic or until the victim resurrects.

Hex of the Vampire — Victims of this hex are slow-
ly dying. Th e victim loses fi ve Health Points of his or 
her maximum Health Points every fi ve minutes until 
the Hex is cured or removed.  Th is health point loss 
can result in the character moving to the Dying state. 
Th e Health Points lost will be regained when the hex 
is cured or removed.   Th e condition Cursed is applied 
(see page 44) — this condition is incurable, has no set 
duration and expires when the hex is cured or removed. 
Th e victim may also be infected with Vampirism under 
the local plot team’s direct control.  Th is Hex lasts until 
the end of the event in which it was received or until 
cured via the Situational High Magic Remove Greater 
Hex, Cure-All Tonic or until the victim resurrects.

Miscellaneous Monster Abilities

Burrowing Ability — A number of creatures on Valara 
spend their lives in the safety of the underground and 
can burrow up out of the ground, or tunnel back down 
into it.  Th e NPC portraying such a creature will cross 
his or her weapons, claws, or hands  — if no weapon is 
present — low across his or her body or legs to show 
when the creature is under ground and can only be 
seen as a moving mound of dirt.  Th is creature will not 
be aff ected by any attacks while burrowed in this man-
ner.  A burrowing creature can emerge from under-
ground or return with the combat call “I burrow <up 
or down> one, I burrow <up or down> two, I burrow 
<up or down> three.”

Flying Ability — Many creatures on Valara have the 
ability to fl y. Th e NPC portraying such a creature will 
circle their weapon, claw or hand — if no weapon is 

present — over his or her head to show when the crea-
ture is in fl ight.  Any creature that is in fl ight may not 
be hit with a melee attack.  Ranged attacks may strike 
the target as normal.  Some fl ying creatures may also 
be able to use ranged attacks while in fl ight.   A fl ying 
creature may land with the combat call “I land one, I 
land two, I land three” or may take off  in fl ight with the 
combat call “I fl y one, I fl y two, I fl y three”.

Monstrous Meditation — Th is ability allows a creature 
to regain full Health Points and all related abilities aft er 
completing a successful 60 second count. Th is ability 
activates when a creature reaches the Dying state.  Aft er 
the completed count, the creature will awaken with the 
combat call “Restore”.

Teleportation — Th ere are creatures that have the abil-
ity to instantaneously transport himself or herself from 
one place to another, including across Realms.  It is 
possible for these creatures to take other characters or 
creatures, even unwilling, by maintaining contact dur-
ing the counted action.  Th e creature may also refuse to 
include any other creature or character who attempts 
to be teleported with the creature.  Th e combat call is “I 
teleport one, I teleport two, I teleport three”.

Undying — Certain types of Undead creatures can only 
be destroyed under a very specifi c set of circumstances.  
Greater Undead monsters may have a soul vessel that 
must be destroyed.  Lyncanthropes may need a Death 
Blow delivered with a silver weapon.  Th is is by no 
means an exhaustive list — just know that if something 
doesn’t kill a creature right away, keep experimenting!

Monstrous State Groupings

Giant — an NPC with this grouping must wear a 
yellow-colored mantle over their tabard denoting the 
creature is larger than a single NPC can physically rep-
resent.  Th is signifi es that the creature will be immune 
to Dazed, Rooted or Immobilized conditions and will 
take half damage from all attacks.

Immaterial — an NPC with this grouping must wear a 
white mantle denoting the creature lacks physical form 
(such as apparitions).  Th is signifi es that the creature 
will be immune to the Rooted or Immobilized condi-
tions, and will take half damage from all weapons.  
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Tiny — an NPC with this grouping must wear a blue-
colored mantle over their tabard denoting the creature 
is much smaller than a single NPC can physically rep-
resent.  Th is signifi es that the creature has the Dodge 
skill, will be enhanced to all lightning and fi re-based 
attacks and minimal to all melee weapons.

Combat Call Phrases

When a player is engaged in combat and is hit by a 
weapon swing, ranged attack or spell, it is polite to ac-
knowledge if the attack was successful or not. Th ere are 
many ways to acknowledge a successful attack includ-
ing saying, “Got it!”; “Ouch, that hurts!”; “Yes” or nod 
of the head.

A player or NPC may sometimes respond with these 
call phrases as outlined in the Monster Abilities sec-
tion:

Enhanced – the targeted individual takes double points 
of damage from the attack 

Harmed – the targeted individual takes damage points 
from a particular eff ect, rather than the eff ect itself

Healed – the targeted individual takes the attack but is 
healed by the eff ects of the attack

Immune – the targeted individual acknowledges the at-
tack but takes no damage or eff ect from the attack

Minimal – the targeted individual only takes one point 
of damage from the attack

Reduced – the targeted individual takes half the amount 
of damage from the attack

Resist – the targeted individual takes the attack but is 
able to resist the eff ects

At no point is the call phrase “No Eff ect” a valid, legal 
acknowledgement. Even if an attack will not aff ect a 
targeted individual, the response should always be one 
of acceptance. Th is acknowledges that you received the 
attack or spell, even if it no way helps or harms you. For 
example: an individual who is under the eff ects of the 
Berserked condition receives a Remove Ailment spell 
from Caster A followed closely by a second Remove 
Ailment spell from Caster B. Th e player should respond 

“Got it” to both spells even though the second spell was 
no longer needed to remove the eff ect. 

Counted Actions

Some actions in C.A.S.T.L.E. require a “counted ac-
tion” to represent the time it takes to do something; 
for example, you may want to climb out of a window 
but for safety reasons that is not possible.  To represent 
this, the character would go to the window, and state 
“I climb out the window 1, I climb out the window 2, 
I climb out the windows 3” to signify that he or she 
was performing this action.  In this example, the player 
would then put on an Out-Of-Game Headband, walk 
outside the window and then take the Out-Of-Game 
Headband off , signifying that he or she is now in-game 
outside of the window.

Counted Actions are usually signifi ed by a three count, 
but it does not have to be a three count; some actions 
can be as little as a one count or as high as a 60 count, 
depending on what action is being performed. If the 
action is not instantaneous, then a count would most 
likely be the way to perform this action.

If a character receives Health Point damage while per-
forming a counted action, the action is interrupted.  Th e 
character may call appropriate defenses, such as Shield 
<Delivery Type>, but may not perform any other in-
game skill, such as using a shield to block a weapon 
blow to avoid taking damage.

Possession of Items

Any item that a player has on his or her person is con-
sidered to be in that players’ possession unless the 
item(s) is dropped and out of the players’ custody for 
at least three seconds.  If an item is given to another, it 
is out of the giver’s possession and in the receiver’s pos-
session immediately.

Th is prevents dropping a weapon or shield  — or 
throwing it in the air and then catching it — to avoid 
taking the eff ects of any attack which normally targets 
that particular item.
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Carrying a Body

To move a character’s or creature’s body, both hands 
must be free of all weapons, shields, and other in-game 
items. A character must place both hands near the torso 
and use the combat call, “I pick you up one, I pick you 
up two, I pick you up three”.  Th e player who is being 
carried must then stand up. While moving a body, the 
player may only walk at a normal pace. If the body does 
not move with the player carrying it, then the body is 
not truly being carried.

If the player removes one or both of his or her hands 
from the body being carried, then it has been dropped. 
If the player carrying the body receives any Health 
Point damage, the body must be dropped.  

A normal person can carry two tiny creatures, one 
normal-sized person or creature. Th ree persons are re-
quired to carry a giant creature.

The Who’s, What’s and Why’s of 
Arbiters

Arbiters serve as judge and jury during game play and 
have fi nal say on rulings related to actions taken during 
the game. Th ere are two types of Arbiters in C.A.S.T.L.E.: 
General and Weapons & Armor. Arbiters are trained 
by the branch which they represent and must pass a 
certifi cation test. Passing the certifi cation tests for one 
branch does not automatically qualify an individual to 
serve as an Arbiter in all C.A.S.T.L.E. branches.

General Arbiter — Qualifi ed to handle all questions re-
lated to rules interpretations and disputes which arise 
during game play. Th is Arbiter may not handle Weap-
ons & Armor assessments or safety checks, unless they 
have passed the appropriate certifi cation tests.

Weapons & Armor Arbiter — Qualifi ed to check weap-
ons, shields, and armor for safety. Th is includes all as-
pects of construction and the use of weapons, shields, 
and armor during game play. Th is Arbiter may evalu-
ate armor to assign APV. Th is Arbiter may not handle 
General Rules disputes unless they have passed the ap-
propriate certifi cation tests.

Game Days, Short Rests and 
Long Rests

C.A.S.T.L.E. uses the concept of Game Days to give 
Skill Points, NPC Credits and any other earned credits 
when playing or working for the game.  A Game Day 
is defi ned as 2:00 pm of one day until 2:00 pm of the 
next day.  A normal weekend event would consist of 
two Game Days – Game On Friday Night until 2:00 
pm Saturday, then 2:00 pm Saturday until Game Off  on 
Sunday morning.

Player abilities and skills, whether activated via a 
tagged item or purchased with skill points, are reset or 
renewed based upon the Short Rest and the Long Rest.  
A rest, short or long, is time spent sitting, kneeling, or 
lying down, using no in-game skills and performing no 
strenuous actions.  It is, as it is called, a period of rest.  

A Short Rest is fi ve minutes.  A Short Rest will reset 
a certain number of Armor Defl ections as defi ned on 
page 43, cure all conditions, and reset certain items as 
noted in their descriptions.

A Long Rest is six hours of rest or a four-hour shift  as 
an NPC. Every two hours of non-NPC rest acts as a 
checkpoint and cannot be lost. A completed Long Rest 
heals all damage and resets all skills such as mana and 
fi nesse as well as resetting and renewing any items or 
abilities that require only a Short Rest. NPC shift s are 
subject to availability at each event and may be limited 
at some C.A.S.T.L.E. events. 

If a long rest is interrupted the player may continue 
resting as long as they do so within fi ve minutes of the 
interruption. If the interruption lasts longer than fi ve 
minutes all progress is lost and the player starts at the 
last checkpoint. Short rests must be restarted if inter-
rupted.

How to be a “Proper” Thief

If you’re brave enough to try your luck with thievery, 
also known as roguing, you’ll need to know the proper 
in-game and out-of-game way to go about it.  

First, you’ll need to know the diff erence between “Per-
sonal Area” and “Out in the Open.”   A Personal Area 
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is a place where a player will store not only their in-
game items, but also where they will store their out-of-
game items, such as clothes, sleeping gear,  and other 
personal belongings.  A cabin or tent are examples of 
a Personal Area.  Out in the Open is any place that is 
public and a common area to all players.  Th e tavern, 
out in a fi eld or out in the forest are all examples of Out 
in the Open. 

If you choose to attempt thieving in a Personal Area, 
the most important thing you MUST do is fi nd an Gen-
eral Arbiter to accompany you to the Personal Area 
from which you want to steal.  Th e General Arbiter will 
check any Arbiter notes as well as any areas marked 
out-of-game and will let you know where you may 
search for steal-able items.  Under no circumstances 
may a player look under a bed or cot as this is always 
strictly an out-of-game area.  Remember, players are 
not to check Arbiter notes at any time.  

If you choose to try your hand at roguing in an Out in 
the Open area, you do not need a General Arbiter.  Just 
nimble fi ngers and some talent at sleight of hand.  

Please note that in order to steal an item, you must take 
the physical representation of the item, not the tag for 
the item.  Th e reason for this is that you cannot just 
stick a sword in your pocket like you could do with a 
tag.  If you’re going to sneak away from a freshly rogued 
cabin with all of your spoils of victory, then you must 
actually sneak away from the cabin with your arms, 
pockets, satchels and pouches full of said spoils. 

Th ere are steps to be taken aft er you successfully steal 
an item or items from another character.  If you stole 
something from an Out in the Open area and did not 
have a General Arbiter with you, you will need to bring 
the item to the plot shack within one hour of stealing 
it.   Th is is because the physical representation of what 
you have stolen is the out-of-game property of the 
player and must be returned.  A General Arbiter will 
then fi nd out to whom the item belongs and will go 
fi nd the player to retrieve the tag for the item to give 
to you.  Be aware that this may take some time, but a 
General Arbiter will get the proper tag(s) as soon as 
possible.  Once you have turned the physical represen-
tation over to a General Arbiter, you will be required to 
remain in-game for at least one hour.  During this time, 
you may not leave site, nor may you go out-of-game 
(other than as needed during mods or using the rest-

room, of course).  Th is allows the burglarized player 
a fair chance to fi nd their missing goods, if they can 
fi gure out who is the thief.  

Player Character (PC) or Non-
Player Character (NPC)?

Attending a C.A.S.T.L.E. event is a fun-fi lled experi-
ence, no matter what side you are on.  You can play 
your Player Character (PC) and acquire coin, treasure, 
and even magic items; or you can play a Non-Player 
Character (NPC) and play many characters and crea-
tures during the course of the event.  Playing an NPC 
has many benefi ts. First, you do not have to worry 
about your character dying at all! In fact, while playing 
an NPC the local plot team will expect you to die many, 
many times over the weekend as you take on diff erent 
roles.  Second, you will gain benefi ts that you can re-
deem – Castle Coins and NPC Points.  Th ird, you will 
learn how to play multiple characters and monsters and 
have the opportunity to see the game from a whole new 
perspective.   NPCing is a great way to learn how to run 
the game – from staffi  ng to plotting or even to running 
your own town!

At C.A.S.T.L.E., we use the C.H.E.K. system for our 
NPCs.  C.H.E.K. stands for Communication, Honor, 
Entertainment, and Knowledge.

Communication is a two-way street. Th e NPC and the 
local plot team need to talk to each other and make 
sure that information is passed along.  Plot needs to tell 
the NPC what needs to happen and the NPC needs to 
tell Plot what actually happened, since PCs can be un-
predictable!  Th e responsibility for the creation of story 
lines and plot lies with the local plot and staff  team. 
Th erefore, as an NPC you should always consult with 
the local plot and staff  team before presenting some-
thing to the PCs as “plot.” If you as an NPC become 
frustrated, then communicate with a plot or staff  per-
son. If this communication does not happen, there is 
the possibility and probability of confusion and con-
fl icting story lines; this normally leads to unsatisfi ed 
players, unhappy NPCs and upset plot and staff  teams.

Honor is what allows us to play a functioning LARP. As 
an NPC, upholding honor and playing the game by the 
rules is extremely important. If you are hit with a spell, 
take the eff ect or call or a defense.  If you are hit with 



a weapon, take the damage or call a defense.  Play the 
game as it was meant to be played: with honor and in 
the spirit of fun. 

Entertainment is the golden component. Entertain-
ment is the reason for NPCing, not only for the PCs but 
for yourself. If you are given a low level monster card, 
have fun. If you are given a high level monster card, 
have fun. Fear, anxiety, laughing, suspense and combat 
all create excitement and lead to wonderful recollec-
tions and stories.  It is a game, and we all need to have 
fun, but as an NPC you are the fun!

Knowledge is simple. It is the understanding of what 
you are doing and what you are playing.  If you have 
a question, ask.  Th e plot and staff  team will get busy, 
and there will be times that they may not have a chance 
to inform you totally about what is on your monster 
card. If something does not make sense to you, ask an 
Arbiter.  Th ere may be times when you forget abilities 
or defenses on your monster card.  Th is happens, and 
don’t worry about it! If you do not know what some-
thing does or how it aff ects you, the safest route is to 
give the PC the advantage; take the eff ect or damage, 
and then check your monster card aft erwards.

In-Game versus Out-of-Game

One of the most important concepts that players need 
to understand is the notion of in-game versus out-of-
game.  In-game (IG) is simply defi ned as what your 
character learns by playing the game, reading the in-
game information that is available to your character via 
the internet, or receiving information that the local plot 
team has passed on to your character through discus-
sion, e-mail, etc.  Out-of-game (OOG) is information 
that the player knows, but the character does not know.  
For example, Eric is playing his character Lananan.  
Lananan gets killed in-game, but Eric did not see the 
player who killed him.  Eric later fi nds out at lunch aft er 
the event that his character Lananan was killed by Trin-
il, a character played by Rob.  Eric knows that Trinil 
killed Lananan, but his character Lananan still has no 
idea. It is best to keep that information separate. What 
you know may be diff erent from what your character 
knows. If you have more than one character, what each 
of them knows is also separate as each character is a 
diff erent persona. 

In C.A.S.T.L.E., we try to keep in-game and out-of- 
game as separate as possible.  Not separating the two 
is known as meta-gaming, which is playing the game 
with more knowledge than your character should have.  
Th is is cheating and C.A.S.T.L.E. will not tolerate such 
behavior.  Th is is, aft er all, a game.  Please do not bring 
out-of-game issues into the game.  While we acknowl-
edge that this is not always possible, continually abus-
ing this rule is grounds for disciplinary action to the 
player.

Players are encouraged to stay in-game as much as 
possible.  Going out-of-game randomly is strongly dis-
couraged as it breaks the immersion of not only your-
self, but other players as well.

C.A.S.T.L.E. strives to ensure that all players are able 
to enjoy the game, but we also recognize that there are 
times when players need to take a short break and step 
away from the game world. At least one out-of-game 
area, when possible, should be set-up at an event to 
allow all players to step outside the game. Th is place 
could be a marked off  area where players can feel free 
to go in order to hold out-of-game conversations, make 
phone calls or even sleep.  Other areas that are specifi -
cally out-of-game are anything under a player’s sleep-
ing bed, any storage container or chest clearly marked 
with OOG, your transportation and bathrooms or bath 
houses.  Players can never go from an in-game area to 
an out-of-game area to escape combat, or to hide from 
NPCs or other players.  Personal items are always out-
of-game, so please place these in out-of-game areas to 
prevent someone from rifl ing through your belongings.  
In-game items can never be placed in out-of-game ar-
eas and doing so can result in disciplinary actions.

C.A.S.T.L.E. uses the concept of in-game religion to add 
another layer of role playing within the world of Valara.  
Th is should not in any way be confused with real world 
religions — C.A.S.T.L.E. strictly prohibits any kind of 
real world religious symbols or religious paraphernalia 
within the game.  Do not bring these within the fi c-
tional world of Valara.

New Player Policy

Starting a new character in C.A.S.T.L.E. can be a fairly 
daunting experience, but one we want players to have 
fun with.  Sometimes the fi rst character you make is 
not the one you have the most fun with as you learn 
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more and more about the game.  In these instances, 
C.A.S.T.L.E. wants the players to have fun rather than 
be “stuck” with a character concept that is not enjoyable 
to play.
If you are a brand new player who has never LARPed 
before or a new player to C.A.S.T.L.E. who has larp ex-
perience, but are creating a brand new character with-
in the C.A.S.T.L.E. game world without the benefi t of 
transplanted game day credits, C.A.S.T.L.E. will waive 
the event fee for the fi rst event in which you play a PC.  
However, if you are a new player to C.A.S.T.L.E. who 
has larp experience and are using transplanted game 
day credits to augment your starting skill point total 
in the creation of either a version of your transplanted 
character or a new character within the C.A.S.T.L.E. 
game world, you must pay the event fee for the fi rst 
event in which you play your PC.

Aft er playing your character the fi rst time,  if you dis-
cover that you are not enjoying it or simply want to 
try another race or class or even if you just want to re-
spend a few skill points to get your character where you 
want him or her to be, new players — both new to larp 
and transplanted from other games — may re-write a 
character at any time and any number of times up to 
the start of your third event as a PC playing that char-
acter. Aft er playing a third event as that character, the 
skill points are set and can only be altered by in-game 
methods.

All new characters receive one free death that is used 
the fi rst time a character resurrects beyond the num-
ber of “free” event deaths determined before each event 
(see page 46 on Death and Resurrections).

If you are a brand new player who has never Larp’d be-
fore or a player new to C.A.S.T.L.E. who has larp expe-
rience, but are creating a brand new character within 
the C.A.S.T.L.E. game world without the benefi t of 
transplanted game day credits, then you will receive an 
unlimited number of free deaths at your fi rst PC event.

Castle Coins

C.A.S.T.L.E. uses Castle Coins to reward players for the 
donations of props, costuming, weaponry and other 
needed items.  Castle Coins can be awarded for pre-
game and post-game activities, such as loading and un-
loading the van or truck, cutting tags, helping to clean 
up the storage areas, washing costuming and tabards, 

or various other necessary projects.  You can also get 
Castle Coins by NPCing, Staffi  ng or Plotting.  Castle 
Coins are C.A.S.T.L.E.’s way of giving back to its play-
ers in the form of “coins” to buy specifi c items for your 
character(s).  Castle Coins are transferable to other 
players.

Earning Castle Coins

Below is a short list for ways to earn Castle Coins.  Th is 
list is not encompassing - you can earn Castle Coins 
for helping out the game in many ways; this is merely 
a guideline.

NPCing (Game Day) - 100 Castle Coins

NPCing (3-6 Hour Shift ) - 50 Castle Coins

NPCing (< 3 Hour Shift ) - 25 Castle Coins

Plot/Staff  (Game Day) - 200 Castle Coins

Running Tavern (Game Day) - 200 Castle Coins

Pre-Game Activities (Hour)- 25 Castle Coins

Post-Game Activities (Hour) - 25 Castle Coins

On-Site Medic (Game Day) - 50 Castle Coins 
Must be at least First-Aid certifi ed, and have paperwork

Donations - Value is determined on a case-by-case ba-
sis, high demand items can be up to 2x or 3x base value.  

Spending Castle Coins

100 Castle Coins = One Castle Coin Game Day (CCGD)
Limit of 1 CCGD per calendar month per Character. A 
CCGD can only be applied during the current month; 
CCGDs cannot be applied to prior or future months

20 Castle Coins = 20 Caps.  Limit one time per calendar 
month, per character

Please check your local branch website for other oppor-
tunities to spend Castle Coins!

Castle Coins cannot be converted to NPC Points.  
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NPC Points

NPC Points are a reward denomination given out to 
Plot, Staff  and NPCs at events only.  NPC Points can 
be used to purchase higher quality items for your 
character(s).  Since these are player specifi c, NPC 
Points are nontransferable.

Earning NPC Points

NPCing (Game Day) - 125 NPC Points

NPCing (6-hour shift ) - 50 NPC Points

NPCing (3-hour shift ) - 25 NPC Points

Plot/Staff  (Game Day) - 200 NPC Points

Spending NPC Points

NPC Points can be spent by the player for free game 
day credits or items for any character that he or she has 
in C.A.S.T.L.E.  NPC Points may be redeemed for these 
items at events only; however, your local logistics must 
be informed of your request no later than two days be-
fore the event.

When spending NPC Points on any magic item, please 
note that the item created or enhanced can never be 
the target of the High Magic Invocations Preserve or 
Disenchant.

NPC Points can be converted to Castle Coins on a One-
to-One basis.

NPC PointsNPC Points RewardReward

2,000
Magic item with your choice of legal 
cas  ngs (up to fi ve eff ects excluding 
Aspects). This makes a new item.

1,600 Two Free Game Days

1,100 Five Emeralds, Five Sapphires, Five 
Diamonds.

1,000
Magic item with your choice of legal 
cas  ngs (up to three eff ects excluding 
Aspects).  This makes a new item.

900 One Free Game Day

800 Once per event magic eff ect (excluding 
Aspects) added to an exis  ng item. 

600

While NPCing, your character saved the 
life of, robbed or killed a smith, apothecary 
or ar  fi cer. You may choose one.  They will 
give you any fi ve Tier 1 cra  ed items, fi ve 
Tier 2 cra  ed items, any combina  on of 
eight Heartstones and/or Emeralds and 

10  marks.

400

While NPCing, your character saved the 
life of, robbed or killed a smith, apothecary 
or ar  fi cer. You may choose one. They will 
give you any fi ve Tier 2 cra  ed items, Four 

Heartstones and fi ve marks.

200

While NPCing, your character saved the 
life of, robbed or killed a smith, apothecary 
or ar  fi cer. You may choose one.  They will 
give you any fi ve Tier 1 cra  ed items, One 

Heartstone and 10 caps.

Table 7-2.  NPC Point Rewards
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Glossary

Adept — one of the three hybrid classes, cross between 
Rogue and Sage; excel at or blend together clandestine 
and magic skills
Adventurer Stash — From an in-game perspective, a 
secret location where character coin is kept between 
games and cannot be stolen. From an out-of-game per-
spective, players are required to return all coin received 
at an event during check-out. Coin is recorded on the 
character’s sheet in a “vault” and can be retrieved dur-
ing check-in at the next game
Alive — a state in which a character’s Health Points are 
greater than zero, regardless of other conditions which 
may be in eff ect
Apothecary — the craft  of creating tonics and poisons; 
also name for person known to utilize this craft 
Apprentice — a person who works for another in order 
to learn a trade from the beginning
Arbiter — person who has the power of judging game 
eff ects and determining game or plot story lines
Armor — physical representations oft en in the form of 
breastplates; chain mail or leather costume pieces that 
serve to prevent melee and ranged attacks during com-
bat situations in game play; ranges in style from light to 
medium to heavy and may include special types such as 
Scale or Brigandine
Armor Arbiter — person responsible for judging the 
safety and soundness of physical armor representations 
and assigning the Armor Point Value (APV) to be used 
to determine Armor Defl ections
Armor Defl ections — a pool of prowess using armor 
more effi  ciently to defl ect even the deadliest of blows
Armor Point Value (APV) — the Armor Point Value 
(APV) of a suit of armor, as determined by an Armor 
Arbiter, is used to determine the number of Armor De-
fl ections
Artisan — the seventh class option, primarily known 
for role-play; excel at buying and selling game-based 
items. Merchants are typically Artisans
Artifi cer — in the game world, a person who has mas-
tered the ability to translate and copy mystical runes 
and symbols into the written or spoken words of magic 
through specifi c items
Aspects — specifi c form of advanced magic that results 
in unique eff ects tied directly to a character’s soul
Barbarian — one of the races of the racial category 
Mankind; more serious people who live in extreme 
harsh environments and are oft  en considered “uncivi-
lized” by other races

Barrage — making rapid-fi re strikes with a weapon in 
a short amount of time with weapon swings being de-
livered faster than the damage call can be stated
Beserked — a condition in which a character or crea-
ture is compelled to attack the closest visible living tar-
get with the intent to kill
Birth Sign — specifi c month in which the character 
was born; grants certain condition resists
Body Contact — direct contact of bodies between two 
or more persons during combat situations; includes 
physical slaps and punches; contact in non-combat 
situations is typically not allowed without consent of 
other player(s) including public displays of aff ections 
such as hugs
Boff er Weapons — weapons made primarily of PVC 
pipe and duct-tape; rounded in appearance and usually 
without defi ned striking edges; also known as “hot dog 
weapons”
Briarfolk — one of the races of the racial category Hill-
folk; known for bushy hair on their hands, feet and face; 
perpetually cheerful and excited
Capstone — a specifi c set of skills available to a des-
ignated character class; characters may only purchase 
one Capstone skill
C.A.S.T.L.E. — Cincinnati Association of Safe Th eat-
rical Live Entertainment; also the same names of the 
game system and corporation that created the game 
system
Castle Game Day Experience — a pre-determined 
amount of experience awarded for attending a game 
event. Th e amount depends upon several factors in-
cluding length of event
C.H.E.K. — Communication, Honor, Entertainment, 
Knowledge system used for NPCs to be able to be eff ec-
tive team players during a game weekend
Castle Coins — reward system used for donation of 
props, costumes, weaponry and other supplies to a 
branch; includes time spent assisting on pre- and post-
game craft ing as well as serving in the roles of NPC, 
plot, and staff . Points are spent on various in-game 
items
Character History — a make believe background sto-
ry that explains a specifi c character’s motivations and 
goals in life, including history of the character’s child-
hood and family life, special points of interest or mile-
stones reached and/or explanations as to why the char-
acter acts/reacts the way he or she does during game 
play
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Charging — encroaching on another player’s personal 
space during combat; personal space is determined to 
be the distance between the shorter arm lengths of ad-
vancing players
Class — way to describe character’s natural talents; 
seven options for game play
Claws — a specifi c type of attack physically represent-
ed with short weapons covered in white duct tape
Combat or Combat System — set of rules allowing 
players to simulate fi ghting in the game world; includes 
martial, ranged and magical attacks
Combat Call — statement made to acknowledge the 
use of a specifi c skill or ability
Composition — the physical material that a weapon or 
magical spell is made from; See also “Weapon Compo-
sition” 
Condition — a series of eff ects that may be applied to a 
character that is in the state of Alive
Cosmology — the general structure of the universe sur-
rounding the game world
Counted Actions — a count to represent an action that 
cannot be performed in-game or would be a safety 
concern
Craft ing Reagent — raw components needed to create 
craft ed-based goods used during game play
Craft ing Recipes — a collection of recipes that allow a 
character to produce game-based items such as tonics, 
artifi ces or weapon enhancement
Craft ing Resource — refi ned reagent that now can be 
used in a craft ing recipe
Cursed — a condition in which a character is immune 
to healing eff ects
Damage or Weapon Damage — the amount of hurt a 
weapon swings against a creature; dependent on type 
of weapon being used and can be modifi ed by purchase 
of weapon and combat-specifi c skills
Damage Combat Call — verbalization made while 
swinging a weapon; call must include damage type and 
amount; calls may include weapon composition, sub-
type or condition
Dark Elf — one of the races of the racial category Elf; 
known for black skin and white hair and are thought to 
be more cunning and war-like
Dazed — a condition in which a character is unable to 
use any in-game skills
Dead — a state in which a character may only be af-
fected by specifi c game eff ects; aft er fi ve minutes the 
character may pass to the state of Spirit if the character 
does not receive a Vitae Restoration spell

Death Draw Bag — a small bag containing 20 stones, 
used to determine if a character will be able to be resur-
rected or if the character has permanently died
Death Total — the total number of deaths a player 
character has accumulated over the game
Delay — a condition in which a character or creature 
must wait at least three seconds between game actions
Delivery Type — one of three ways that damage may be 
dealt during combat: Physical, Poison or Magic
Delivery Type (Magic) — a weapon or packet-based 
attack that does “magic” damage and may only be 
blocked by specifi c valid defenses 
Delivery Type (Physical) — a melee or packet-based at-
tack that does “physical” damage which may be blocked 
by a weapon, shield or appropriate magical defense
Delivery Type (Poison) — a melee or packet-based at-
tack that does “poison” damage which may be blocked 
by a weapon, shield or appropriate magical defense 
Disarm — any action which results in twisting the op-
ponent’s wrist in an attempt to physically dislodge a 
weapon or other item
Donations — items (including costuming, props and 
equipment) given to a branch in exchange for Castle 
Coins; typically items are assigned a pre-determined 
value based on needs of the branch
Dragonkyn — one of the races of the racial category 
Kindred; known for their tie to a specifi c elemental af-
fi nity and always appearing with scaly skin and horns 
Duration — how long a spell, eff ect or item lasts during 
game play
Dwarvenfolk — one of the races of the racial category 
Hillfolk; known for being short-statured and having 
prodigious beards; can appear as either black skinned 
or pale skinned; oft en excel at Smithing-based skills
Dying — a state in which a character’s Health Points 
are depleted to exactly zero
Economy — management of resources of a community
Elf — one of the fi ve racial categories that exist in the 
world of Valara; there are three races that defi ne this 
category with the main similarity found in the appear-
ance of pointed ears and long life-spans
Enchantments — advanced collection of High Magic 
spells that result in the creation of items with magical 
eff ects
Essence Magic — school of magic based around Life 
and Death, mix of healing and battle enhancements 
Faekyn — one of the races of the racial category Kin-
dred; known for a variety of physical features but one 
common feature is a purple birthmark across the face
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Feared — a condition in which a character or creature 
cannot approach or attack the creature/character that 
applied the condition
Feralkyn — one of the races of the racial category Kin-
dred; known for their animalistic-appearance but hu-
man intelligence
Fey — capricious, innately magical race that lives on 
Ereholme, a plane outside of Valara; only race known 
to have breed with mortals of Valara to create Faekyn
Finesse – the pool of feats used by nimble characters to 
perform maneuvers
Finishing Statement – a set, static phrase that com-
pletes a spell incantation; includes delivery type and 
applicable spell damage amount; see page 51 for a list 
of Finishing Statements
Florakyn — one of the races of the racial category Kin-
dred, known for nature-like appearances
Game Day — 2:00 pm of one day until 2:00 pm of the 
next day
Game Eff ect — any eff ect on a character that occurs 
during game play
Game Tags — small rectangles of paper that represent 
items received in the game; usually paired with physical 
representations of each item
Gearling — one of the races of the racial category 
Warling, known for metallic skinned appearance; only 
creature held together with magic
Goblinfolk — one of the races of the racial category 
Hillfolk; known for group/pack mentality and green 
skinned appearance and pointed ears/nose
Greater Hexes — any of one of six eff ects only available 
to high level monsters; these eff ects typically last for the 
entire duration of a game unless removed
Grimoire — spell book that contains all spells of a spe-
cifi c school of magic or High Magic invocations 
Half-Breed — a character who is part of two or more 
races; only one race can be physically represented and 
only that race will be awarded any racial bonuses for 
health and Mana points
Health Points (HP) — the number of points a char-
acter has to determine how healthy they are. During 
game play these points are decreased by receiving 
strikes from weapons in combat as well as from harm-
ful magic and poisons. Th ese points can be restored by 
receiving healing magic and tonics
High Magic — advanced system of magic that uses 
reagents and allows for creation of stronger eff ects or 
items to be used during game play
High Magic Mana Pool (HMP) — the number of 
points needed to cast a particular High Magic Invoca-

tion. Th ese points are separate from the regular pool of 
Mana Points
High Magic Reagent — physical components needed 
to cast magic spells and invocations
Hillfolk — one of the fi ve racial categories that exist 
in the world of Valara; there are three races that defi ne 
this category with the primary similarity found in the 
short-stature of its people
Hobbled — a condition in which a character or crea-
ture is unable to run or fl y
Human — one of the races of the racial category Man-
kind; shorter lived people who live for the moment
Illegal Targets — specifi c targets on a human body 
that are NOT approved to be aimed at/struck at dur-
ing combat situations in the game world; these include 
hands, head and groin areas
In-Game (IG) — what your character knows/does 
while playing the game
Immobilized — a condition in which a character or 
creature is unable to move their body in any way 
Incantation — a phrase that contains the Primer and 
Finishing Statement of a magical spell
Innate Abilities — specifi c skills that allow some races 
the ability to aff ect other characters/creatures with con-
ditions. See also, “Conditions”
Instantaneous — eff ects that are immediate with no 
delays
Intrinsic Magic or Spells — specifi c spells that can be 
cast innately by channeling the magical energies of Va-
lara
Invocation — a ceremonial practice to produce ad-
vanced magic eff ects
Invulnerable — a condition in which a character or 
creature is immune to all game eff ects unless specifi -
cally stated otherwise
Journeyman — a person who has achieved partial 
training in a specifi c skill and is still in need of further 
learning
Kindred — one of the fi ve racial categories that exist 
in the world of Valara; there are four races that defi ne 
this category with the primary similarity found in the 
exotic nature of its people
LARP — Live Action Role Play
Latex Weapons — molded weapons made from high-
er-end materials that appear more life-like; oft en made 
with defi ned striking edge
Leadership Roles — the world of Valara does not have 
pre-set leadership roles that are available for players to 
work towards. Th ese roles, such as nobility, mayor or 
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heads of guilds are left  for each branch and plot team 
to decide what might be attainable. Outside the game 
world, positions on staff  and plot are available for play-
ers who show a desire and drive to work towards run-
ning a great game weekend. Th ese positions are left  for 
a branch to fi ll or appoint
Long Rest — a period of time not less than six hours 
that will renew specifi c skills and abilities
Loreskill <Specialization> — skills that provide a 
character specifi c knowledge about designated subjects 
Magic — system of power derived from nature, ele-
mental forces or life energy in the game world
Maimed — a condition in which a character or crea-
ture cannot use a targeted arm(s)
Mana Pool or Mana (MP) — the number of points 
needed to cast a particular spell. Th ese points are de-
termined by the tier of the spell being cast. A Tier 1 
spell costs 1 point; Tier 2 costs 2 points and Tier 3 costs 
3 points for a school of magic the player chooses
Mankind — one of the fi ve racial categories that exist 
in the world of Valara; there are three races that defi ne 
this category with the main similarity being an “av-
erage” life-span similar to human culture in the real-
world
Master — a person who has achieved a majority of 
knowledge in a specifi c skill and has little left  to learn
Medic — a person certifi ed to handle real-life medical 
issues; typically have First Aid certifi cations or other 
real-world skills that qualify them to handle medical 
issues
Moon Elf — one of the races of the racial category Elf, 
also known as Elah’lune; known for pale white skin and 
pointed ears and a more fragile physique
Monster Abilities — special abilities that are only avail-
able to monsters
New Player — a person who has never attended a 
LARP event - they may start a new player character 
with 30 Skill Points
Non-Combat Player — any player who is unable to 
be in combat situations and may never be struck by 
ranged or melee attacks. Non-combat players may only 
use non-off ensive touch-cast spells on willing targets. 
To “kill” a non-combat player, a character/creature 
must stand within fi ve feet of the target, point their fi n-
ger and state “Non-combatant Die”
Non-Player Character (NPC) — monsters, towns-
people and other variety of roles played over an entire 
game weekend; supporting roles to further the story 
and enhance game-play for PCs

Non-Standard Eff ects —  any game eff ect that direct-
ly contradicts the rules or mechanics laid out in the 
C.A.S.T.L.E. Player Rulebook. Non-standard eff ects are 
not permitted at any C.A.S.T.L.E. event
NPC Points — reward system only given to plot, staff  
and NPCs during game weekends. Points are redeemed 
towards in-game items or converted to Castle Coins
Ogreling — one of the races of the racial category 
Warling, known for red or yellow skinned appearance 
and tusks; primitive and war-like
OOG Headband — a white piece of cloth with the let-
ter’s OOG (out-of-game) in red, worn to represent that 
the physical wearer is not present during game play
Orkling — one of the races of the racial category 
Warling, known for green or black skinned appearance, 
tusks and snout; very primitive and war-like
Out-of-Game (OOG) — the real world outside the 
game world; what the player knows outside game play
Packet or Spell Packet — small, bird seed fi lled fabric 
(6” x 6” sized) squares used to represent magical spells 
or energy or arrows and alchemical poisons during 
game play
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Shield — a type of weapon used to defend or block 
swings from piercing or blunted weapons
Shield-Bashing — any movement that results in delib-
erate shield-to-body contact against an opponent; al-
ways considered illegal during game play
Short Rest — a period of time not less than fi ve minutes 
that will renew specifi c abilities and items
Silenced — a condition in which a character or creature 
cannot speak; characters/creatures may still use innate 
abilities or Intrinsic Spells
Skill Points (SP) — points assigned to skills picked 
during character creation or upon achieving new level 
of game play; points are awarded for attending game 
events
Skills or Skill System — set of rules and customizations 
allowing players to simulate abilities in the game world. 
Th ere are 7 categories: General; Weapon; Style; Com-
bat; Magic; Craft ; and Class-specifi c
Soul — a character’s spiritual presence in the game 
world; also known as “the character sheet”
Soul Sickness — eff ect the resurrection has upon a 
character; remains with the character until their next 
Long Rest or the end of event, whichever comes fi rst
Spellsword — one of the three hybrid classes, cross be-
tween Sage and Warrior; typically excel at or blend to-
gether martial skills and magic
Spirit — a state in which a character exists who has not 
received a Vitae Restoration spell within fi ve minutes of 
entering the state of Dead
Staff  — support personnel who assist Plot in the 
planned story lines and actions during a game weekend 
State — one of four positions a character may fi nd 
themselves in during game play: alive, dying, dead, 
spirit
Strike — a subtype of damage that may be added to 
the call phrase of a weapon or magic attack; when used 
in conjunction with an attack, a valid defense must be 
called in order to stop the attack
Strike Force — how hard a weapon is swung versus the 
force in which it connects with a target location; strikes 
should be light in touch, not baseball bat swings
Subtype — an additional type of damage that can be 
applied to a damage combat call; currently only one 
type exists: Strike
Tagged Items — all mundane items do not require tags 
unless they are enchanted; consumable items and any 
other item deemed by the local plot team require tags
Target Locations — specifi c targets on a human body 
that are approved to be aimed at/struck at during com-
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Permanent Death — the inability to return to life in the 
game world
Player Character (PC) — the character you play for an 
entire game weekend
Plot — group of C.A.S.T.L.E. chosen staff  in charge of 
the story line(s) and action(s) at a game event
Pre-game — activities that occur before game starts 
including set-up and generation of tags and logistical 
paperwork
Prime Magic — school of magic based around elemen-
tal powers, primarily off ensive in nature
Primer — verbal statement that indicates a magical 
spell is about to be cast; consists of two parts: an invo-
cation of a source of power, and a statement of calling 
forth
Prosthetics — make-up appliances made from foam or 
latex in the shapes of ears, snouts, horns; can typically 
be painted and re-used multiple times in order to en-
hance appearance
Post-game — activities that occur aft er game ends in-
cluding clean-up and storage of materials
PVC — (polyvinyl chloride); type of plastic pipe used 
as the core for “boff er” style weapons
Race — a group of persons related by common descent 
or heredity. Th ere are 5 racial categories and 16 races 
in C.A.S.T.L.E. Th e racial categories are Elf, Hillfolk, 
Warling, Kindred and Mankind. Th e races are Human, 
Wanderer, Barbarian, Moon Elf, Valaran Elf, Dark Elf, 
Dwarvenfolk, Goblinfolk, Briarfolk, Faekyn, Feralkyn, 
Dragonkyn, Florakyn, Orkling, Ogreling, and Gearling
Rep or Phys Rep — the physical representation or prop 
of specifi c items in the game world including weapons, 
shields, magic spells, books, etc
Respawning — method by which an NPC reappears as 
a new monster of the same type
Resurrection — the ability to be brought back to life in 
the game world
Ritual — a system of collected rites
Rogue — one of the three main classes; excel in clan-
destine skills and oft en pursue careers as assassins, 
thieves or scouts
Rooted — a condition in which a character or creature 
cannot move their feet
Sage — one of the three main classes; excel at one of the 
three schools of magics
Senseless — a condition in which a character or crea-
ture is completely unaware of their surroundings; char-
acters/creatures in this condition may not speak, see, 
hear, taste, touch or smell. Th is is never a stand-alone 
aff ect



bat situations in the game world
Tavern — food service available during the game week-
end; also a primary in-game location events where 
characters gather to socialize
Tevas Festival — festival celebrated by Wanderers, 
where they elect clan leaders
Tier — level of magic or goods arranged from weakest 
or easiest to make to strongest or hardest to make
Tradeskill <Specialization> — any skill that a charac-
ter chooses to learn that represents a real-life trade or 
career
Trapping — any combat technique which deliberately 
uses weapons, shields or other objects to prevent an op-
ponent’s weapon from being withdrawn or disengaging 
from the attack
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Transplanted Player — a person who is migrating in 
to the C.A.S.T.L.E. LARP system from another LARP 
or game system
Touch Cast — a spell cast upon a target by touching 
the target with the spell packet instead of throwing the 
packet at the target. Th e target can accept or reject the 
spell.
Ultra-Light (UL) — lighter weight weapon, similar to 
“boff er” style weapons; however, core is made from fi -
berglass
Valara — the game world setting
Valaran Elf — one of the races of the racial category 
Elf; the most common of Elven cultures and valued for 
their wisdom and intelligence
Venem Tevas — elected leader of a Wanderer clan 
Vulnerable — a condition in which a character or crea-
ture takes double the amount of physical or magical 
damage dealt
Warden — one of the three hybrid classes, cross be-
tween Warrior and Rogue; can excel at or blend togeth-
er martial and clandestine skills
Wanderer — one of the races of the racial category 
Mankind; fun-loving nomadic people with a joy for 
celebrating life
Warling — one of the fi ve races that exist in the world 
of Valara; there are three cultures that defi ne this race 
with the primary similarity being physical strength and 
primitive culture
Warrior — one of the three main classes; excel in melee 
and other martial skills
Weakness — a condition in which a character or crea-
ture feels weakened and is unable to deal full amounts 
of weapon damage while under the eff ects of the condi-
tion
Weapon — items represented physically as either latex-
based or “boff er”-based and used during combat in 
the game world; constructed to look similar to real-life 
swords, bows, staves and shields
Weapon Block or Blocking — preventing an attack ac-
tion by inserting a weapon or shield into the path of the 
attack to fully or partially defl ect the force of the attack; 
may not use hands to defl ect attack 
Weapon Composition — any one natural material that 
a weapon is made from at a given time
Whetstone — game-play items that improve the amount 
of damage a weapon deals; physically represented by a 
stone or a box with a minimum size by a 3” x 3” x 1”
Wild Magic — school of magic based around nature, 
mix of off ensive and defensive
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